



Christians axe called to share their faith with
unchurched or secular people. This statement is not
contested, but the realization of the goal has become
increasingly difficult in our culturally diverse nation.
The Dueber United Methodist Church experienced the reality
of the problem when a new sports facility was opened to the
public as a tool for evangelistic outreach. The members
were not hostile and they desired to reach the people who
came to the various sports events; but they felt uncom
fortable with the worldview of the xanchurched.
In consultation with the committee responsible for
the sports program, a manual and a nine week training
program were designed to prepare lay people to become
engaged in relational evangelism with secular, unchurched
persons who differed significantly from themselves in
cultural and spiritual values. The nine week course
contained: reading assignments, Bible study, interactive
lessons, storytelling, and exercises to clarify one's
own personal worldview.
The effectiveness of the nine week course was
evaluated by cotrparing pretest and post -test of the
participants with a control group. Two instruments were
used: a sujfvey of basic values developed by Lingenfelter
and Mayers, and an author designed survey addressing the
ten characteristics of secular people noted by Dr. George
Hunter .
Results indicate enhanced awareness by the
participants of secular people in four of the areas tested
with the custom designed survey. According to the results
of the Lingenfelter and Mayers survey, a shift in cult-ural
values also occurred. The participants moved closer to
event orientation, holistic thinking, non-crisis
orientation and willingness to expose. Each of these areas
are essential to cross-cultural communication.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Study
Background to the Problem
In July of 1990 I was appointed to the Dueber United
Methodist Church as senior minister. One area of growth
targeted by the Administrative Board was the construction
of a Family Life Center for the dual purposes of keeping
our young adults and of reaching new people. The facility
was originally intended to. house a gym, a kitchen, and a
number of additional classrooms.
I had three responsibilities for the project. First,
I assisted the building committee in formulating their
philosophy of a Family Life Center. Second, I guided the
capital funds carrpaign in order to raise the $850,000.00
to build the structure. Third, I monitored the
construction-management of the Family Life Center. The
capital funds drive demanded nine months of my ministry
followed quickly by the construction phase. The building
was cortpleted by November of 1992 . The time frame was
July 1990 through November 1992.
To help me acconplish the first responsibility I
interviewed a few church members and then formally sixrveyed
the membership to deterrnine how they perceived the future
ministry of the Family Life Center. In addition, I
contacted a local church in Canton which has operated a
sports program with great success. I also contacted seven
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United Methodist churches with gyms in our district and
inquired concerning the nature of their programs and
requested a copy of their mission statements or
philosophies of sports -recreation ministry. I also
contacted the Eastside Baptist Church in Marietta, Georgia,
one of the largest church sports ministries in the United
States to better understand their philosophy for ministry.
I directed one question to each person responsible for
the sports programs of the aforementioned churches: What is
the purpose of your sports program? Although all made
minor overtures concerning the unchurched, it became
evident they were predominately concerned with providing a
controlled sports -recreation program for their membership
and people they could easily identify. The exception to
this observation was the First Friends Church in Canton
which had a deliberate and stated goal to reach the
unchurched.
Five of the area churches with sports ministries
responded to my request for an interview. From the five
interviews I was able to observe the following:
1. When a sports ministry is begun, a significant
number of people from other churches will participate.
Most of these people are only marginally involved in their
own churches, and could easily be categorized as inactive
or even unchurched.
2. These people will generally reflect the socio-
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economic strata of the current church membership or at
least of those participating in the program.
3 . It takes between three and five years before the
sports program becomes a bridge unchurched persons cross
into the worshipping community.
4. The staffing for a sports program is expensive.
5 . The enlistment of volimteers is a recurring
problem.
6. Tension between organized recreational programs
for members and outreach programs to the unchurched is an
ongoing problem.
7. It is difficult to maintain support from the
congregation when the gym begdLns to show signs of abuse.
8. Setting forth a clear purpose statement to control
the programmatic use of the gym is critically inportant.
I contacted two additional churches currently involved
in sports ministry asking what preparation they gave their
volunteers in understanding and relating to the unchurched,
especially unchurched people outside of their social -
economic strata. Their sports programs were similar to
each other and had an expressed goal of enhancing chiorch
growth through sports ministry. Their success seemed to be
proven by the size of their program and the rapid growth of
their churches. Both had instructional classes for
relational evangelism, but admitted an absence of knowing
how to motivate people to relate outside their comfort
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zone. The evangelism materials used were basically
produced by their staff.
From all the interviews I surmised the following:
First, there was a general absence of training material for
sports ministries that enphasize the theme of eA/angelism-
outreach. Second, a tension existed between how to use the
facilities and the church's stated purpose or mission.
Third, the vast majority of the adult volunteers genuinely
desired to reach the unchurched using sports and recrea
tion, yet they lacked the necessary communication skills.
Fourth, correlative to the previous point, a number of
people admitted ministering cross-racially frightened them.
There was also evidence to indicate a subtle and at times
expressed racial prejudice. I discovered in casual
conversation with the membership of the Dueber United
Methodist Church that they desired to reach "lost souls,"
but they also desired a place to play ball in a "Christian"
atmosphere. Pushing this discussion with those interested
in the sports ministry I perceived that their hesitancy in
opening the doors to outsiders or unchurched people was due
in large part to a fear of how to communicate in a
Christian fashion so as to win them to Christ. One
additional concern was the inclusion of the African-
American community and the lower economic class into the
life of the church. The Dueber United Methodist Church is
located in a transitional neighborhood.
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Hiis point is critical for the Dueber United Methodist
Church since it is located in a racially transitional
neighborhood. Although we are a regional church, there
retrains a very strong connection to the neighborhood. In
addition, we are witnessing an increased influx of multi-
cultured people to the Greater Canton Area and it is
reasonable to believe many of these people will be
attracted to a sports program.
Context of Study
The history of Dueber is inportant to understand in
order to appreciate the genuine desire they possess to
reach the unchurched. During the mid 1950 's. Dr. Karl
Wilson became senior minister bringing a strong
evangelical -holiness theology to the Dueber United
Methodist Church which was totally new to the membership.
Dueber became the flagship of the holiness movement in the
conference as well as an exaiiple of church growth. The
mid-fifty to seventy year olds in leadership positions
today were the fruit of the redenptive labor in those
years. Wilson became president of Asbury College vacating
the position of senior minister. Himdreds of conversions
occurred in the next decade as the church grew. Worship
attendance peaked in 1968 at 703 with the next year dipping
to an average of 614. Worship was sustained at an average
of 550 through the 1970 's before another decline ushered in
the 1980 's. In 1983, Dueber averaged 505 worshippers in
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attendance, and a steady decline continued until 1990 which
recorded an average worship attendance of 416.
At this point a thorough church growth analysis is not
necessary, yet one analytical comment is helpful. The
strong point of ministry was the eitphasis placed on
pastoral care. The classical "shepherding" style of
ministry was never relinquished and replaced with the
"ranching" approach, even though the numbers indicated a
need for this change. The shepherding ministry is usually
typified by a strong enphasis on the minister visiting in
the homes, hospitals, knowing the people by name and
generally guiding the people through every step of ministry
and life changes. Tension develops when the church grows
beyond the point of a minister being able to fulfill the
increased need by virtue of greater numbers. A transition
into ranching is a necessity if the church is to continue
on the path of growth. The ranching ministry is based on
enabling, administering, and teaching the people to
shepherd and minister to each other. Moses became a
rancher after following Jethro ' s advice .
Membership remained stable during the 1970 ' s and early
1980 's at 1,750 plus. One of the interesting factors
hidden in the worship figures is the attrition rate of
newcomers. New members were strong attenders during the
season of receiving pastoral care; but when it ceased they
had difficulty being assimilated into the church. The
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worship style of the church followed the typical and
traditional United Methodist format. Responsive readings,
the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer, the doxology, the
Gloria Patri and a twenty- five minute sermon were standard.
The enphasis of Wesleyan holiness was a pronounced
distinctive. The diminishing numbers truly concerned the
people, yet creative intervention seemed an inpossibility.
Historically I have been able to distinguish three
events that spixrred church growth. First, in the 1950s
Wilson was adept at the proclamation of the Gospel. People
responded to his salvation and holiness messages. Dueber
adopted a definite theology which was articulated in an
excellent fashion. People attending Dueber still remark,
"I came to hear Wilson preach and I met the Lord as my
Savior under his ministry. " This seems to have been a
common event which contributed to the general growth of
Dueber.
Secondly, the entrance of Rev. W. A. Amerson continued
the proclamation Gospel, but added the dimension of strong
pastoral care. Amerson was known for his countless calls
on people in their homes. He required every staff member
to follow his model, added a full time minister of
visitation, and instructed a large contingent of members
in the art of making home calls. The church instituted a
dinner on Monday nights for those going out on visitation.
After the dinner they received instructions and cards
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listing prospective members for lay pastoral intervention.
The program was a success until the late 1980
' s and into
1990 when results diminished. Today the program is
non-existent, although under review for possible re-entry
into the total church program.
The third event was the inclusion of two revivals
every year. Typically Dueber would hold a Spring and Fall
reviA/al inviting outstanding Wesleyan evangelists to
preach. Sam Kammelason, Dr. Dennis Kinlaw, Ford Philpot
�and Denis Applebee represent the high caliber of guest
evangelists. The format of two revivals a year remains to
this day. Evangelists who frequent the holiness canp
meetings are given special consideration as guest speakers.
Prior to eveiy revival careful attention is given to the
training of "altar workers . " The altar workers or
counselors are introduced to various approaches to assist
ing seekers who responded to the altar call. Dueber has
used the counseling material produced by the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association and Ford Philpot, as well as the
witnessing format taught by the Navigators. In addition,
the Four Spiritual Laws of Campus Crusade for Christ and
the Roman Road to Salvation are frequently reviewed as
resource material. Recently Dr. Robert Coleman's
"Objections to the Gospel" with scriptural comterpoints
has been used to prepare the coimselors for common
questions that often prove to be stumbling blocks for the
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seeker. Dueber is very serious about winning people to
Jesus. Yet the methodology is obviously a singular track
approach to acconplishing this goal.
This brief church growth analysis is included to
highlight two points. First, worship growth occurred with
the intervention of three events, i.e. classic proclamation
preaching, a discernible theology, and the personal touch
of a conprehensive visitation ministry. Second, the
numerical growth was curtailed when a mass exodus of
families occurred in the late 1970 's and early 1980 's.
Families from the Dueber United Methodist Church trans
ferred to other churches that offered a more cotrprehensive
ministry program. The programs offered were based on the
felt needs of both members and inquirers. The First
Friends Church received a number of our members. This
church has pioneered a spoirts ministry with the expressed
purpose to reach imchiarched people with the Gospel using a
non- traditional method.
The Dueber United Methodist Church in response to
declining numbers and in recognition of the biblical need
to reach unchurched people decided to inplement a sports
ministry as a tool for evangelism. Members had a strong
desire to offer a strong Christian witness, a knowledge of
traditional, personal evangelism models, but a hesitancy to
share beyond their comfort zone. Thus, the critical issue
became how to assist sports ministry volunteers in the
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reduction of bias and prejudices toward the \mchurched
especially when their socio-economic level differs from the
volunteers ' .
Purpose Statement
The pxirpose of this study was to evaliiate the results
of a nine week training program using a manual to prepare
lay people to become engaged in relational evangelism with
secular, unchurched persons who differ significantly from
themselves in cultural and spiritual values.
In response to the purpose statement these questions
surface as benchmarks for this project.
Research Questions
Research Question #1: D'Jhat does the literature suggest as
the best approach to teaching adults for involvement in
cross cultural ministry?
Research Question #2 : How well does a nine week training
program built on these principles prepare lay persons for
relational evangelism in the context of their own
community?
Research Question #3 : How well does such a program enable
lay persons to understand their own cultural biases and
develop sensitive, cross-cultural relationships with
secular, unchurched persons?
Assumptions
The author brings five assuurptions to the design and
inplementation of this project. They are not unique to the
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EXieber United Methodist Church, but they do reflect both
personal and congregational values and assumed realities
affecting the outcome of the project.
Assunption One. The Dueber United Methodist Church
will continue to confront culturally diverse people with
traditional evangelistic methods unless intervention
occurs .
Assumption Two. The Dueber United Methodist Church
possesses a genuine desire to impact the Greater Canton
Area with the message of God's redeeming love experienced
in Jesus Christ.
Assunption Three. The Dueber United Methodist Church
exists in a highly transitional neighborhood undergoing
ethnic and economic changes.
Assunption Four. The responsibility of the local
church is to evangelize the secular, Linchurched population
within their geographical area.
Assunption Five. In order for the local church to
fulfill Christ ' s evangelistic mandate it must utilize
current data, methods, and analysis which directly relate
to the local church ' s personality and available resources .
Methodology
Chapter 3, entitled "Theological Reflections on
Servanthood, " contributes to answering the first research
question. The biblical/theological concept of servanthood
was researched in order to determine its meaning and
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influence for Christian disciples' lives. Servanthood was
the hinge on which the nine week course opened the door of
relational evangelism for the participants. The theme of
servanthood was presented every week usually in the format
of personal Bible study. The studies were designed to
motivate the participants into a deeper willingness to open
themselves to new possibilities or ideas. It served to
help motivate Christians to involve themselves in personal
evangelism.
Thomas S , Kuhn ' s treatise on paradigm shifts
introduced the possibilities of approaching a problem from
a totally different avenue or discipline. Linking servant
hood with cross -cultinral studies brought fiorther focus to
the issue of how to get at the problem. I researched the
Bible for a variety of relational scenarios which met two
criteria: first, a definite departure from the normal way
of viewing life; and second, a sense of being called out of
one's comfort zone in response to the call of God. I used
the biblical accounts either to introduce the lesson in the
manual or as means to assist in the siimmation of the
lesson. The issue of adult learning or exactly the best
foinnnat for adult learning was primarily an exercise in
literature research. My wife, Barbara Ann Watterson
Harris, was an excellent resource in guiding ray research
within the various learning styles. She encouraged
sensitive attention to undetected learning problems among
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adults. Therefore, from the outset I determined to balance
auditory learning exercises and traditional reading of
lengthy assignments. I approached the literature review
seeking guidelines and answers to the first research
question as a way to get at the issues.
Collaborative study in addressing the first research
question was accomplished by reading in the areas of
cultural awareness and world view communication. The
outcome of this research was iirportant as I delineated the
individual lessons in the manual around the various themes
that surfaced.
I used two survey instruments to assist in answering
the second and third research questions. First, I used "A
Model of Basic Values" (Survey I, Appendix 47) prepared by
Lingenfelter and Mayers, both are veteran missionaries.
This particular survey helped answer the third research
question focused on the reduction of tension between people
due to a significant cultural difference. Unchurched
people live in a vastly different world than chirrched
people, hence certain conflicts naturally surface. With
the added dimension of socio-economic differences the
Lingenfelter and Mayers survey serve to indicate certain
positive shifts toward the reduction of tension, thus
permitting positive communication void of predisposed
opinions or bias.
Answers to the second research question were arrived
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at through a survey I authored by formulating a series of
fifty questions based on Dr. George Hunter's ten char
acteristics of secular people (Siirvey II, Appendix 48) .
Each of Hunter's characteristics was assigned five
questions with responses ranging from strongly disagree
to strongly agree.
Surveys I and II were presented to all volunteers
prior to the course and immediately after cottpletion of the
course. The order of the questions in Survey II were
randomly altered. The surveys were also presented to a
control group in the same manner as the test group.
Sherwood G. Lingenfelter, co-author of Survey I, has used
this survey to help his students at Biola University
better understand their basic values. In addition
Lingenfelter has used this survey at churches seeking to
enhance their members ' understanding of one anothers ' basic
values with the goal of better communication. Therefore,
the Lingenfelter and Mayers survey has historical validity.
The survey based on Himter's ten characteristics of secular
people is siibject to examination and verification.
The group trained by the program numbered twelve. The
results were tabulated one week after the final training
session. In order to illustrate the shift in awareness I
utilized a number of different conparison graphs, varia
tions in the mean score, and t- tests. I recognize the
limitation of measuring socio-spiritual growth or
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development in that individuals must be compared only to
their personal progress.
Perhaps the most radical departure from the tradi
tional training procedure was to suggest a missionary
model. All three research questions address the need to
examine available literatijre from missiological texts as
well as secular cross-cultural communication fo2nTiats.
Literature research was undertaken to discover the cultural
theme analogies of both secular and Christian people.
Delimitation and Generalization
Although the project was set in the context of sports
ministry, it was by no means bound to the areas of this
singular ministry. Actually, as the project developed it
became evident that the training format had no direct
relationship to sports ministry. Rather the more germane
purpose of being able to communicate with secular people
from a different culture surfaced early in the research
phase of the project. I located this project within the
confines of sports ministry to enhance its validity for
the Dueber United Methodist Church as well as to give it a
point of orientation, but its inpact beyond the boundaries
of any particular ministry.
The stated agenda was to reach out evangelistically to
a neighborhood culturally and spiritually different than
the majority of the membership. This was a totally
different approach than what has been traditionally
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accepted at the Dueber United Methodist Church.
The following chapter will review various literatures
to help answer the research questions and to inform the
contents of the manual. The topics reviewed are varied and
do not necessarily relate to traditional evangelistic
approaches. The primary reason for this approach is found
in the concept of Kuhn ' s paradigm shift . It offers a new





Programs designed to train volunteers for sports
ministries and various other types of outreach ministries
have largely involved descriptive material of various
outreach possibilities with a brief biblical challenge
underscoring the call to serve. This study deliberately
circumvents this customary literatiare and focuses instead
on four areas.
First, the review of literature examines traditional
cross-cultural training methodology. I have elected to
refer to our volunteers as missionaries. This terminology
is based on the secular nature of our American culture. In
addition, it is my desire to instill in the volunteers a
sense of purpose suggested by the term missionary. The
second area of examination focuses on cultural awareness
as an iirpoirtant factor in a successful sports -outreach
ministry. Third, worldview and cross-cultural communica
tion is examined to ascertain how the volunteers are to
acconplish the task of reaching a predominantly secular
society with the message of redenption. The foiirth aspect
of the review studies various approaches to adult teaching
and learning.
The art of training people to live, play, and work
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cross -cultiarally is a necessity in today's ever shrinking
world. We do not need to leave the boundaries of our city
or even neighborhood to confront diverse cultures.
Although the co-existence of sub-cultures is a reality,
just how to deal with the challenge of this reality remains
a very real problem. The majority of the literature
reviewed was designed to train people to live and work in
another country. I believe the information is transferable
to multiple sub-cultures which exist in a typical city. In
light of these adjustments, a number of approaches to
cross-cultural training have surfaced.
Cross -Cultural Preparation
Janet Marie Bennett, as detailed in the International
JoTimal of Intercultural Relations, tackled the systematiz
ing of the approaches isolating them into five models used
by various agencies to meet a wide range of needs. First,
the intellectual model is the classic teacher-pupil
relationship. One possesses a wealth of information about
a specific culture which must be shared and learned in
order to assure success in a new culture. Since most
Americans are accustomed to this style of learning its use
is prevalent as illustrated in the early plan of the Peace
Corp (122) . Second, the area training model developed as a
hybrid of the intellectual model utilizing some of the same
basic ingredients, but developing a particular enphasis on
duplication of cross-cultural scenarios.
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This training model enphasizes affective goals,
cultiire specific content and experiential
processes. Ualike the intellectual model, the
trainees are active participants in the learning,
which is derived from experiences, in the here-
and-now in which the trainees are involved. By-
deriving attitudes and skills from their
experiences, trainees are expected to develop new
behaviors and approaches to problem solving which
will increase their effectiveness while abroad.
(124)
The third model is called self -awareness training.
Act-ual cultural knowledge is itrpossible from this model,
rather the intent is to assist the learner in understanding
himself in a more conprehensive and focused fashion. This
approach stresses self -awareness as the key to true cross -
cultixral awareness. It stresses the inprobability of
becoming acclimated to a different cultiire if the
individual does not understand his or her personal bias and
prejudices. The fourth approach is called the cultural
awareness model with explicit intent to bring ethnocentrism
into focus.
In the cult-ure awareness model, enphasis is on
cult-ural insight, with individual awareness an
expected by-product. Few authorities in the
field of intercultural training would dispute the
value of increasing the participants awareness of
the role cult-ure plays in influencing their
thoughts, attitudes, and behavior. The approach
t-ypically moves from educating individuals to
recognize their own values, to analyzing
contracts with other cult-ures and finally to
applying the insights gained to inproving the
effectiveness of interaction. (127)
The final model presented by Bennett is multi
dimensional with elements from all the previously mentioned
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models. By attending carefully to building the program
through balancing content with process, culture specific
with culture general, and cognitive with affective, the
trainer models for the participants new ways of learning,
and better prepares them for the unique educational
opportunities inherent in cultural confrontation (131) .
The strength of the multidimensional model is also its
main weakness. IVIaintaining focus is very difficult if too
much material is attertpted to be covered by a single
training program. Training programs will tend to adopt one
approach over the others. One excellent example is Pierre
Casse's book. Training for the Cross-Cultural Mind. The
main contention of the author is if an individual becomes
sensitized to the need for cross -cultiaral communication
using incidents presented in the form of an exercise, an
individual will not need actual cultural specific data.
The methodology of Casse is not to be construed as lacking
depth since the exercises are extensive and require an
individual to examine personal values.
Obviously much of the available training material has
been birthed by the behavioral sciences. This can incite
many Christian cross-cultural trainees to suspicion, and
thus respected missiologist Lyman E. Reed's observation
concerning this bias is quite helpful.
Evangelical Christians have been slow to
recognize the value of insights gained from the
behavioral sciences. For some strange reason,
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psychology, sociology, and anthropology were
regarded as suspect; hence they were to be
avoided. (7)
While one can respect the behavioral sciences and draw
ideas and concepts from them, caution should always be
exhibited in accepting their approach without reservation.
Pierre Casse readily admits in his text the absence of
absolute truth. The Christian cross-cultural trainee must
not yield to this bias, yet the trainee must remain
objective in using the many ethnocentric exercises to
achieve the desired goal.
Lyman E . Reed ' s text , Preparing Missionaries for
Intercultural Communication; A Bicultural Approach, stands
as a very traditional model to train the new missionary.
Reed makes a strong case for mission trainees to become
knowledgeable of their future cultural setting. This
knowledge includes a thorough understanding of social
structures and language. The reason for this approach is
defended in the following statement. "Flexibility and
adaptability are qualities every missionary must develop.
Entering a new cultural milieu demands that the newcomer
make an effort to adapt to the conventional life-ways of
the host country" (144) . Reed does not recommend cross-
cultural awareness exercise to train futirre missionaries.
This appears to be a weakness in his approach as he negates
the opportunity to guide the missionary trainees toward an
understanding of their personal value system. The
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awareness of one ' s personal value system juxtaposed to his
specific culture is an often neglected element in the
training of missionaries.
The desired outcome is partially achieved by the
incorporation of a relatively new discipline, the
cotrparison of the trainee ' s worldview with the host people .
It is often a time of tremendous self -discovery and
personal realization of bias and prejudice that are
culturally specific. Reed's chapter entitled, "The Need
to Understand the Iirportance of Worldview, " presents an
excellent argument justifying the inclusion of worldview.
I will once again address this topic with a section
specifically reviewing the literatiare espousing the
discipline of worldview.
One of the most intriguing and worthwhile studies for
those involved in sports ministry is James R. Spradley's
Participant Observer. It is a blend of exacting ethnolog
ical information and actual field experience. The author
does not presume the reader has an abundance of a cross -
cultiaral knowledge, therefore he offers a rather thorough
introduction to cross-cultural awareness focusing on the
process of ethnology. Ethnology is a systematic approach
to understanding the new cultural mind-set and how it
informs a person's daily routine and rituals (3) . This is
most appropriate for sports ministers, since interactions
with the participants occur on a daily basis. One can
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learn from the interactions if one has the proper tools for
observation. It is obviously invaluable to sincere
students of worldview. Spradley marks out twelve steps for
the development of the skills needed for cultural aware
ness. Interestingly the twelve steps can encoiirage the
participants to practice on siib-cultiires that exist around
them. This is a subtle recognition of my assunption that
we live in a multi-cultural society. What is required from
the volunteer is dedication to the text and hence a careful
following of the twelve steps.
Ray Badgers, professor at Moody Bible Institute in
Chicago, utilizes Spradley as required text for students
majoring in missiology, but recognizes the limitation.
Spradley has done a masterful job of directing
the student through the lesson and assignment
required for each step. As with all skill
related coiirses some students grasp it and some
just do not seem to catch on. Yet all students
can develop a greater appreciation for culture by
just observing the conplexities in it. (78)
It is clear that the structure outlined in Participant
Observer addresses the issue of reducing culture clash and
sensitizing one to another person's culture.
The text, edited by Mestenhauser, Marty, and Steglity,
Cultures, Learning, and Disciplines, supports the emphasis
of cultural awareness acconplished through an organized
approach to training. It is not intended to be a training
manual, rather a conparison of the publications by the
National Association for Foreign Students Affairs
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addressing salient issues in cross-cultural learning
(Mestenhauser ix) . In response to the request of students
for permission to transfer to a university in another
country, programs were developed to prepare the students
for their cross-cultural experience. The result is a study
of a wide range of approaches with carefully documented
results. One of the greatest values of the text is the
editor's review and examination of the various programs.
The entire book presumes that the experiential approach to
cross-cultural training is superior to any other singular
approach. This is demonstrated by Darie Gainboa in his
study of international students who participated in a
twenty hour weekend program constructed around experiential
exercise (58) . This study was conducted at the University
of Michigan and was found to be more helpful than the
traditional program of listing and discussing differences
in the cultures. Jan Felsing's chapter entitled, "Some
thing for Everyone: A Search for Common Denominations,"
gave credence to the recognition and need for some kind of
orientation program. The need for a similar program at the
University of Iowa became self-evident as an increasing
number of students chose to study for a semester in a
different culture.
The University of Michigan program designed was meager
in time and content since they allocated an eight hour
block of time for lecture, group discussion, specialized
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experiential exercise, skits, and panel presentations (78) .
It is my assumption based on the corrparison of cross-
cultural orientation programs and the absence of such
programs that even a sinple and brief program is better
than nothing. In reviewing the various university
programs, Brigham Young University was a stand out in
understanding theory and practice.
At present the coiarse consists of six units:
(1) Developing Errpathy, (2) Suspended Judgment,
(3) Essential Etiquette, (4) Culture Shock,
(5) Nonverbal Communication, and (6) Language
Barriers. Each unit is divided into a reading
list, a summary of basic concepts to be learned
and understood (these are essentially objective
of the unit) , some specific skills that each
participant should strive to develop, and a list
of tasks or assignments designed to help develop
the skills and teach the concepts. These are
generic in nature and designed to be appropriate
for all students going abroad to whatever country
or cultiire. (94-95)
The importance in mentioning Brigham Young University
approach is to mdergird the necessity to take the training
program seriously with a definite objective and informed
proced-ure. This chapter was most helpful.
The final two chapters of Culture, Learning, and
Disciplines present a superior delineation of concepts and
theories related to cross-cultural training. Although at
times too brief, the chapters provide the best in assisting
the student in understanding the language of cross-cultural
learning .
H. Ned Seelye presents a fascinating approach to
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cross -cultLiral training in his book. Teaching Cultmre. It
is directed to education, thus the book carries with it an
underlining bias toward the infomed educator of cross -
cult-ural training. His chapter entitled, "Why Do People
Act the Way They Do?," is helpful for two reasons. First,
he uses identifiable illustrations of cultural differences;
and second, he weaves theory into the explanation of the
differences. As in all his chapters, Seelye includes
classroom activities p-urposefully connected with the
theory. It is a standard but productive use of expe
riential learning, blended with traditional lectures
(30, 32) . His methodology blends the need for substantive
knowledge and self -discovery. It is written in a format
that is easily adaptable to other cross-cultural orienta
tion sessions.
L. Robert Kohls has written a "how to" book capitaliz
ing on the experiential approach to cross-cultural learning
and training. In his Developing Intercultural Awareness, a
teacher's lesson plan page is presented with the desire to
guide a group of future world travelers, students, or
businessmen into a program that will prepare them for the
cross-cultural experience. It is viirt-ually a book of
exercises with the objectives carefully listed as well as
the amount of time needed to fulfill each exercise and a
list of materials needed. Nevertheless, it is not a book
to be purchased and iirplemented without proper leadership.
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The facilitator must have a thorough knowledge of cross-
cultural training theory and practice. The strengths of
this model are the engaging exercises and the ease with
which all people can participate. Its limitations are
evident in the absence of in-depth explanation of why an
exercise is inportant. This is the primary reason a
facilitator would need to have a pre-knowledge of the basic
theories of cross-cultural preparation. Also, it is
questionable whether all people can make the leap from
"self-realization" to "adaptability" within a new cultiiral
setting without the aid of cultural specific information.
Kohls' bias is not against specific information, rather he
is against total dependence on it.
In addition, L. Robert Kohls has written a manual for
a person planning to journey overseas entitled. Survival
Kit for Overseas Living. It is written for personal study
without benefit of the larger group. It is primarily aimed
at the lay professional who has not taken advantage of a
real training opportunity. Although the topics, twenty- two
in number, are all valid, the brevity distorts their value.
One cannot prepare for a cross -cult-ural experience without
experiencing the presence of others as they jointly reflect
and share mutual insights. The suggested methodology is
sound, but must not stand alone in one's menu of cross-
cultural preparation.
As one reads the literature of cross-cultural training
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methodology, David Kolb is mentioned frequently. Although
not an expert in the aforementioned discipline, Kolb is
highly respected and honored as the creator of many of the
experiential models used in cross-cultural training. Thus,
Kolb ' s Ebqperiential Learning is included in this review of
literature. Warren Bennis in the foreword catches the true
significance of Kolb's genius in stating.
Learning is a social process based on carefully
cultivated experience which challenges every
precept and concept of what nowadays passes for
"teaching. " And with this major achievement he
knowingly shifts the ecology of learning away
from the exclusivity of the classroom (and its
companion, the lecture) to the workplace, the
family, the carpool, the community, or wherever
we gather to work or play or love, (ix)
This is precisely the goal of the training this author has
in mind, and Kolb makes a critical contribution to the
methodology of the sports ministry training program.
One must not think Kolb is soft on education, rather
it is a sustained and well defined direction, i.e. goals
that make an experience a learning experience. One
incredibly intriguing area for the process of training
sports minister volunteers is the recognition of learning
styles as possibility-processing structures.
The cortplex structirre of learning allows for the
structures or styles of learning. Through their
choices of experiences, people program themselves
to group reality through varying degrees of
errphasis on apprehension or cortprehension.
Similarly, they program themselves to transform
these prehensions via extension and/or intuition.
This self -programming conditioned by experience
deteirmines the extent to which the person
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eirphasizes the four modes of the learning
process: concrete experience, reflective
observation, abstract conceptualization, and
active experimentation. (16)
This is undoiobtedly the real challenge of the training of
sports ministers for cross-cultural experience and hence
will be the subject of a more precise literature review on
how adults learn.
It is helpful to place the aforementioned literature
in a summary form emphasizing salient concepts and ideas
inportant to the study. We live in an increasingly multi-
cultured society with daily contacts of people diversely
different from us. This is a reality of our day.
Therefore the inclusion of cross -cultiaral preparation
literature which is usually presented for the person
traveling to a different geographical local is discemibly
in tune with the multi-cultural setting of today's urban
church. Thus the following action points are gleaned from
the literature usually reserved for an entirely different
setting.
First, we cannot assume knowledge of the cultures that
exist around us. These cultiires are manifested in the
lives of the people with whom we work, play and participate
in routine activities on a daily basis. The cultural
differences are not as discernible since geography or
language is not an issue. Yet, the use of a common
language and its specific meaning for the individual may
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vary greatly from person to person. We cannot assijme a
thorough knowledge of the s-ub-cultures which exist parallel
and even interactive with our own. It is critically
itrportant to train ourselves to listen, observe and record
the elements of our multi-cultural society.
Second, mere knowledge of the cultural diversity is
not enough. The cross -cultiaral training materials seem to
agree that a person can possess an immense amount of
knowledge and fail at cross-cultural communication. The
key is for an individual to develop an openness to and
acceptance of the validity of another culture. In essence
one could say the goal is to respect the people and their
cultural attitude. I hesitate to suggest such can be
accomplished via self -awareness and cultural awareness
models, but great advances can be made utilizing these two
models. These models best represent a usable format for
the preparation manual of the study.
Third, closely akin to the self and cultural awareness
models is the necessary discovery of one ' s personal value
system and the sometimes painful recognition that it is not
absolute. The cross-cultural literature supports the
discoveiry and process of dealing with the necessity of
change and acceptance of other people.
Foinrth, in order for the preparation of cross-cultural
witnesses to be fruitful it should be done in a group
setting allowing for a free exchange of ideas. Also, the
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confrontation of the diversity of oiir culture will
naturally occiir in a setting of twelve or more people.
Cultural Awareness
This study presupposes the necessity of possessing a
certain degree of actioal cultural awareness if the sports
ministry is to be successful. Therefore, a review of the
basic literature in cultural awareness is essential to the
project. A basic text rehearsing the tenets of cultiare is
Cultural Anthropology by Paul G. Hiebert. He defines
culture as "the integrated system of learned patterns of .
behavior, ideas, and products characteristic of a society"
(25) . The inportance of Hiebert is to help the student
understand the basic problems of cultural differences and
ethnocentrism. The opening chapter deals with the
existence of multi-cultures and the necessity to be
sensitive to cultural difference, hence cultural awareness.
The inportance of this text is the basic introduction it
offers to the field of cultural awareness presented within
the framework of Christianity.
The next mainstay of our study is Eugene A. Nida's
Customs and Cultures, which serves to bring the theme of
cultiiral awareness into a Christian focus . Nida ' s text
serves to enlighten one to the myriad exairples of diversity
within a culture. He presents the tension of what appears
to be anti-Christian values and the cultural bias held by
the Western Christians. He keeps before the reader the
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question of how to effectively fulfill one's missionary-
call within a different culture while maintaining respect
for the host cult-ure. Nida asks the question of how to
confront a cult-ural norm when seemingly in conflict with
the missionary nom. He answers this question by suggest
ing the missionary must first understand there is a reason
for every action he or she encounters in a culture. This
is undoubtedly an inportant concept to intpress on sports
ministers as they witness actions they believe are an
assault on Christianity. The street vernacular used on the
basketball court is an exanple of what might at first
assault IXieber's holiness culture. The text's date of
publication, 1954, does restrict its perspective of modem
cultiiral awareness studies, yet it makes a solid contribu
tion and is a classic in the field.
Cultural Anthropology: A Christian Perspective by
Stephen A. Guinlan and Marvin K. Mayers is again a general
approach to the subject of cult-ural awareness, or as they
use the term, cultural relativism. Much of the text is a
rehearsing of expected themes such as marriage, kinship,
roles, and language. Yet there is a relatively strong
chapter dealing with the effects on an individual entering
another culture. Although the authors use the nomenclat-ure
"cultural shock" to describe the psychological results for
those not prepared, it is tenable to believe the less
strenuous form "culture clash" can reflect much of the same
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syirptoms and results, especially as it relates to the
existence of diverse juxtaposed cultures. The importance
of a cultural awareness is attested by Guinlan and Mayers
in the following excerpt from Cultural Anthropology: A
Christian Perspective.
Cultiaral anthropology can give a person a
perspective that will enable him to enter another
culture with the least amount of culture shock
and the quickest recovery, enabling him to begin
to move toward empathy, acceptance, and
identification. (26)
Charles H . Kraft ' s Christianity in Culture pushes the
reader to deal with culture from a framework of theology.
The explanation of the biblical mandate lived out in a
different cult-ural setting is the strength of his text.
We ad-vance the thing that God's basic attitude
toward culture is that which Paul articulates in
I Corinthians 9:19-22. That is, he views human
cult-ure primarily as a vehicle to be used by him
and his people for Christian piirposes, rather
than as an enemy to be combated or sh-unned. (103)
Accepting another person's cult-ure as a gift from God can
only happen when the aforementioned culture is respected
and one possesses eyes of cultural awareness to perceive
differences not as a personal challenge. Kraft presents a
series of models that enable the missionary to gain this
kind of perspective.
i^proaching the need for cultural awareness from
another direction is the study of Edward C, Stewart in his
American Cult-ural Patterns: A Cross -Cult-ural Perspective.
Stewart explains the need to understand one ' s own culture ,
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before expecting to grasp a different culture.
The approach has been to fomiulate the cross -
thinking, assunptions and values held by such
Americans and those held by the foreigners with
whom they work. These cultijral differences often
produce misunderstandings and lead to ineffectual
activity in face-to-face communications. A
concerted effort on the part of Americans to
understand them would probably enhance their
effectiveness overseas and in the United States.
It is postulated, however, that achievement of
this goal would require that the advisors first
know American culture. Since the typical
American lacks a clear \mderstanding of his own
culture, there is a need for a delineation of the
patterns of thinking, assunptions and A/alues that
frequently affect advising and consulting
activities overseas and at home. (7)
The inportance of this study is to lend support to the
experiential exercises that focus upon American values.
The recognition that as Americans we are culturally
influenced is a revelation to most American people. The
further discovery that our way of thinking and doing are
not inherently Christian is an earth shaking discovery.
Stewart covers a wide range of topics from the secular
world, but in a fashion able to confront the sports
ministry volunteer with the existence of sub-cultures.
In the desire to build on an imderstanding of our
culture as a prerequisite to understanding another culture
the following books and articles are of varied assistance
in helping the student in understanding cultural awareness.
Researching American Culture, edited by Conrad Phillip
Kottack, offers a means to examine our culture with
relative objectively. The inportance of this work for our
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pixcpose is first as a guide or manual suggesting ways to
observe and reflect upon the culture in which we live; and
second, it offers us tools to examine a new culture within
the framework of relational exercises. This brief work
encourages the student to get involved with another
culture, which is essential if the sports volunteer is to
gain all that is possible from this experience. Kottack is
behavioral in his orientation and utilizes neo-Freudian
techniques to analyze the American sub-culture (39) . This
approach is obtuse to our intent; yet taking an objective
look at the sub-cultures in which we live, work, and play
is helpful when bridged into practical application of a
spoiTts ministry experience.
Two additional books worth mentioning at this point
that are a mixtiire of popular reading, scholarly research,
and enable citizens of the United States to view their own
culture through different lenses are Habits of the Heart
and Individualism and Commitment in American Life, Readings
on the Theme of Habits of the Heart. Their purpose is
merely to sensitize us to the reality of culture and
recognize just how immersed we are in our own rituals and
ways of thinking about the cosmos.
Lloyd E . Kwast ' s article in Perspective On the World
Christian Movement brings perspective back to the need for
cultural awareness.
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What is culture, anyway? For the student just
beginning the study of missionary anthropology,
this question is often a first response to a
confusing array of descriptions, definitions,
coTiparisons , models , paradigms , etc . _ There is
probably no more conprehensive word in the
English language than the world "culture,
" or no
more conplex a field of study than cultural
anthropology. Yet a thorough understanding of
the meaning of culture is prerequisite to any
effective communication of God's good news to a
different people group. (361)
Kwast suggests we ask a series of questions that will
solicit responses detailing behavior, values, beliefs, and
finally worldview. It is not a conplicated procedure as
the questions are as follows:
What is done?
What is good or best?
What is true?
What is real?
Such questions can be used as we observe and reflect on our
cultirre as well as another culture in which we minister.
The sinple methodology definitely enhances cult-ural aware
ness and is very easy to follow.
Although Craig Storti ' s text , The Art of Crossing
Cultures , is expressly meant to help train professionals
sojoirming in a foreign country, it points out a number of
helpful facts. First, cross-cultural communication is
impossible if individuals are annoyed, confused or
unsettled by the behavior of the people in the new culture.
In fact, the people the individuals intend to help may
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become equally agitated and eventually cease any attempt to
communicate (Storti 15) .
The most helpful insight Storti uncovers is that the
source of owe agitation must be recognized as our problem
and not that of the host culture. The reason for the anger
is the unrealistic expectations that everyone should be
like us. He touches both our cognitive processes, as well
as our overt reactions. The result is either to forfeit
any attenpt at adapting, retreat into a safe harbor, or
face the reality that the problem is in us. Storti further
suggests that if we confront and accept the responsibility,
the next logical step is to develop culturally appropriate
expectations (62) .
When I apply this very sinple line of reasoning to the
problem, a number of helpful suggestions surface. First,
Christian witnesses are responsible to accept the task of
dealing with their personal feelings toward the unchurched
and their sub-culture. Second, it is a necessity to learn
about the sub-cultures within our geographical ministry
area. Third, we need to allow the new information to guide
us into more prudent ways to witness. Reliance on a
formula approach to witnessing is a serious mistake.
Duane Elmer in his book, Cross-Cultural Conflict.
supersedes the usual prescribed means of conflict resolu
tion by forcing Western readers to realize their bias and
prejudices. He invites his readers to wear multi -cultural
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lens. The most helpful aspect of his treatise is the rec
ognition that countries like the United States of American
are rapidly becoming a nation of many cultures (21) .
Elmer drives home the need for an openness to all
cultures based on a theological premise.
As we know, all people have been injured by the
Fall, by sin's hold on the world. Yet God's
grace is present in all people and in all
cultures. As we siibmit ourselves to learning
from other cultures , we catch glinpses of God ' s
grace that would be unavailable in our own
culture. (13)
In response to Duane Elmer's insight I would like to
suggest a connection with servanthood. Elmer's emphasis to
submit underscores the necessity of possessing a servant ' s
attitude. Relationships are more valuable than being
correct or being more powerful. It is a major departure
from traditional Western conflict resolution.
The final entiry in cultural awareness is Richard W.
Brislin's Cross-Cultural Encoimters: Face to Face
Interaction. He raises a very germane question and
potential problem for sports ministry people regarding
their attitudes.
People ' s own feelings of coitpetence are based on
positive attitudes and self-confidence.
Favorable attitudes regarding language learning
and increasing one's knowledge base are critical.
Many adjustment problems stem from ignorance of
basic facts which can be easily learned by people
willing to make the effort. Once people are
confident of their language ability and cultural
knowledge, they can meet their everyday needs
through interaction with hosts in a variety of
situations. (284)
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Brislin touches upon the inportance and mandate for the
sports ministiy person to know and understand the siib-
culture as much as possible.
In summary it is helpful to identify three action
points gleaned from the review of cultural awareness
literature. The first action point is derived as a general
consensus by the cited authors: one must admit cultural
differences exist, and that they are equal in value to
one's own personal cultural biases. Thus, it is necessary
to assist the witness or sports minister in discovering the
divergent cultures as opport-unities to grow personally and
not as mere personal challenges.
The second action point seems almost redundant or
easily assumed, and that is, to work toward an understand
ing of one ' s own culture . Discovering traditional values
that govern our way of thinking is one example.
The third action point calls for the participant to
assume responsibility for the emotional stress that occurs
when cultures clash. We are the ones who desire to reach a
person with the message of Christ. Therefore, we must
accept the responsibility to guide and control the
emotional confrontation. Thus, it is advisable for the
manual to deal with the inevitability of confrontation and




The need for positive, cultmrally sensitive communica
tion and the discovery of available approaches are subjects
addressed in this section of the review of literature. In
addition, the rather recent discipline of worldview as a
means to understand cultiare is also addressed in this
section. The inclusion of communication juxtaposed to
worldview is due to the assunption that effective commu
nication cannot occur unless a relative knowledge of
worldview is possessed, and conversely mere knowledge will
not assure communication. The two issues are inter
dependent .
John E. Walsh records the following definition of
worldview in his work entitled Cultinral World View:
World view can be said to begin where science
ends; it is an attitude that seeks to supply
answers to the questions that lie beyond the
scope and power of enpirical science. Those
world views that are based on religion ordinarily
involve some kind of a faith system in which
doctrines are accepted and adhered to by reason
of the presumed reliability of the source of that
faith. World views, based on philosophical
inquiry rather than religious faith, assume that
the answers to ultimate questions can be at least
partially uncovered through the use of human
reason, usually in some forai of metaphysical
thinking and reasoning but sometimes as well in
mystic experiencing. World views differ greatly
in the degree to which they rely on scientific
knowledge and seek to validate themselves
scientifically, but their aim is always the
wisdom that transcends science. The concept of a
"scientific world view" would appear to be
inherently contradictory because among other
things, such a world view would not be able to
respond to the question of why science itself is
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a good or valuable thing. One of the main
functions of a world view within a culture is to
serve as a source and justifying reason for the
culture's value system. (71-72)
Walsh is not a Christian author, hence his approach to
understanding worldview is predominantly informed by the
behavioral sciences. Although he does not identify this in
his treatise on worldview, it becomes evident when he cites
Freud ' s pleasure principle as a driving force in the
formulation of a worldview (80) . His inportance to this
study is the recognition and defense of worldview based on
an individual ' s philosophy birthed almost mystically from
his attitude toward the cosmos. He more than hints that
everyone is basically religious. This is a salient point
in that it gives a common point of reference for the
proponent of Christianity. The witness to Christ must
therefore recognize that people do not attitudinally or
philosophically exist in a vacuum. Mutual respect is a
prerequisite for communication. His book offers a secular
approach to the subject.
The thesis of Ian Ludbrook Grant at Fuller Theological
Seminary is a basic review of the prominent schools of
thought on the s-ubject, as well as an historical review of
the major contribution to the study of worldview. Special
attention is given to the models of Dr. Charles H. Kraft
and Dr. Paul G. Hiebert. The thesis is entitled Worldview
Sourcebook - The School of World Mission Models. Kraft
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suggests six worldview universals that will enable a person
to observe a culture recording one ' s observation in a
standard format. These universals are classification,
person/group, causality, time, space, and relationships
(41) . The basic tenets of Hieberl: and Kraft push us a
little further into understanding worldview, actually
building on the main thesis of Walsh. Hiebert and Kraft's
delineation of six universals serve to focus the actual
formulation of the attitudes as they are acted out in
society. These will serve as points of identification for
Christian witness as they seek to reach the secular person.
There are a number of monographs that examine
worldview in particular contexts. Mary Ann Stenger's "The
Problem of Cross-Cultural Criteria of Religious Truths"
focuses on the phenomena of religious experience and what
it means in a given culture . She cites Peter Berger ' s
phenomenological approach as well as a host of other
approaches (315) . This work serves to sensitize the
student to the problem and unfortunately the tendency to
quickly categorize the phenomena without properly under
standing the whys behind it.
David M. Paton's "Twelve Assunptions about Confessing
the Faith in the Global Village" is sitiply based on an
unacceptable premise. This article is mentioned as an
exattple of one seeking a worldview without proper
observational skills. His objectionable premise is the
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absence of absolutes which he applies to all society, hence
making revelation of God's Word a vacuum at best, riddled
with corridors of change as the days aimlessly drift (308) .
Paton ' s approach would never permit anyone the privilege of
knowing absolutely another culture's worldview.
One of the most helpful vehicles to bridge the topic
of worldview into the everyday life of the lay person is
the unpublished notes of Professor John Geib of Malone
College . Geib ' s course is oriented toward the Christian
professional seeking a degree in business management. The
iirportance of Geib's work for sports ministry is the means
by which he guides students into an understanding of their
worldview, and thus enhances their potential of discovering
and appreciating another worldview. His ultimate goal is
to enhance one ' s ability to recognize the existence of
diverse worldviews and begin to imderstand how a worldview
affects the student (Geib) . It is Geib's methodology that
is extremely helpful and could enable a sports ministry
person to journey into areas never considered prior to the
given experience. Geib systematically walks the student
through an array of exercises designed to help the student
discover his worldview. He then asks all students to
defend their personal worldviews. Class discussion centers
on a corrparison of worldviews, noting similarities and
differences. In addition, special attention is given to
particular worldviews that cannot be adequately supported
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with cognitive evidence. The discussion centers on why
should anyone retain a worldview that seemingly has no
credibility.
There are three brief monographs that underscore the
justification for learning to think in terms of worldview.
First, Clifford Geertz's chapter in The Interpretation of
Culture entitled "Ethos, World View, and the Analysis of
Sacred Symbols" strives to connect ethos and worldview.
In recent anthropological discussion, the moral (and
aesthetic) aspects of a given cultixre, the evaluation
elements, have commonly been summed up in the term "ethos, "
while the cognitive, existential aspects have been
designated by the term worldview. A people's ethos is the
tone, character, and quality of their life, its moral and
aesthetic style and mood; it is the underlying attitude
toward themselves and their world that life reflects.
Their worldview is their picture of the way things in sheer
actuality are, their concept of nature, of self, of society
(127) . This dichotomy is a fundamental necessity, although
the two points are not nearly as distant as one may think.
It is only common sense because between ethos and
assumed structure of reality, there is conceived
to be a sinple and fundamental congruence such
that they conplete one another and lend one
another meaning. (129)
In order to imderstand the culture one must first under
stand the aforementioned relationship between ethos and
worldview. This article serves as a natural application of
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thinking in terms of worldview.
The second article, "Conversion in Cultural Context, "
by John A. Gration, confronts the thorny problem of what
conversion- -response to the message of the Gospel --looks
like in another culture. Gration stresses understanding
the worldview of the host culture as absolutely essential
if real missionary communication is to occur (160) . The
author presents two basic prerequisites for understanding
how conversion will happen in any culture. These two
perspectives are the value system of the culture and
knowledge of the cultirre. The crucial point Gration
strives to make is sinply that we should not require our
signs of conversion to be forced upon a person of another
worldview, rather we should allow the signs of conversion
to germinate and grow naturally from the conversion
experience within the given culture. This may present a
serious problem to the sports minister unaccustomed to
respecting and accepting divergent worldviews (161) .
Once again the review of literatirre returns to Geertz
with general attention to his book. The Interpretation of
Culture, with particular attention to the chapter entitled,
"Person, Time, and Conduct in Bali." Geertz examines the
Balinese to deterrnine if human thinking is for all intents
and purposes a social activity (360) . Examination of this
article provides an excellent study of the interrelation
ship of a people group. It is a good article for the
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student to examine to note the effect of worldview on a
given culture.
The preceding articles preA/ail upon the reader to
accept the difficulty in which worldview thinking occurs
for the outsider. The difficulty is defined as the work it
takes for the missionary to understand language and factors
which contribute to a culture's worldview if cross-cultural
communication is the goal. Marguerite Kraft has
articulated the siibstantial influence of worldview on the
theory of missionary communication.
It is my premise that a people's concepts, basic
presupposition, and experiences affect the way
the message of Christianity is heard and
interpreted. Understanding the worldview is a
necessary basis for effective hearer-oriented
communication. It is the basis also for
strategizing for presenting the Gospel as well
as effectively nirrturing the Christian. (4)
Kraft is the cons-ummate missionary ethnologist -
anthropologist in that she adheres to the necessity of
knowing the language in order to penetrate the worldview.
She presents a variety of means to gain an understanding of
the cultirre by asking astute worldview questions. Once the
methodology is established Kraft challenges one to compare
the Western worldview with the host country or Kamwa
worldview. Kraft uses as an exatrple the biblical command
to "Honor your father and yoirr mother ..." (Exodus 20:12
NASB) as a point of conparison between the Western and
Kamwa worldview. "An awareness of the specific world view
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involved lays the groundwork for clear communication.
Since the communication process involves stimulating
meanings rather than transmitting them, understanding the
world views is crucial" (101) . Charles Kraft expands upon
the theme of communication in Christianity in Culture. He
lists ten principles of communication with the major
enphasis being the necessity for the communicator-
missionary to be receptor-oriented (150) .
Friedrich Dierks, Lutheran missionary to South Africa,
expands upon Kraft ' s postulant in his monograph entitled,
"Communication and World-View. "
"The communicator, to communicate adequately,
upon his message. Such awareness helps him
greatly to become receptor-oriented." If a
Christian communicator is unaware of the effect
of his own world-view upon his message, he cannot
really understand nor appreciate a Christianity
which is embedded in a different world-view. If
a missionary is not able to distinguish between
the frame of his own world-view with the
Christian message as such and wrongfully claim
biblical authority for it. What is more,
missionaries, if unaware of their own world-view,
tend to regard it as their duty to combat the
world-views of other peoples and to try to
dismantle them, (47)
Dierks' challenge is si�)stantiated by a dialogue of what he
believes are the four controlling elements in a Western
worldview which are as follows: dualism, spiritualism,
intellectualism, and individualism (48) . The bottom line
in his discussion is that people will never truly change
their worldview thinking even after adopting the Christian
message.
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The communicator of the Christian message must
therefore be intimately familiar with the
world-view forms of the receptors of his message.
It is, however, of equal importance that the
communicator should be aware of his own
world-view and its interference with all his
communication activities. To acquire this
awareness is as difficult as it is essential.
(56)
There are two texts which stand out and assist
individuals in identifying their worldview and developing
the ability to articulate it. W. Andrew Hoffecker and
Gary Scott Smith, professors at Grove City College, jointly
edited Building A Christian Worldview Vol. 1. Their
methodology is best described by the editors in the
preface .
The themes of this volume are theology (study
of God) , anthropology (study of humanity) , and
epistemology (study of knowledge) . While we
can learn much about these themes by examining
what people believe today, a clear and
conprehensive -understanding of world views and
their inplications must also include what past
thinkers have believed. Our biblical perspective
leads us to value historical study, especially
the history of ideas. We believe, then, that
combining historical and topical approaches will
enable us to evaluate the interplay between ideas
in their social settings and s-ubsequent
development, (xiii-xiv)
The central reason one should attenpt to digest this volume
is to grasp the reality that our worldview was not bom in
a -vacuum. Hence, the various worldviews we encoimter
throughout the world did not come into existence by fiat!
Every cult-ure was graced with its own philosophers and
theologians. It is reasonable to maintain persons like
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Plato and Aristotle existed among the Masai people beyond
our recorded recollection. Therefore, in the study of this
text the authors trace the development of our present
Western worldview and help us become sensitized to the
process perpetuated in all cultures.
Arthur F. Holmes of Wheaton College has written a
volume entitled. Contour of a World View. The goal of
Holmes is similar to Hoffecker and Smith, yet void of the
exacting approach of history and topics. Holmes has
written a polemic for possessing a Christian worldview,
therefore he carefully examines the secular or humanistic
alternatives and persuasively disregards them. His
concluding section places the desired Christian worldview
juxtaposed to four very recognizable areas of life: human
creativity, science and technology, work, and finally play.
The value of Holmes is once again in its background of
developmental worldview and the demand it places upon the
believers to know what and why they believe that which
informs their worldview.
When one has at least recognized the reality of
worldview as background to all cultural mandates and the
tapestry of theism sewn into all culture, the book by
J, Daniel Hess, From the Other's Point of View, is most
welcomed. The book contrasts and compares cross-cultural
communication in a wide variety of case studies and
incidents which undergird the author ' s premise that two
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people from two different cultures can speak almost the
very same thing with two totally different ideas. "I shall
give many examples throughout the book of siirple phenomena
that somehow registers different 'pictures' in the brains
of people from different cultures" (13) . Hess has written
a book delineating scenes of North Americans clashing with
Latin American's worldview while spending various lengths
of time in their coimtry. In addition, the book is a plea
to allow the host of the culture to which the North
American is guest to set the agenda of communication.
This is a most prudent point for sports ministers . It
eirphasizes that an important ingredient in communication is
learning how to listen. This book is perhaps one of the
most critical for sports ministry in that it forces the
volunteer to grapple with the challenge of appreciating
another culture and not possessing a feeling of
superiority. Redemption is not understood in terms of
imposing o\rr culture upon another person.
At this point the focus narrows to answering the
question of how do we communicate the Gospel cross -
culturally in practical ways. Lesslie Newbigin proposes as
a starting point a return to the Gospel in his book.
Foolishness to the Greeks.
The question with which I am writing in these
chapters is this: As people who are part of
modem Western culture, with its confidence in
the validity of its scientific methods, how can
we move from the place where we explain the
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gospel in temis of oior modem scientific
world-view to the place where we explain our
modem scientific world-view from the point of
view of the gospel? (22)
Newbigin reverses the usual approach in determining how to
confront another culture with the Gospel by pushing the
reader to ask that very real question about one ' s own
culture. Therefore, we are forced to examine in an
abbreviated fashion and with a slightly variant approach
the roots of our worldview and thus see how these self-
discoveries conceming our own worldview inform the way we
communicate the Gospel. This is most helpful in assisting
the sports ministry volunteers in broadening their personal
bases of imderstanding and communicating the essentials of
their faith.
One of the classical approaches to cross-cultural
communication is set forth by the veteran missionary and
professor, John T. Seamands, in his book. Tell It Well.
Communicating the Gospel Across Cultirre.
Effective communication of the gospel requires
adequate preparation. Communication is not a
separate and isolated entity, but is dependent
upon certain antecedents. There are four areas
in particular to which the Christian messenger
need to give attention. (89)
Seamands delineates the following four antecedents: study
the religions of the field, seek to master the language of
the people, seek to identify with the people, and finally,
try to be a good listener. The approach sounds basic, yet
it incorporates the necessity of knowing the worldview of
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the sxib-cultiare possessed by the individual one desires to
reach.
Perhaps the most singularly relevant text for sports
ministry is Ministering Cross CultTorally: An Incamational
Model for Personal Relationships written by Sherwood G.
Lingenfelter and Marvin K. Mayers. The authors identify
the absolute essential element in communicating cross -
culturally as adopting an incamational model. The
following quote puts the concept of incarnation into
perspective for sports ministry.
The challenge is to become what Malcolm McFee
(1968) calls 150 percent persons. McFee uses
this concept to describe Blackfoot Indians who
are acculturalist into white American society.
He argues that they are still 75 percent
traditional Blackfoot, but they have also leamed
to adapt to and follow the larger American
cultirre to the point where some are 75 percent
white as well. These people he terms 150 percent
persons. Like those Indians we will never become
100 percent insiders in another culture or
sub-culture. The only way that is possible is
the way Jesus did it to be bom into that other
culture and spend our whole lifetime in it.
However, it is possible to follow his example, to
be "imitators of God," as Paul commands in
Ephesians 5:1, and "live a life of love" (v. 2)
in the culture in which we hope to minister. Our
goal should be to become more than we are, even
if that means being less than 100 percent
American. (24)
The authors further compel the missionary to become as a
little child, to deny himself, and identify as much as
possible with the new culture (26) . This entire approach
must be modified to a level of logical demand upon sports
ministry, yet it is this theological resolution to identify
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and put oneself in the position of servant among a
different people that will encourage success in cross-
cultural communication.
Two articles by Charles Kraft which predate the
publication of the Sherwood and Lingenfelter text reinforce
the incamational model for cross-cultural communication.
In "God's Model for Cross-cultural Communication-the
Incarnation, " Kraft carefully delineates how God through
Jesus has broken out of the stereotype of how one assiimes
such religious figures should act. Jesus truly identified
with people. We are conpelled to destroy the stereotype of
missionary, whatever that may be, and apply an incama
tional model (208) . In Kraft's second article "The
Incarnation, Cross-Cultural Communication and Communication
Theory" he links the incamational model with four
principles of communication. Kraft says there is an
unpredictability to the incamational model, and thus the
missionary must move into an unpredictable form of
communication .
David Hesselgrave offers a modifier to what some make
believe is a call to become absorbed into the culture. In
his monograph, "Identification- -Key to Effective
Communication, " Hesselgrave stresses one is not called to
lose one ' s identity by going native .
Missionary communication begins with identifica
tion with Christ, and it continues by that sort
of self -identification which makes it clear that
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the missionary is sirrply a man, among men, and a
sinful one at that, and that he has come to give
because he himself has been the recipient of
God's grace. (219)
This speaks volumes to the sports minister who believes one
must use sub-culture ' s slang language as a point of
identification. Hesselgrave continues to stress the
importance of identification with the audience and offers
four principles embracing the elected theme.
Lee Strobel, a staff member at Willow Creek Community
Church known for his ability and willingness to reach the
unchurched, has penned a book describing the general
siib-culture recognized as that of the unchurched. After
reviewing the book I suggest it targets the educated middle
to upper class, ages twenty- five to fifty. I add this
personal observation to enphasize that I believe the siib-
culture of the unchurched is cotrprised of myriad sub
cultures. The value of this text is the documented
description of the unchurched as well as biblical examples
of how to reach them. The traditional Christian attempting
to witness would be agitated and angry at the litany of
responses of unchurched Harry and Mary:
-Accepts God, but rejects the church (Strobel 45)
-Lives a life of questionable morality, but
articulates a desire for an anchor (47)
-Rejects rules, but accepts reason (39)
-Clueless to orthodox theology (51)
-More interested in whether Christianity
works, rather than what Christianity is (56)
-Totally disloyal to denomination, rather will
attend where needs are met (66)
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-Thinks Christianity is narrow minded and proud
and possesses a tolerance of different faith
(77)
This is only a partial listing of Strobel ' s obse2rvation
from working with the unchurched. His list definitely
supports the contention of a siib-culture called unchurched.
In addition, I believe this affirms Storti ' s recognition
for every cross-cultural community to face their reaction
to the new culture. Strobel offers a series of five
insights into the ministiy of Jesus that will help the
Christian reach the unchurched sxib-culture.
Insight 1. Rescuing people in spiritual peril
requires us to strategically venture
into their environment. (85)
Insight 2 . Often, before we can be used to
rescue someone from spiritual danger,
we have to build a relational bridge
to them. (89)
Insight 3. To successfully rescue someone, at
some point we have to clearly point
out the path to safety. (91)
Insight 4 . We should be armed with evidence to
help skeptics realize that they need
to be rescued. (94)
Insight 5 . Those who have been rescued should
understand the urgency in reaching
out to rescue others. (97)
Strobel enables us to define the unchurched siib-culture and
offers a workable means to reach them.
Ed Dobson is senior minister of the rather traditional
Calvary Chirrch in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and author of the
book. Starting a Seeker Sensitive Service. Dobson
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essentially makes the same observation as Strobel, but adds
two very inportant dimensions to my study. First, Dobson
is adamant about Christians recognizing themselves as
missionaries in a foreign land.
Because we are trapped in an evangelical siib-
culture, we must understand the larger cultirre
and use its language to communicate Christ. We
understand this principle when we send missionar
ies to other countries. These missionaries seek
first to learn the language and the culture of
the places to which they go. Only then do they
attenpt to communicate the gospel. (15)
Although Dobson is making a case for starting a seeker
sensitive service his rationale is also as true for a
sports ministry in that traditional Christians must be
willing to tolerate all kinds of non-Christian behavior.
If such behavior cannot be tolerated and Christians only
feel they can witness within traditional perimeters, then
in all likelihood they will retreat to the evangelical
sub-culture (17) . This sounds very much like Storti as
well as Brislin.
One of the strengths of Dobson is the biblical
justification for the seeker sensitive service. He models
his methodology on Paul ' s willingness ^ to adapt to Jewish or
Gentile customs and to identify with the spiritually weak
(Acts 13:44, 46, 21; Acts 17:23-24, 28; and I Corinthians
9:22, 27-29) . He summarizes Paul with the following words:
Paul refused to moralize methods and chose to
meet nonbelievers on their turf. He was willing
to abandon religious tradition and legalistic
expectations when doing so advanced the gospel.
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Our problem is that when we defend and protect
religious traditions for their own sake, we fail
miserable in getting out the gospel. (58)
Tex Sanple offers in his book. Hard Living People and
Mainstream Christians, a terse accounting of the psyche of
people living on the fringe of the church. These people
often retain deep and very conservative views of God and
the Scriptures. In fact, many of the responses recorded by
Sanple indicates a rather fundamental view of the faith.
Yet the "hard living people" do not express or practice
their faith in a traditional sense. One recurring theme is
a profound respect and acknowledgement that eveirything that
happens is God's will, regardless of being good or bad
(64) . This is an inportant notation for lay sports
ministers. One cannot assiome a person does not possess a
personal and absolute belief system which could parallel
the one held by the lay minister.
Foirr characteristics gleaned by Sample ' s interview
help us red flag potential sensitive areas.
The first characteristic of this pattern is an
insinrrectionajry disdain for anything the church
does that smacks of demeaning treatment of the
hard living. A second characteristic is the
conviction that the church is trying to do
something to them and therefore has to be
carefully watched and resisted. A third factor
seems to be related to the help some of the hard
living receive from the church and their
perception that indebtedness comes with the
assistance. A foinrth factor is the activities of
the church and a lack of "fit" with this
particular group of hard living people. (81, 82)
The inportance of this quote is that it enhances our under-
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standing of a definite sub-culture and their perceived
relationship to the church. Awareness of the hard living
people ' s attitude toward the lay minister hopefully will
defuse a sense of agitation and anger.
One of the salient points we have isolated is the need
for the witness of Christ to possess a particular attitude
toward the people of siib-cultiores . Jim Peterson in Church
Without Walls borrows from the respected missiologist,
Paul Hiebert, a concept called bounded and centered sets.
It is actually a call to recognize a need for a paradigm
shift in our thinking in regard to how the church should
minister. The following is a lengthy quote and diagram
that adequately explains the concept. He begins by
explaining a bounded set.
That is, there is a boundary that sets the
standard. One either qualifies or is rejected;
it's pass or fail. What I'm advocating in this
chapter is that we move from bounded-set thinking
to what Hiebert refers to as "centered-set
thinking" in our understanding of the church.
In a centered set, what coimts is how each
member is moving in relation to the center. The
focus is upon the center, and each individual is
in dynamic relationship to it. Belonging, in
this case, is not a matter of performing
according to an agreed-upon profile, it is a
matter of living and acting out of commitment to
a common center. The focus is on the center and
on pointing people to that center. Process is
more inportant than definition. Centered-set
thinking affirms initiatives that would otherwise
not find a place. It rewards creativity.
It is not that bounded sets are always bad and
centered sets are always good. Boundaries do
exist. Salvation is a bounded set. One is
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either in Christ, or not in Christ. Discipleship
is a centered set. To be a disciple is to be
constantly moving toward the center, which is
Christ.
What we are talking about can be visualized by
the following diagram.
BONDED SET CENTERED SET
Sovurce, PAUL HIEBERT
(Peterson 174)
The iirportance of the paradigm shift is to recognize
how the church as an institution can no longer be thought
of as the center. Rather we are bound to Christ as the
center, alleviating any unnecessary connection to mere
cultural faith represented by the church. The hope is to
free witnesses to use their gifts in response to human
needs. We are not witnessing to please the church, but to
glorify Jesus (175) . In our day when the institutional
church is suspect, as shown by Sarrple and Baoma, this
particular paradigm offers a fresh hope.
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Evangelism in the traditional Western context is
usually seen as a witness for Jesus telling a non-believer
the eternal truth of God. Admittedly that sounds very
simple, but a communication- listener format is the usual
means to promote the Gospel. Donald K. Smith presents a
very helpful and frankly obvious prerequisite to
witnessing, winning the persons trust through interaction
and involvement.
The key to imderstanding each case is involve
ment, sharing something in common. Having that
"commonness" is the basis of communication.
Involvement is inseparable from comDnunication,
as the root of the word itself shows.
The root word: Conmunis







Having in common-sharing the same things.
Ccmnunity means sharing the same geographical
space or the same interests. With commune, we
go beyond sinple sharing to a commitment to one
another in broad areas of living-economics,
social activities, and perhaps worship. In
communion, we share understandings at the deepest
levels of human experience. And in the communion
service there is sharing between God and
humanity, remembering the basis of such inpos-
sible sharing in Christ ' s broken body and shed
blood. The communion service also celebrates the
sharing of persons within the body of Christ.
(Smith 24)
Sports ministiry permits the Christian an opportunity to
establish a common link with the secular people participat
ing in the event. All sense of barriers are removed and a
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relationship is birthed within the confines of a basketball
court. Smith continues to build on the theme of involve
ment adding four distinct phases: "developing use of common
language, sharing experiences, participating in a common
culture, and understanding people's basic assumptions about
life" (31) .
George Bama, the guru of charts and graphs detailing
American opinions, makes a statement based on research
published in User Friendly Church which bridges from
Dobson 's errphatic call to missionary evangelism to a most
crucial point.
Like many of our nation's most profitable
corporations, the user friendly churches I
studied had leamed that attitude is an inportant
key to progress and success. How they thought
was just as inportant as what they did. Their
actions were a consequence of their unique
perspective on the meaning and being of a church.
The way they perceived the world around them; how
they thought of themselves in relationship to
Christ, the world and each other; and the
standards which they developed for evaluating who
they were and what they did- -all point to a very
different outlook on life and ministry,
(Bama 28)
The intangible word touching the heart of every believer is
"attitude," If the church merely goes through the exercise
routine of a program without understanding and agreeing on
the philosophy behind it, all will be done in vain. It
sinply cannot be maintained in the face of years or even
months of practice if the proper attitude is missing.
Bama ' s observations open the way to the theology
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e>q)lored in Chapter 3 which I believe provides the proper
attitude or heart for the mission of sports ministry and
other non- traditional evangelistic efforts.
Two profoimdly theological texts on the siibject of
relational evangelism are Lifestyle Evangelism and How Will
They Hear If We Don't Listen. The first cited work is
written by Joe Aldrich. It is best summarized by the
following passage:
What kind of person do we want to deploy into the
world? A learning, fellowshiping, worshiping,
serving person. Why do Christians not get
involved in serving? Maybe it ' s because their
learning is unrelated to life, their fellowship
is sterile, and their worship is contrived. A
well-taught, fellowshiping, worshiping person
serves automatically. Evangelism for him is not
a Tuesday night event; he is on duty twenty- four
hours a day. His whole life is a living and
willing sacrifice, a sweet savor to God and men.
He offers himself as a living sacrifice knowing
that it is no longer he but Christ who dwells in
him, who reaches out to a needy world. (106)
This is evidently a natural bridge into the life of the
secular person.
Ronald W. Johnson, the author of How Will They Hear If
We Don't Listen, takes it a step further. He makes a
strong case for Christians to slow down and listen, really
listen to secular persons.
Times of silence, pauses in the encounter, can
slow the pace and cause us as witnesses really to
look at the person, to consider her life, to
value her as a person, to feel conpassion. The
Holy Spirit can use that time to soften our
hearts so that we will be even more caring in our
witness. It may be that in these moments when we
are bathed in the presence of God, the witness
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hears the still smll voice of God most clearly.
It can become evident that God is doing a work in
the silence, that the lost person is dealing with
issues and connecting to the power of God in her
life. It may be that the lost person is being
encouraged by the Holy Spirit and filled with
receptivity to the gospel in ways never
experienced before. (Ill)
Johnson errphasizes the need to stop the hurried pace, drop
the prejudice of agendas and pause as long as it takes for
the secular person to respond.
The consistent theme which is a recurring theme in the
literat-mre review is the necessity to recognize and respect
the way a person believes. In relation to worldview it is
the recognition of how a person has lived life. Apprecia
tion and understanding of a people's modality of thinking,
basic presuppositions and varied experiences are key to
reaching them with the Gospel message.
The second action point is becoming aware of how
guiding or controlling one ' s own worldview is in relation
to other people . The discovery of one ' s personal worldview
and if it conflicts with the multi-cultiiral people is very
revealing. Although extensive or involved exercises cannot
be dedicated to this endeavor, it is necessary to give it
some attention in the preparation manual.
The third action point is the admission that the
Christian faith is a sub-cultirre with built-in delim
itations that have historically separated itself from the
other sub-cultures in our society. Therefore, the
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Christian must accept the fact of not readily identifying
with the general populous. The preparation manual should
address this realization. Wall's citing of Paul Hiebert 's
centered set is extremely helpful in relating the
infoirmation that a Christian must be attached to Christ at
the center.
Studies Conceming How Adults Leam
Lawrence 0. Richards in A Theology of Christian
Education identifies the style of adult education in the
early church as nonfomnal, stressing mutual aff irimtion
within the context of community life (229) . He quotes
Acts 2: 42 -47a as representative of adult education.
They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching
and to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread
and to prayer. Everyone was filled with awe, and
many wonders and miraculous signs were done by
the apostles. All believers were together and
had everything in common. Selling their
possessions and goods, they gave to anyone as he
had need. Every day they continued to meet
together in the temple coinrts. They broke bread
in their homes and ate together with glad and
sincere hearts, praising God and enjoying the
favor of all the people.
One can easily recognize the diverse elements of
teaching and reaching adults within these brief scriptures.
Roy Zuck, recognizes this point, and emphasizes that the
very nature of the movement and the enpowerment of the Holy
Spirit cannot be filtered to a singular methodology or
modality of teaching. He describes this approach to
education within the church as a methodological elasticity
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(31) . Obviously the goal is to instruct or educate adults.
Scanning the quoted scripture one can list the
following general way used to attain the specified goal:
cognitive sharing by the teacher with a challenge to
experimentally live the lesson. J. Omar Birubaker cautions
the use of methods without understanding the philosophy
behind the technique. The teacher must understand the
justification for every teaching technique (120) .
Sam Little is cited by Brubaker in her text. Learning
Together in Christian Fellowship. "A method is 'best' only
as it 'belongs' to that subject matter and that purpose
which it can help to bring alive as it is used with wisdom
by leaders" (120) .
Yet what informs the learning process for adults?
Once again lifting a monograph from Zuck written by
Milford F. Henkel, adult learning is posited basically in
the cognitive arena. "Based on the present theories of
knowledge, the Gestalt or cognitive approach to learning or
some pattern of an eclectic approach is probably the best
solution for the church worker" (107) . Gestalt theory of
the education process was developed at the close of the
nineteenth century as a protest against the piece -meal
analysis of experience which characterized the German
school of thought under the teachings of Wilhelm Wundt.
The word Gestalt comes from the German word and literally
means "put together." The closest English translation is
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"whole . " The essential idea behind Gestalt is that the
parts have no identity independent of their place, role,
and function in the whole. Therefore, according to
Gestalt ' s theory, it is inpossible to understand the whole
when we begin with an analysis of its separate parts. We
perceive reality by confronting many different unorganized
experiences simultaneously- It is the job of the mind to
sort, organize, classify and interpret all these
perceptions .
The final phase is -to put the perceptions into
patterns that have meaning and to rearrange them when new
experiences occur. In this process we develop niimerous
"Gestalts . " It is this perceptual grouping of items which
relates past and present experiences (Harris 4) . Barbara
Harris in an unpiiblished paper cites Rosella Lenske ' s
interpretation of Gestalt theory:
The basic process in learning is not a series of
unrelated hook-ups, but the discovery of the
structured organized wholeness of the
environment. This lends to quite a different
pattern of learning- -not dull and memorization,
but understanding and generalization. The more
generalization we develop, the easier it becomes
to develop larger categories. For example the
mind can go from the idea of dog, to the idea of
animal, to the idea of living things. (4)
Skip Lewis in a recent Christian Education Journal
reflects on a rather innovative form of education called
androgogy. He begins his airticle by quoting Donald Joy as
stating, "Religious education philosophy tends to be a
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fairly 'ingrain' fabric, showing little awareness of
educational insights about how a person learns" (166) .
Lewis follows this assertion with a distillation of Malcolm
Knowles ' research as recounted in The Modem Practice of
Adult Education: Androgogy Vs. Pedagogy. Prior to
unpacking the undemanding precepts of androgogy it is
helpful to outline pedagogy as understood by Knowles.
First, the student is teacher dependent, thus goals of
leaming as well as style of instruction is teacher
oriented. Second, methodology is all inportant, again as
it relates to the techniques deemed necessary by the
teacher. Third, student readiness is not individually
ascertiained, rather a preconceived or determined level of
knowledge is required by the teachers from the student in
order for advancement. Foirrth, the prescribed siibject is
organized inteomally according to the logic of the content,
thus it is subject oriented. Fifth, motivation to leam is
rarely student centered, rather teacher, parent, or
performance enpowered (8-9) .
Knowles then counters this approach with the
androgogical model. First and paramount in inportance is
the leamer is self -directing. The key to this point is
not the often quoted open curriculum when students can
randomly choose their courses. It actually recognizes the
maturity of the adult and the real sense that adults have
for the most part created an identity for themselves in the
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world. Adults have developed a personal method of leaming
and view a prescribed method as demoralizing when they fail
or struggle in responding to such a method. This will
consistently affect success in leaming. The second
characteristic of androgogy is akin to the first in that it
blatantly assimies a vast amoimt of experiences among adults
which simply because of chronology did not exist during
youth. When properly understood this point alone can be a
rich field of diamonds ready to harvest as a class of
adults dig into a problem solving situation. Third, the
leamer will respond positively if he perceives its
importance in relation to work or an area of interest.
Foxirth, and Knowles maintains this part as the pinnacle of
motivation for the leamer, motivation is internal,
touching areas such as self-esteem, self-confidence, sinply
a better life (11-13) .
Robert M. Gagne lists cognitive leaming as the first
step toward solving a problem. It is basically understood
as thinking a situation through to a logical conclusion
(59) . The inportance of this insight is how it works
within the context of a group given a common problem to
solve. When encouraged to think through a situation, while
respecting and reflecting on each other's previous experi
ence, the androgogical model naturally becomes evident.
The key is to encourage the participant ' s respect for all
ideas and guide everyone toward an agreed on solution.
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The nature of a sports -recreational program creates
what Alan B. Knox deems as a change event which is prime
for the teaching- leaming event. "When a change event
occurs, the need for some adaptation produces, for some
adults at least, a heightened readiness to engage in
educative activity" (77, 539) . The mere fact that a
sports -recreation program introduces mass numbers of
secular people to the usually cloistered Christian ghetto
is a high water mark on the pole of change events. Knox
cautions that not all adults will respond to the event as
an opportunity to leam and matinre, but it will motivate a
select group of believers.
At this point I believe the inference by Knox is that
not all adults leam in the same fashion. It is naive to
believe children with attention deficient syndrome or
dyslexia suddenly shed this problem when they become
adults . These adults will carry their basic leaming
problems into adulthood and also into their commitment to
Jesus Christ especially in the area of seirvice, i.e. sports
ministry. Although Knox addresses basic leaming styles
and not leaming problems, his observations on adult
development recognize the problems as well.
Shifts in leaming style also reflect develop
mental trends in personality during adulthood.
Aspects of personality associated with leaming
style include cognitive style and growth, ego
development, and moral development. Adults
tend to evolve from unquestioning conformity to
recognition of multiple viewpoints to deliberate
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cotnmitTnent to application of universal principles
and appreciation of relationships, both human and
cognitive. However, people change in various
directions, sometimes associated with differences
in social class, gender, experience, and motives
and perceptions. Various dimensions of cognitive
style define characteristic modes of mental and
creative functioning that people typically use
for perceiving, remembering, thinking, and
problem solving. One dimension is an analytic,
impersonal approach to problem solving versus a
more global, social orientation. Another
dimension is cognitive coitplexity and abstraction
(which enables people to view social behavior in
ways that are highly differentiated, finely
articulated, and flexibly integrated so as to
accommodate diversity, conflict, and inconsist
ency) versus cognitive sinplicity and concrete-
ness (in which people function best when dealing
with consistent information) . (22, 23)
The process of leaming for adults is not determined so
much by technique, which is usually flaunted as the savior
in most teaching sitiiations, but by a personal recognition
of need. Wlodkowski underscores need as the key motivation
in the adult leamer ' s life . Need prescribes the adult
leamer 's desire to fulfill a goal regardless of the
rigorous steps necessary for conpletion (47-48) . Whether
it is one ' s personal recognition of need or a secondary
acceptance of need as so often occurs in the expression of
our faith, the motivation to action is present. The
theology of servanthood is the catalytic element at this
point .
Once again stressing not so much technique as
motivation, Peterson cites K. Patricia Cross as stating,
"Most adult leaming begins because of a problem or a
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responsibility, or at least a question or a puzzle" (75) .
The motivation is pushed by the practicality of necessity.
There is a problem that must be solved. What is the best
avenue of research and answer? Peterson goes on to add,
"Adults are motivated more by the outcome of their leaming
(the results that their leaming will achieve) than by the
process of leaming. They search for answers rather than
embarking as a quest" (75) .
The mainstay of this study is Thomas S. Kuhn's The
Struct-ure of Scientific Revolutions. After an extensive
study of scientist and how new discoveries are made he
proposes the reasons is a paradigm shift. He made this
observation by studying the history of sciences.
Scientific revolutions arrive when previously goveming
rules are abandoned or perceived as general guidelines and
not stringent mles.
These are explicit statements of scientific law
and about scientific concepts and theories.
While they continued to be honored, such
statements help to set puzzles and to limit
acceptable solutions, (40)
Basically, Kuhn suggests the innovator approaches a problem
outside of the rules or expected results by attenpting to
look at a problem in a totally different fashion. This is
obviously a very brief and simplistic way of explaining
Kuhn. But the relevance for a different approach to answer
the problem of why people do not evangelize is even more
obvious. We have believed more information about the
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methodology of evangelism is the answer. I am proposing a
basic paradigm shift in that we must first understand
ourselves in relation to the unchurched as well as the
nature of the unchurched. I am indebted to Thomas Kuhn for
suggesting it is permissible to change the rules.
Summarizing the literature review on the ways adults
leam, the following observations are suggested as helpful
directives .
The preparation manual must be govemed by an
educational goal to reach and enable adults to leam. A
more extensive pre-set agenda denoting a corpus of
knowledge is insufficient. The core action point is to
constmct a manual that will enable the adult to discover
within a corporate setting the necessary principles for
reaching the lanchurched.
The second action point gleaned from the literature
review is that a discrete and goal-centered set of
exercises must not manipulate the leamer. The outcome of
every lesson may not fit as nicely as anticipated, but it
will be owned by the participants.
The third action point surfacing from the literature
is the importance of not making the manual overly dependent
on the instructor. It is important to allow the partic
ipants to discover from their rich resources the probable
answers to the various scenarios presented. The adults
have a wealth of information from which to gain insight.
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The fourth action point is to produce a manual that is
balanced in that it is not heavily dependent on one style
of leaming.
The final action point stresses the obvious although
difficult to measure reality that motivation is a key
factor. Recognition that the adult participants are highly




Theological Reflections on Servanthood
The authorities and scholars in cross-cultural studies
are uncertain as to what personality conponents assure an
individual's success in a foreign country. In addition,
the precise format for training seems imcertain, thus
myriad methods are utilized for the preparation of the
person preparing to serve in a different culture. After
reviewing the literature I asked myself what personality
component would best enable Christians to share the Gospel
across the boundaries of culture. It is important to
understand that cultural differences exist among the
unchurched and additional differences also exist in that
eve2ryone belongs to a particular siib-culture of our
society. I am dealing with Christians witnessing to the
unchurched within the confines of a sports ministary, though
not restricted to it. Because of their involvement in the
sports program they will have the opportunity to witness to
the unchurched. But will they accept the responsibility
and privilege of being Christian witnesses?
What factor exists within the Christian community that
enables us to witness regardless of whether we possess the
gift of evangelism or an extrovert's personality? I
maintain that an attitude of Christian servanthood is the
key to a person being willing to sacrifice personal bias,
prejudice and time to share the message of Jesus.
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Dr. Robert Coleman drives the point home by affimrLng Jesus
as our model in relation to fulfilling the Great
Comimission.
Jesus came to serve, and in that role He went
about doing good. Whenever He saw need, "moved
with compassion, " He reached out to help (Matthew
9:36 KJV) . He fed the hungry; He healed the
sick; He bound up the brokenhearted. He
delivered the demion possessed; He raised the
dead. And through it all, He held forth the Word
of Life, proclaiming the good news of the
kingdom. (Coleman 55)
We who are part of the community of Jesus must recognize
the necessity of servanthood. It is not a begrudged
attitude of service, rather an awareness of serving a
purpose that definitely touches eternity's shores. We
recognize our co- servanthood with Jesus. Because it is mty
contention that Christian servanthood is the prime
motivation for any person to witness, I include this
expanded theological reflection on servanthood. The
biblical material examined will be restricted to the New
Testament .
The term diakonia . as it occurs within the Synoptic
Gospels, possesses the idea of a servant who waits on
tables. One could expand that image to include the action
of a servant in preparing a person to recline and eat by
providing water and towel (Luke 17:8 and 12:37) . However
one approaches diakonia , the master- servant motif is
evident (Kittel 84) . Jesus enphasizes a willingness to be
a servant and the blessings that are naturally inherent.
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It is not to be understood as exclusively waiting on
tables, rather the image is one of servanthood which can be
fleshed out as in Matthew 25:42-44.
Jesus cortprises under the term diakonia many
different activities such as giving food and
drink, extending shelter, providing clothes and
visiting the sick and iitprisoned. The term then
comes to have the full sense of active Christian
love for neighbors and as such it is a mark of
true discipleship to the Lord Himself.
(Kittel 85)
But such servant love must be costly, if it is of
value. Jesus states, "I am among you as one who serves"
(Luke 22:27) . This statement must have sobered the
squabbles of the disciples as they verbally attempted to
attain a position of prestige in the coming Kingdom. Jesus
returns to the table imagery of servanthood to explain the
importance of this act of discipleship. There is no
prestige or notoriety in serving God, only service.
Swaimidoss connects this approach to seirvanthood of Jesus
with the ebed Yahweh of the Servant Songs in Isaiah 42:1-4;
49:1-6; 50:49 and 52:13-53:12. The ebed Yahweh serves the
exiled Israelites by offering hope and consolation.
Another facet of this connection with servanthood is the
enphasis upon a vicarious suffering (Swaimidoss 37) .
Swaimidoss quotes 0. Cullmann, "The most inportant
essential characteristic of the ebed Yahweh in these texts
is that his vicarious representation is acconplished in
suffering" (38). "Jesus suffered for us," is a common
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prescription offered to those struggling with the siibject.
If I can make the bridge this early in examination of the
Gospel ' s use of diakonia, suffering is to be an expected
part of our servanthood. Suffering cannot be the exclusive
definition of service. In the first place, it is much too
dynamic a word to be easily defined. The very fact of
being a servant to some people would be the essence of
suffering, although it does sound a bit trite.
It is interesting to note several passages that a
number of women fulfilled the role of diakonia as they
cared for the apostolic band (Luke 8:1-3; Mark 15:41;
Matthew 27:55) . Mary of Magdala, Joanna, Susanna and a
host of others served the Twelve. They were of coiarse
faithful to the cross and even beyond in desiring to
properly care for the crucified body of Jesus. Therefore,
the first glinpse of the resurrected Lord was granted to a
core of women who imobtrusively served the Twelve.
When the Seven are chosen in Acts to serve, one can
easily see the model in these women (Philsy 111-112) . The
tapestry of service is beginning to take shape. At this
point two characteristics surface in relation to biblical
service in the Synoptics. First, a keen willingness to do
what is necessary and secondly the connection with suffer
ing. John, in writing his Gospel, does not use the word
diakonia or diakonein, but his graphic account of Jesus
washing the disciples' feet in the Upper Room cannot be
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omitted from this study of service (John 13:1-20) . The
foot washing is indicative of a service similar to waiting
on tables, yet reaching even deeper into an act of humble
servanthood. Followers of Jesus must be comfortable and
aware of who they are in God ' s economy to serve in such a
fashion.
And so when He had washed their feet, and taken
His garments, and reclined at the table again. He
said to them, "Do you know what I have done for
you? You call me Teacher and Lord; and you are
right; for so I am. If I then, the Lord and the
Teacher, washed your feet, you also ought to wash
one another ' s feet . For I am an exanple that you
also should do as I did to you. Truly, truly, I
say to you, a slave is not greater than his
master; neither one who is sent greater than the
one who sent him. If you know these things, you
are blessed if you do them." (John 13:12-17)
This teaching reveals the core of servanthood and touches
upon the necessity to model one ' s life after Christ even to
the event of sacrificing one ' s life .
There are no artificial boundaries in servanthood that
followers can spontaneously applaud as they reach a goal
post or ostensibly cross the finish line. Supporting this
approach Shelp comments:
The service that Jesus performs for the disciples
in washing their feet is salvific work, culminat
ing in his death. This work must be accepted by
the disciples. Accept it is all they can do in
the first instance. They dare not refuse it.
Christ acts decisively for the salvation of his
disciples. Yet the disciples' acceptance of this
work of Jesus comes to fruition only as they
recapitulate it on behalf of one another. What
Jesus says here accords rather well with the
Marcan teaching about Jesus ' service or ministry
(diakonia/diakonein) . According to Mark, what
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Jesus does for his followers they must recapit
ulate among themselves. (222)
If we can springboard with these ideas to Romans 12:7,
Paul's treatise on gifts, it is worth noting the inclusion
of diakonia among the gifts listed. The fascinating aspect
of serving in this context is the juxtaposition with the
more "romanticized" gifts, i.e. prophecy and teaching.
Caring for people in a basic sense creates balance among
the more cherished gifts (Peski 47) . Serving can be a gift
in that one ' s life is earmarked by it . Yet the humility of
this gift and the salvific aspect is not removed, and in
fact, Paul's inclusion of service as a gift indicates that
it most likely had to be legitimized among the more
"popular" ones.
The account in Acts of the early church's recognition
of the necessity for a responsible cadre of believers to
fulfill the role of servants indicates how easy it is to
circumvent the role of servant. Acts 6:1-7 details the
choice of several men to care for the widows or to serve
tables. The task seems hardly a glamorous one and must not
have been desired by many or the negligence would never
have happened.
Tatton maintains, and justifiably so, "If the seven
were not the first deacons in the strict sense, they were
the precursors of those who worked in the area later to be
allotted to deacons" (423) . Early church history is
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replete with exanples of the status of deacons in main
taining the ministry of the church. The chinrch is yet to
recognize the ittportance of the role, if not the ministry
of the servant. The only danger I perceive in the move
made by the Twelve was the subtle separations between
offices in the church. I have always wondered if Stephen's
ministry of the work that led to his stoning was beyond his
job description as the Twelve perceived it, and therefore
he was virtually a single witness on this occasion. One
can only speculate, but the separation of service as being
a responsible part of everyone ' s life in Christ is evident .
I must probe into my prejudice and ask if I am being too
restrictive in defining service. I readily admit the heavy
influence of objective acts of service. Perhaps my
personality is captivated by the foot washing of Jesus
linked with the suffering on the cross as a model that I
feel all should follow. Subsequent sections will examine
the relationship between personal piety and service.
Tatton states, "The needy person is served, but he is
not the master of the diakonia (this could lead to
anarchy) , and God, the source of diakonia , is also served"
(433) . Perhaps in this statement one can be liberated from
the bondage of serving a person on such and such a date.
Rather the enphasis is on serving God. Is that not a fair
understanding of the life of Jesus? Jurgen Moltmann in an
address at Emory University challenged the listener to
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apply the call of servanthood to everyone who belongs to
the church.
The New Testament concept of diakonia is too
inportant to be reserved for only those in the
ordained ministry. The whole church and not
just its ordained members are to serve to the
diaconates in the world. In understanding the
church as a servant people of God it is
especially inportant to remember the context
within which this service takes place; it is
God's inbreaking Kingdom. Diaconate in the
context of the Kingdom is service in the
discipleship of the crucified Christ and to no
other name. But service in discipleship to the
crucified one is diakonia in the context of the
coming of God ' s Kingdom and to no other context
(Moltmann) .
Moltmann in a very apt fashion links the diaconate
with the Kingdom of God experienced in life's context
govemed by the act of calvary. He stresses throughout his
lecture at the 1978 Emory University Ministers Conference
that tme liberation can only be experienced in the event
of the cross. If there is an objective manifestation of
servanthood it would be in the ministry to "God's" poor.
They evidently act as a microcosm of redenptive need in oirr
society. Diakonia is actually the threshold and avenue by
which God's Kingdom will be realized. Moltmann quotes
Isaiah 52 (paraphrased) :
Say to Zion your God reigns
God exercises His Lordship over His people
and because this people is lost and
inprisoned and exiled its sources of
power in liberating and saving act.
(Moltmann)
Jurgen Moltmann leans heavily on the shoulder of
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liberation theology. I agree with his alignment with the
event of the cross and the biblical imagery of suffering.
But the heavy emphasis upon the poor as being a "vehicle of
salvation or the door allowing the Kingdom to erupt into
our world" eludes me. Is this a shift away from a Qiristo-
centric theology to an anthropocentric one? Yet there is
much in his liberation theology that speaks to an active
participation in the ministry of servanthood.
One example in Juan Segunder ' s The Community Called
Church draws a similar verdict as Moltmann, and adds that
the church really exists exclusively among the unliberated
poor. I question what happens to one's liberation theology
in abject practicality when a sector of people are
liberated, i.e. socio-economically and are given to
calculated change. Does a flip flop of theology occur?
It seems inconsistent that an individual or group can grow
beyond the theology of servanthood, hence merely being poor
cannot give an individual or group exclusive rights to the
theology.
Returning to the theology of service the following
quote by Francis Eigo enables one to clarify the Christo-
logical aspects of Jesus as servant.
Mark's Christology can be defined in these terms:
Jesus as Christ and son of God is the suffering
servant -God of man. This Christology has a long
history behind it. Jesus did not teach expressis
verbis that he was the servant, but he did
understand his role in servant terms, in con
tradistinction to the zealot-political conception
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of Messiaiiship . He spoke particularly of his
service in connection with the meals which he
celebrated with his followers. This conception
of servanthood did not lack the note of
authority. It was an authority which claimed to
dispensing in advance the blessings of eschato-
logical salvation. But, it was not a self-
evident authority. It was an authority which
depended upon the subsequent vindication of God
which Jesus was confident would happen at the
End. He expressed this confidence by saying that
his authority would be ratified by the Son of
man. With the Easter event, that ratification
had indeed occimred. The earliest community
responded by identifying Jesus directly with the
Son of man. By his resirrrection he had ratified
his own word and work, including his claim to be
the servant who dispensed already here and now
the blessings of the End, The community meals
were especially the place where this ratification
was experienced, and, therefore, it was in this
context that Jesus was known both as servant and
as Son of man. (67)
The early church recognized Jesus as servant! What
has occirrred today is the pragmatic separation of certain
parts of Christology that do not readily appeal to oxxr
present level of moral conscience. Recall the statement of
Jesus , " I came not to be served but to serve , " (Matthew
20:28 NIV) and a natural order occurs in that the Upper
Room or cross event becomes more than an act of humility,
but a model from which we are to draw.
Martin Luther struggled with this thorny problem of
application and dreamed of dividing Wittenberg into five
sections, each with a minister and several deacons to care
for anyone in need, and to preach the Gospel. He gave up
the idea lamenting because of the unavailability of
volunteers (Dyck 264) . There we have the core of the
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problem which exists to this day, in that we have a
cumbersome reliance upon the few, largely because of a
predispositioned prejudice conceming servanthood as
related to the few and not the many. Perhaps this is a bit
premature, but I contend that servant theology has been
carefully, although not always with malicious intent,
recognized as property of the clergy. This type of cler
icalism is exactly what Jesus denoimced in Matthew 23:1-12.
John Wesley wrestled with this and took a few steps in
dismantling the barrier which blocks an expression of.
servant -theology among the laity. Albert Cutler points to
three inportant changes:
Wesley changed the title of "bishop" to
"superintendent, " he eliminated all references to
the civil establishment of English government/
and, significantly for our purposes, he
"disengaged the office of deacon from its
restricted locus in a single parish and made it
part of the itinerant ministry." (Mickle 46)
The suggested next step would be the recognition of
the deacon as a person not ordained. The theological
nuance of ordained deacons is in itself one of pure
separation. The distance from the needs for the ordained
is too far to be as cutting or decisive as necessary in our
society. The church lives among the secular society
enabling the followers of Jesus to hear and witness the
questions and needs of the unchurched. The next step would
be to offer Christ to the unchurched in a servant -motif
that would not offend or mutilate their existing person-
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hood. Servanthood enhances humanity to a nearer image of
God. "We must leam to see the world, " as Teirtullian put
it, "with grace-healed eyes," or as Bohhoeffer put it,
"with Christ between" (Williams 35) .
Although Bonhoeffer was dealing with ethics, his
conceptiial idea of two spheres has been extremely helpful
for me to imderstand the artificial dichotomy of Christians
living in the world, but not being part of it.
As soon as we try to advance along this path,
our way is blocked by the colossal obstacle of
a large part of traditional Christian ethical
thought. Since the beginnings of Christian
ethics after the times of the New Testament the
main underlying conception in ethical thought,
and the one which consciously or unconsciously
has determined its whole course, has been the
conception of a juxtaposition and conflict of two
spheres, the one divine, holy, supernatural and
Christian, and the other worldly, profane,
natural and unchristian. This view becomes
dominant for the first time in the Middle Ages,
and for the second time in the pseudo-Protestant
thought of the period after the Reformation.
Reality as a whole now falls into two parts, and
the concern of ethics is with the proper relation
of these two parts to each other. In the
scholastic scheme of things the realm of the
natural is made subordinate to the realm of
grace; in the pseudo-Lutheran scheme the autonomy
of the orders of this world is proclaimed in
opposition to the Law of Christ, and in the
scheme of the Enthusiasts the congregation of the
Elect takes up the struggle with a hostile world
for the establishment of God's kingdom on earth.
In all these schemes the cause of Christ becomes
a partial and provincial matter within the limits
of reality. (Bonhoeffer 196)
The aforementioned quote serves to reflect what I
believe is the most important insight gained from a
theological examination of servanthood. When servanthood
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is superitrposed over the matrix of the two spheres of being
part of the "holy" church and living in a sinful society,
it is evident how the modem church continues to function
oblivious to its biblical inherent mandate "to serve." We
do observe the people "out there" up against the inner
circle. I would modify Bonhoeffer 's imagery to resemble a
sphere within a sphere with the smaller circle representing
the church that is in effect insulating itself from the
world.
The weakness of such notions only perpetuates the
concept of having "to go out there" to serve, whereas we
ought to be in the middle of seirvice on a day to day basis.
Our Lord did not insulate Himself from His society, nor did
He separate or categorize the existing ethos.
C. R. Collins states in The Duke Divinity School
Review,
Whatever the climate of society, the business of
the church is not to chide the world, but to love
it; to listen to the world, not to scold it
because it does not listen. Meeting the world on
its own ground has never meant accepting the
world on its own terms. (16)
This must apply to my situation in even how I listen to my
people and seek to understand their struggle to put the
pieces of the puzzle of servanthood together.
Servanthood needs the world to give life to its
purpose and meaning. Ray Anderson, in Theological
Foundations for Ministry, stresses the church needs the
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world in elaborating upon Barth ' s understanding of the
church :
The practical effect of this solidarity is a
responsibility for the world, says Barth. The
Church is under obligation to the world, for
Christ has obliged himself to the world for the
sake of its reconciliation. This obligation does
not arise out of ethical principles, as though
the Church is obliged to share what it possesses
itself; nor does the obligation arise out of
humanitarian principles, as though human need
constitutes a demand upon divine mercy. No, the
obligation is a dogmatic postulate which arises
out of the theological determination of the
Church as the predication of Christ in the world
as reconciling love. One could say that the
world which pushes the Church in its ministry
beyond that which is owed to either ethics or
pity. (494)
Service is a willful obligation of love modeled for us
by Christ himself. The commandment of Jesus to love one
another is the actual content in which we are to serve.
This is all encompassing and the true seedbed of diakonia
(McCord 1) .
In our world of high achievement there is a temptation
to reduce service to a ranking system. Such must never
occirr. Freedom is the goal of servanthood, and the clarion
call to achievement only places the person in bondage.
Dehumanization will follow and the marked result will be
distance from the Creator (Kung 293) .
It has been the discovery on this level of theoretical
investigation that Christ miust be the very focus of our
servanthood or one will fall prey to the separation from
the need to serve or attempt to accomplish servanthood on a
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merely human level.
The following lengthy quote reflects what I believe to
be the most important insight gained from the theological
examination of servanthood:
This office of Christos He fulfilled as Man, not
therefore by a cotipelling display of mighty
power, but by meek and personal service as He
went about doing good, helping and healing
others, and so through fellowship with men in a
shared existence. That was His deaconal ministry
to men in their enslavement and disintegration
which gave meaning again to human life and
sustained it in such a relation to the Father
that within it atonement could issue in communion
and redemption in new creation. It was indeed
only in continuous fulfillment of this deaconal
mdnistry that He went forth at last to offer
Himself in sacrificial expiation for the sin of
mankind, so that when His atoning work was
accomplished in death and resurrection and
ascension and the message of reconciliation with
God through Christ was freely proclaimed, it
could be heard and received by men whose very
existence was sustained in its relation to God by
the hidden presence of the incarnate and
crucified and risen Christ within it . That is
the permanent and immense significance of His
humble diakonia in the flesh, which has been
given continuing effect through the pouring out
of Christ's Spirit at Pentecost, for it is that
in the flesh that gives natural content to His
presence through the Spirit. (McCord 849)
In the theoretical research there seems to be a
natural reordering of real and pseudo- servanthood. The
early enamorment with the poor is beginning to dimiinish.
Although arguments for our relationship to the poor are
substantial, Ron Sider is a soimd spokesperson for this
appeal :
God not only acts in history to liberate the
poor, but in a mysterious way that we can only
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half fathom the Sovereign of the universe
identifies with the weak and destitute. Only in
the Incarnation can we begin to perceive what
God's identification with the weak, oppressed and
poor really means. "Though he was rich," Paul
says of our Lord Jesus, "yet for your sake he
became poor" (II Corinthians 8:9). (61)
Sider cites a long list of biblical passages that deal
directly with God's relationship with the poor. But I
disdain the inference of romanticizing or overtly claiming
the necessity of squaring off with the poor to gain true
spiritual insight or even salvation! This approach is of
little help to the average person in the pew. In fact,
Richard Foster brings a proper piety to it as he comments.
Service that is duty-motivated breathes death.
Service that flows out of our inward person is
life, and joy and peace. The risen Christ
beckons us to the ministry of the towel. Perhaps
you would like to begin by experimenting with a
prayer. Begin the day by praying, "Lord Jesus, I
would so appreciate it if you would bring me
someone today whom I can serve." (122)
There is a natural corrective to the excesses of
traveling outside our normal circle to seek out those who
really need help. Begin in the familiar, even the safe
zones of life. In another article Foster underscores that
service is never to be construed as a list of acts, sort of
notches on pitcher and bowl, or stripes on the towel of
service denoting our sacrificial service. We must never
confuse acting like a servant and being a servant (19) .
Dietrich Bonhoeffer in Ethics speaks today with the
same clarity as dirring the dark years of World War II:
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Let the Christian remain in the world, not
because of the good gifts of creation, nor
because of his responsibility for the course of
the world, but for the sake of the Body of the
incarnate Christ and for the sake of the Church.
Let him remain in the world to engage in frontal
assault on it, and let him live the life of his
secular calling in order to show himself as a
stranger in this world all the more. But that is
only possible if we are visible members of the
Church. The antithesis between the world and the
Church must be borne out in the world. That was
the pijrpose of the incarnation. That is why
Christ died among his enemies. That is the
reason and the only reason why the slave must
remain a slave and the Christian remain siibject
to the powers that be. (297)
Add to this his statement, "The church is only the church
when it exists for others, " and one may catch a glimpse of
the inportance of our witness to the world (383) .
We can become so church centered that we truly forget
the real reason or calling we have received to be servants.
It is also an admission that we are paralyzed without the
world. We need to serve. But is service exclusive of the
believers? Can we not serve within the church? There is a
needed balance at this point. Sinply not everybody is
suited for every service. It is important to recognize how
a Christian's personality, cultural background. Christian
maturity and a number of additional factors contribute to a
Christian's ability to serve with success. Now this will
fly in the face of those who maintain a disproportionate
insistence upon identification with the poor or those in
bondage to economic structures (Schultejann 7) . This is
liberating when one considers the immensity of need
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jioxtaposed to the church. Sports ministry provides a valid
format for service.
In the Wesleyan tradition there is sound guidance both
for beii?.g a servant and for defining the -variety of
opport-unities in which to serve. Wesley spent much of his
energy muLnistering to the poor. His sensitivity to their
needs was sharpened by witnessing the conditions that
t-ypified their lives. His joiimal contains numerous
entries that reflect a genuine concern and personal
conviction in relation to the present state of the poor.
Wesley actively visited the poor, sharing the Gospel and
giving what money he possessed directly for their aid. In
the middle of winter with the snowy slush seeping through
his boots he walked from door to door in London seeking
money, coal, and clothing for the poor. When the poor were
able to save some money he helped them set up a miutual
benefit society to safeguard their small savings. After
being much concerned with the illiteracy of the collier's
children he established a school for them at Kingswood.
The orphans that roamed England at this time were abused
and many times forced to work long hours in various
industries . Wesley started an orphan house at Newcastle to
alleviate this situation. He was much spent in aiding the
co-operative industry among the poor. Also the Strangers'
Friend Society was supported by him (Wood 141) . These
efforts were minimal in the sense of answering the total
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needs of the poor, but it was an attenpt. Wesley was not
hesitant to proclaim, "I bear the rich and I love the poor,
therefore I spend all my time with them" (142) . Wesley
comments on prison ministry:
Sir, of all the sears of woe on this side of hell
few, I suppose, exceed it a few years ago,
Newgate in Bristol did; so great was the filth,
the stench, the miseiry, and wickedness, which
shocked all who had a spark of humanity left.
(Parker 271)
Newcastle was lacking pastoral care by the local
clergy. The following is an excerpt from a letter written
to the Mayor of Newcastle conceming the matter.
My soul has been pained day by day even in
walking the streets of Newcastle. Can any that
fear God and love their neighbor, hear this
without concern? Is there no man that careth for
those souls? (McNeil 281)
The social conscience of the United Methodist Church
was given birth by the activity of John Wesley. These are
definite acts of service, but again caution must be offered
that they are not viewed as ends in themselves. Wesley is
a model of an enterprising servant of God who in his
tremendously intense ministry never lost sight of the
seirvanthood of Christ. I find this a refreshing breath in
the hurried schedules of today ' s ch-urch that have a natiural
tendency to neglect the servant issue, if not merely forget
it. This observation informs the motivational value of
servanthood in relation to the sports ministry. Henri
Nouwen offers a natural corrective to the business of the
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church and our individual lives when he comments, "Love not
only lasts forever, it needs only a second to come about"
(67) .
Allow me to continue to draw from Nouwen 's insights as
he shares a response from a similar experience of living in
a Third World country among the poorest of poor.
I thought I had to share some of what my
privileged environment had bestowed upon me with
those who were obviously poor. This assumption
was turned around radically in that inpoverished
setting. I received more than I could give.
(Edward 15)
This must not be construed as a mystical experience.
We are disarmed when faced with ourselves in a servant
setting and forced to examine the word value and its
application, spiritually and physically. The service that
will supematinrally sinrface will not be tied down to a
season in the history of the world, a cool cup of water to
the thirsty remains the same regardless of the year or
geography. The concrete manifestation of service may
change, but not the source or result (Arrupe 374) .
Many of the traditions of the Native Americans speak
well of principles that exist in any heart willing to
listen to God. The following is an excerpt from a conver
sation between a tribal elder and a younger villager. "You
mean that not caring about our brother is one of the causes
of sickness?" "Exactly," answered the old man. "Not
caring for one another has always caused sickness among
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people" (Stom 243) .
The sports ministry of Dueber United Methodist Church
is one among many opportunities to serve the community of
believers and non-believers. Theologically the evidence
seems predisposed in favor of servanthood as a lifestyle
regardless of the circumstances or consequences. Servant
hood is the reason a person volmteers and continues
involvement in the ministry. Servanthood makes sports
ministry valid, otherwise it would digress into a recrea
tional program akin to the health club- genre.
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CHAPTER 4
The Design of the Study
The design of the project was to enable a cadre of
volunteers in the reduction of their bias and prejudice in
relation to unchurched, secular people in order to promote
relational evangelism to the unchurched. The course will
cover nine weeks. Participants will meet once every week
for two hours. Bible study, reading assignments, and
reflective exercises are required as preparation for every
class. The course is designed to train the volunteers as
if they were missionaries to a different culture. The
following scenario has proven helpful in explaining the
format. When a person is called to a mission field he or
she is assigned a particular responsibility. If the
missionary's assignment is to reach inner city youth in
Brazil an excellent means would be through the sport of
soccer. Brazil is cirrrently the World Cup holder in soccer
which is revered as the national sport. Let us assiome the
missionary possesses excellent soccer skills. If such were
true, the missionary would have a means to reach out to
youth.
It is not any different for the Christian in the
United States who genuinely desires to reach people with
the Gospel. The use of standardized or prescribed methods
of evangelism do not take into account cultural diversity
among people groups in the United States. Sports ministry
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provides a cotrimon ground, but cross-cultural awareness and
communication must be present if the message of the Gospel
is to be heard with the possibility of being accepted even
within our North American culture. Canton is a culturally
diverse community with a growing population of various
ethnic groups with the added dimension of socio-economic
differences within every cultiiral group. The subtle
differences are best described as sub-cultures which
require peculiar and particular allegiance. Examples of
sub-cultures are legion and include groups such as
frateinnal organizations, hobbist groups, etc. The secular
people-groups represents a siib-culture and among these
groups are myriad sub-cultures to which Christians have
increasing difficulty relating and reaching with the
message of God
' s redeeming love .
In this minister's field of ministry the project
described within this dissertation is one means to address
the problem of helping volunteers build bridges into the
lives of culturally different people with the hope of
relational-evangelism.
Sports and recreational programs are abundant in
today's society and the church cannot remiain satisfied
running a sports program void of the redenptive message.
The training program employed in this study addresses a
number of specific areas that sensitize and inform the
volunteer to be a true witness for Christ. The volunteers
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will leam cross-cultural skills, develop ability to
recognize racial prejudice, and become increasingly aware
of the servant theology that motivates the volunteers to
serve. The volunteers are predominately blue and white
collar, middle class, seasoned Christians with a stated
desire to assist in the program.
The use of a sports ministry as an evangelistic tool
will by its very nature cause the church to come into
direct contact with secular people because the stated
objective is to invite non-churched people to participate
in the sports programs sponsored by the church. Yet, this
vehicle for evangelism, sports ministry, does not guarantee
an effective means to comimunicate the Good News to the
secular participants. The majority of volunteers have lost
contact with the lifestyle and way of thinking possessed by
the secular people. The Christian volunteers have
developed a particular worldview based on their relation
ship with God and the church. The primary assunption of
this study that the church must postirre itself as a
missionary effort trained to evangelize a different,
secular cultirre. We cannot assume previously possessed
knowledge or skills relating to eA/angelizing today's
secular people.
Contextual Justification
The aforementioned model suggested by my research
thesis is not restricted to sports ministry. I have chosen
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sports ministry as the context for the project for the
following reasons. First, the Dueber United Methodist
Church genuinely desires to reach the unchurched through
sports, but lacks a definitive way to acconplish this
explicit goal. Therefore, the project -dissertation
serves to assist the membership in attaining this goal.
Secondly, sports ministry is an ideal context for a
relational style of evangelism. The majority of partic
ipants are \mchurched and very much into the cultural
morals of the day. As background to the design of this
project I believe it is necessary to offer a brief case for
the justification of the sports ministry as the context for
the project dissertation. Upon this premise I contend
sports ministry speaks to the central piirpose of the church
which is reaching the unchurched or secular people with the
redenptive message of Jesus Christ. This particular
section is heavily dependent on church growth research.
Donald McGavran advocated using any and all means
within the bounds of allegiance to biblical ethics and
morality, to reach people who have not yet said yes to the
claim of Jesus as Lord and Savior. His standard church
growth polemic. Understanding Church Growth, goes far
beyond a call to Christian witness. Rather it calls us to
become aggressive in our commitment to finding the lost
(40f ) . He cites the following biblical references as
precedents .
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Then he said to his disciples, "The harvest is
plentiful but the workers are few. Ask the Lord
of the harvest, therefore, to send out workers
into his harvest field." (Matthew 9:37-38 NIV)
Or suppose a woman has ten silver coins and
loses one. Does she not light a lairp, sweep the
house and search carefully until she finds it?
And when she finds it, she calls her friends and
neighbors together and says, "Rejoice with me; I
have found my lost coin. " In the same way, I
tell you, there is rejoicing in the presence of
the angels of God over one sinner who repents.
(Luke 15:8-10 NIV)
McGavran further stresses the aggressive behavior of the
New Testament church as they boldly went where people would
respond to the Gospel message (44) .
Culver in A Greater Commission reminds us of Paul ' s
words to the church in Rome as a call to active evangelism.
How, then, can they call on those they have not
believed in? And how can they believe in the one
of whom they have not heard? And how can they
hear without someone preaching to them? And how
can they preach \mless they are sent? As it is
written, "How beautiful are the feet of those who
bring good news!" (Romans 10:14-15 NIV)
The inpetus of this scripture sounds the call to rally
around the point of action. It is even modeled after a
distant runner bringing the good news of victory. It is a
call to action. It is perhaps the best answer to the
theological question, "Why start a sports ministry
program? "
Sports has become a rallying point for people enabling
them to cross barriers of race, economics, religion and
culture. People identify with each other within their
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particular sports activity. It is supposed the bias and
prejudice previously held prior to participation in sports
remains, although denied during the actual event. This
atypical reaction does permit a window of opportunity for
eA/angelism if the Christian witness is authentic and
meriting one ' s trust .
Baby boomers are a prime exattple of a huge sub-culture
in our society who are vastly imchurched and passionately
involved in sports. The current sports mania according to
Landon Y. Jones is a direct result of the baby boomers'
desire to fill their available hours with leisure activity
(267) . Recreational activities have replaced the civic
cliibs and country clubs once identified with the successful
young business person. In addition, recreational activ
ities have dismantled a sense of elitism whereas the
accessibility of recreational activities is usually
uQiversal. Jones predicts a tremendous growth in sports
activities among baby boomers and those whom they
influence .
The preoccupation of the now Superclass with
health and fitness will boost demand for
expensive frills like health clubs, exercise
classes, and 10-speed bicycles. The ritual of
the Superclass will not be hanging out at the
soda shoppe but rather signing up for aerobic
dancing and yoga. (325)
Although stated in a very different fashion, Mike
Bellah contends in Baby Boom Believers the growing sense
and need to personally espouse a sense of perfection (32) .
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Therefore, baby boomers became enthralled with the latest
exercise regime as a continued rite of passage. Bellah' s
focus is not the growth of sports -recreational activity
among the baby boomers, rather a prophetic call for the
church to first be sensitive to this pervasive cultural
phenomenon, and secondly, aware the day will come when the
baby boomers realize all is not as they believed.
John Naisbitt in Megatrends 2000 quotes Jack Sims, a
religious consultant in Placentia, California as stating,
"I think that if the churches adopt three siitple changes,
5 to 10 million baby boomers would be back in the fold
within one month" (313) . One of his points is to enphasize
a particular church's identified market. His argument is
void of the spiritual dimension, but none- the- less he does
pinpoint a salient issue.
The church must speak to the needs of the target
audiences, i.e. secular or unchurched populace interested
in sports. It is estimated today that over 93% of the
population of the United States is active or interested in
some facet of sports. In the workbook from the "Sports
Synposium for Churches," Eddie Fox, Director of Evangelism
for The World Methodist Council, articulates the opportu
nity as he proclaims, "Just as the roads of Rome were
utilized as bridges for the Gospel, so in this era sports
provide unique intersections in the world for the witness
to the love of Jesus Christ" (20) .
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Fox's insight reflects the belief of Steve Morrow,
assistant professor of recreation at Southwest Baptist
University, that sports is an unparalleled means to meet
people on a common and non- threatening turf. Morrow
recommends the relational-evangelism model used by Jesus as
a means to reach people. This particular method enphasizes
the identification of a common subject on which to build
trust in lieu of using heavy traditional spiritual
language. The incident recorded in Luke 5 provides a prime
exanple as Jesus communicates to Peter through the mediijm
of fishing. Morrow further illustrates this communication
methodology of Jesus as it relates to the woman at the well
(9) . Morrow's primary thesis is the existence of a sports -
recreational ministry for the purpose of reaching
unchurched and providing recreational opportunities for
Christians .
Herb Miller refines this focus upon the why of sports
ministry as understood in the confines of biblical theology
in his eleventh axiom for church growth. He maintains the
necessity of the church to serve the needs of the community
in which it is located (120) .
They take an interest in people ' s needs at the
levels of both the Bread of Life and the bread of
the body. The model is not new. Wherever he
could, Jesus did both things. He met the
paralyzed man's greatest need: "My son, your sins
are forgiven" (Mark 2:5) . But he also met his
physical need: "...rise, take up your pallet and
go home." (Mark 2:11)
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Ray Conner, an author who has specialized in sports
ministry, eitphasizes the necessity of maintaining a
Christocentric enphasis in order to remain credible to the
call of evangelism. He cites Acts 3:5; 6:1-6; 16:16-18;
19:11-12; Romans 15:25-27 as representative of God's
interest in the totality of our being (62) . He reinforces
the reality that sports ministry provides the opportunity
for an outreach ministry.
Contextual Justification Within the Urban Setting
Since Dueber is essentially an urban church we must
give attention to the insight of urban sensitive
theologians. Dovetailing the already stated claim that
sports ministry meets a need of secular people and God
desires His church to meet even the "felt" needs of the
lost, Craig W. Ellison in his monologue, "Lessons from an
Urban Church in Transition, " suggests the essential
evidence that a church truly desires to meet the felt needs
of the unch-urched, but lack the skills. If this is not
witnessed, the secular person sinply will not commit (141) .
Another urban author, Francis Dubose, believes that the
city by virtue of its personality is open to new ideas and
approaches. Sports ministry should be inherently welcomed
in the context of the urban setting.
The sense of urgency and validity for sports ministry
is suggested by Ray Bakke ' s belief as stated in the
following quote from The Urban Christian:
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God sees that cities have personalities and
assets. For the iirban Christian and pastor there
can be no throwaway real estate because "The
earth is the Lord's, and everything in it" (Ps.
24:1), and that includes every neighborhood.
Cities are a proper focus for redeeming ministry
because they are treated in the Bible as persons
and families and as extensions of the people who
live in them. (63)
VJho are these people targeted as secular people? It
should be understood that most urban settings, including
EXieber, are in transition. Since Jesus knew and understood
his target population, spoke their language, and identified
with them, it is iirportant for us to follow His model.
Ray Bakke identifies the following groups in a typical
neighborhood :
Single Career adults Handicapped
Retired and aged Students
Institutionalized Professionals
Commuters Public errployees
Ethnic groups People living in
Divorced families high-rise blocks
Deviants (gangs. Middle class dropouts
prostitutes, etc.) People living on
social security/
public aid (110)
I would even suggest that these groups and additional
ones are part of people defined sociologically as people
groups. They work and walk among many other groups and are
inco2rrectly labeled merely as urbanites. In actuality they
strongly identify with a particular group of people. It is
an asset to know their cultLire and peculiarities. In
addition, they live within a general cultural setting that
is ostensibly Christian. A list of people groups within
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our culture is not easy to come by. Yet, among themselves
these groups recognize and manifest definable differences
(Schreck 32) .
C. Peter Wagner, an authority in church growth,
consistently underscores the inportance of the incarnation.
He connects incamational growth with a sensitivity to the
community in which the church is located. Incamational
growth is the incremental awareness of the necessity and
reliance on Christ. Recognizing that Jesus came into our
world with the explicit desire to identify with us is
essential to the call for our personal incarnation in the
realm of identification with the unchurched if we are to
properly witness (14-15) .
Michael Green maintains that personal evangelism is
the major reason for numerical growth in the New Testament
times. True, the scene of Pentecost causes us to appre
ciate the obvious effect and result of mass evangelism, yet
the New Testament is replete with exanples of one on one or
small group encounters. Green extends his observation
beyond the time frame of the New Testament into the years
of the early church. Friendship evangelism seems to be the
outstanding method of those years. It is evidenced again
that personal care and conpassion interpreted as genuine
interest in an individual's non-spiritual concems tends to
win their confidence. After confidence and trust has been
achieved the Christian witness can be offered in a non-
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confrontational way (229) .
I recall a lecture given by Dr. Lowell Roberts,
professor at Asbury College in 1972, as he was cotranenting
on the expansion of the early church. Dr. Roberts
challenged us to give attention to the individual as a
precious creation of God. He recalled an incident in his
life when he desired to reach a neighbor. The neighbor's
interest was short-wave radio. Dr. Roberts admitted he
possessed no knowledge of the hobby, but because he desired
to reach this neighbor he became a student of the hobby.
After many conversations on the subject of short-wave radio
the opportunity came to present the Gospel message of
redenption in Christ. The man accepted the invitation and
became a child of God. This casual personal moment of
sharing highlights the value of a person and the inportance
of relational style of evangelism. Max Warren in his text,
I Believe in the Great Commission, supports this central
theme by once again returning to the issue of the
incaimation. Viewing the sports minister as a missionary,
the following quote is appropriate to our reflections:
Being an asker of questions means being curious
about everything that affects the people whom the
missionary is hoping to meet. These people live
in a very practical world, in which their living
is profoundly influenced by political, economic
and social factors, of which even they themselves
are not always aware. It is by being inquisitive
about these matters that the missionary becomes
their contenporary, and that is part of the
meaning of "incarnation." Becoming flesh in this
fashion, inplies being knowledgeable. (173)
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In summary, the theology of sports ministry is
dependent upon the imderstanding that we are called of God
to seek and find the spiritually lost. This commission
requires the Christian witness to understand the culture of
the target audience. Knowledge of people groups is
assumed. Finally, Christ's incarnation reveals that God's
own personal identification with the lost remains the
theological track to follow in reaching all people.
Therefore, sports ministry, since it encompasses such a
large contingent of people, is an ideal context in which to
evangelize .
The Thesis Statement
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the results
of a nine week training program using a manual to prepare
lay people to become engaged in relational evangelism with
secular, imchurched persons who differ significantly from
themselves in cultural and spiritual values.
The approach does not focus on particular evangelism
techniques but on three distinct arenas in the partic
ipants' lives. First, it assists the participant in
recognition of the value of relational evangelism. Second,
the manual is designed to cause the participant to wrestle
with his or her worldview in contrast to the worldview of
the secular person. Third, the manual gives every partic
ipant an opportunity to realize his or her personal bias
and prejudice in regard to the unchurched, especially if
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they are cultiirally or economically different.
Influencing another individual with the Good News of
Jesus Christ through relational evangelism within the
context of sports ministry and communicating across
worldviews /sub-cultures is a complex phenomena involving
the spiritual and psychological dynamics of both
individuals. The weekly sessions and assignments are
designed to confront the participant at the personal level.
It is intended to be a self -discovery with the support of
like-minded participants. The manual addresses the partic
ipant ' s spiritual commitment to relational evangelism as a
servant of God, attitudes which are barriers to realizing
evangelism, and the effects of cultural norms which may not
reflect Christian ethics or morality on one ' s Christian
witness. Each participant in the nine week course brings a
personal worldview, thus offering a wide variety of views
and experiences to the class. The participant will share
from within his or her experience with cross -cultirral
comimunication. Everyone has recognized and imrecognized
multi-cultural experiences, yet the degree and intensity
will vary.
I surveyed two groups utilizing an evaluation design
which used some experimental techniques. One group con
sisted of the participants in the course. The other group
was the control group. They did not receive instruction of
any nature, yet at the end of the nine weeks they received
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survey instruments identical with those used with the test
group. The control group received no instruction while the
participants in the preparation program participated fully
in the course as outlined.
I used an experimental research design with identical
pretests and post-tests. The results of the study cannot
be posited with statistical certainty due to the limited
number of participants. This does not invalidate the
study, but does restrict the results to cautious and humble
assertions of the findings of the study. Once again,
because of the time restriction and the limited number of
subjects from which to draw, methodological control has
been reduced.
It should be noted at this point that the experimental
research design is often restricted to the laboratory where
strict enforcement of variables is possible. Yet, I
maintain the proposed approach to preparing volunteers for
ministry will create a measurable paradigm shift, thus
supporting the experimental research design.
Since the project depended upon volunteers I could not
randomly choose either the control or experimental group.
Yet this may speak to the very best in random selection
with the one exception being every volunteer at least
possessed the desire or basic motivation to participate in
the program. Age, gender, educational background, social -
economiic background, and ethnic origin were totally out of
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my control. Also, the rajmber of volmteers willing to
commit to the training classes was a variable beyond my
control. I did select a control group corresponding in
number to the volunteers. Every attenpt was made to select
for the test group an analogous cadre of siibjects
addressing factors such as age, gender, educational
background, social -economic background, and ethnic origin.
I elected to send by mail the two pretests to both the
control and experimental group. I had previously contacted
the control group after the ejqDerimental group had answered
the Basic Values Questionnaire (Survey I, Appendix 1) .
After reviewing the information provided I contacted the
prospective control group requesting their participation in
the project. I offered them minimal information so as not
to bias their answers. A copy of the letter they received
can be found in appendix 2.
Instrumentation
I used two instruments in testing the participants '
shift in cultural awareness, basic values, and desire to
share their faith with people from a different cultural
perspective. The first instrument is one created by
Sherwood G. Lingenfelter and Marvin K. Mayers. The
instrument is entitled, "A Model of Basic Values" and
appears in their text. Ministering Cross -Culturally. My
choice of this instrument is based on the way it identifies
basic cultural values adaptability without appearing to be
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a missiological test.
The use of this survey enabled the researcher to track
the shift or growth of the volunteers in the specified
areas of basic cultural awareness and cultural prejudice.
The value of this survey is the way it reveals basic values
which are indicators of a volunteers' worldview.
Lingenfelter and Mayers explain this relationship in the
following excerpt from their text.
The model of values presented here is an
approximate representation of priorities; it is
not a definitive explanation of experience. It
should also be kept in mind that these prior
ities, which identify what is more important and
what is less inportant in one's experience, may
be unique to the person or may be shared and thus
reflect the cultural values of the group.
There are twelve key elements in our model of
basic values, which was first proposed by Ma2rvln
Mayers (1974) . These elements are presented in
the form of six pairs of contrasting traits.
Each pair may be viewed as opposite poles on a
continuum or plotted on a more conplex matrix.
(28-29)
The six pairs of key elements identified by the authors
are: time-event orientation, task-person orientation,
dichotomistic-holistic thinking, status -achievement focus,
crisis -noncrisis orientation, and concealment of
vulnerability-willingness to expose vulnerability (35) .
The questionnaire is comprised of forty-eight
questions with instruction to record a numerical response
of 1 through 7.
Determine to what extent each of the following
statements describes your thinking and approach
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to life. If the statement is not at all
descriptive of you, write the number 1 in the
blank space. If it is descriptive of you write
the number 7. Write the n-umber 4 if the state
ment describes you only somewhat. Use the number
2 or 3 for items that are less descriptive of
you, and the number 5 or 6 for those that are
more descriptive. (Mayers 29)
The questionnaire has coded questions that relate to one of
the twelve categories. The composite score of the five
questions are divided by five giving the participants their
average score for each trait. It is then plotted as a
matrix (33) .
The personal profile of basic traits is an
approximate representation of the motivation
behind the individual ' s actions within his or her
culture. The matrix form presents the contrast
ing traits as concurrent forces pulling in
different (but not necessarily opposite)
directions. The scores on each matrix indicate
the relative strength of each particular trait
as one makes decisions and interacts with others.
A score of (26) on the first grid (i.e., event
has a priority rating of 2, time a rating of 6)
suggests that the constraints of time exist a far
stronger pull on decisions and actions of the
individual than does commitment to conpletion of
the events in which one ' s participates . A score
of (22) probably means that neither trait is
exerting a strong influence. (35-36)
The questions presented in the Basic Values Questionnaire
are recorded in Appendix 47.
Below is an exanple of the matrix used to plot the
basic values of either time or event orientation. The line
in the center represents a neutral position of not favoring
either orientation. The matrix is plotted in agreement to
the answers given by the participant. Four questions are
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assigned to each value with a total of 48 questions.
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EVENT ORIENTATION
Figure 1. Matrix for a Model of Basic Values
Both Lingenfelter and Mayers are seasoned missio-
logists with field experience, and are currently teaching
in the area of intercultirral studies at Biola University.
The authors stress the iirportance to view this methodology
as a conceptual model which if used properly will enhance
imderstanding of personal values and probable reasons for
conflict with people from a different culture who possess
different values.
Usually cross-cultural adaptation is believed to
depend inordinately upon one ' s skill in the national
language and culture specific knowledge. Lingenfelter and
Mayers depart from this more traditional perspective and
assert instead that one's personal experience in inter-
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personal relations is the most accurate determinate of
cross-cultural communication. The awareness of differences
in the values between cultinres will assist in good commu
nication. Language enables one to hear the words of the
host culture, but not necessarily communicate with
culturally adaptive understanding (1-28) .
The survey of basic values was prepared by Marvin
Mayers during the early 1970 's. The original questionnaire
contained 140 items and was published in 1974 in the
author's Christianity Confronts Culture. The questionnaire
was a result of his interest in cross-cultural communica
tion while a missionary with Wycliffe Bible Translators.
Lingenfelter adapted the questionnaire and format by
displaying the shift in the participants' responses from a
continuum to a matrix. In addition, Lingenfelter reduced
the n-umber of questions to 48 and reoriented each question
to address the sub-culture of middle class college age
students. The survey was not subjected to cotrparative
analysis. The survey's aim was to assist people in
understanding their values in order to enhance the
probability for an increased positive communication. The
survey can be contextualized for other cult-ures, but the
current format is written for middle class college age
people (Lingenfelter) .
The second instrument enployed is one I have created
with some guidance from Dr. Muriel L. Elmer, professor at
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Wheaton College, who explained the process of writing a
culturally sensitive siirvey-quest ionnaire . She developed
as part of her Ph.D. dissertation an instrument to measiore
the potential cross-cultural adaptability of a person prior
to his/her departirre for another culture. Although Dr.
Elmer ' s procedure was considerably more involved and
extended over a greater length of time it was extremely
helpful .
The key supposition of my study is the existence of a
cultural sub-group recognized as secular people. These
secular people are non-Christian people who possess a
worldview and cultrure other than the cultirral sub-group
recognized as evangelical Christians. The two groups
CO-exist in the market place and work place within oirr
society, but do not effectively communicate with each
other .
Many of the people within the Christian cultirral sub
group once identified with the secular people prior to
their conversion experience. But because of the Chris -
tianization process their language changed, friendship
circles became restricted to folks of the faith, and their
view of the culture itself was seen through the lens of
Christianity. They have subtly drifted from their secular
roots and no longer speak the language or identify with the
lifestyle (15) . Christians have become housed in a ghetto
of provincialism. They feel comfortable and safe among
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people like themselves. It is my contention that the
Christian community is oblivious to this reality and we
delude oinrselves into believing we really do identify with
the imchurched society and what is even more of a rift,
unchurched people identify with us.
In light of this, I have written the manual with a
bias toward helping the Christian sports ministers
understand the reality of secular people as a separate,
reachable, cultural sub-group, and with the conviction that
certain skills must be attained by the sports ministers if
these people are truly to be reached. Also, a miajor goal
of the training is the creation of an attitudinal shift in
their worldview recognizing that an evangelical culture
exists and acts as a controlling force in their lives.
The most succinct and conprehensive understanding of
the secular person is the recent study by Hunter, How to
Reach Secular People. He makes a rather startling
statistical statement that 120,000,000 secular people, age
fourteen and over live in the United States (41) . He then
presents ten characteristics of secular people. The
following is a brief review of the characteristics.
I. Secular people are essentially ignorant of basic
Christianity. One cannot assume secular people have
even a basic knowledge of Christian language or
belief system.
II. Secular people are seeking life before death. The
concept of appealing to a secular person's eternity
conscience is unrealistic. The concept of death is
greatly overshadowed with how to live life today.
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III. Secular people are conscious of doubt more than
guilt. Today's secular person no longer possesses
a personal guilt for what happens; rather it is the
"system" or result of a dysfunctional family. Doubt
is the profoimd worldview lens through which the
secular person perceives life.
IV. Secular people have a negative image of the church.
The church is viewed as irrelevant and thus the
secular person is indifferent to what is currently
communicated. They cannot relate Jesus to their
everyday life.
V. Secular people have multiple alienations. Aliena
tion typifies people today. The secular person
lacks a sense of connection to vocation and
neighbors .
VI. Secular people are untrusting. The secular person
is suspicious of everyone. People do not act kindly
toward you without a hidden motive. This has given
birth to a general feeling of fear.
VII. Secular people have low self-esteem. The secular
person appears to live life to the very nth degree,
but the secular person battles the inner gnawing
away of feeling unacceptable. How a person is
perceived by everyone around them is the controlling
force .
VIII. Secular people experience forces in history as
"out of control." Once again this betrays a
prevailing worldview that informs all decisions and
approaches to life. It is maintained that forces
out of the secular persons' control rules life and
in fact many maintain actual anarchy exist.
IX. Secular people experience forces in personality as
"out of control." Addictive behavior -understood
as destruction by nat-ure has created a people who
genuinely feel separated and powerless to do
anything about their sit-uation.
X. Secular people cannot find "the door." By virtue of
their collage of worldview the secular person cannot
discover the single door to peace. They are lost
and experience that sense of lostness. (41-54)
Recognizing Hunter's work as germane to the direction
of my study I prepared a list of fifty questions. Each of
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the ten characteristics have five questions reflecting the
statement in various ways. The statements are presented in
a number of different styles. I attempted to write
statements that forthrightly presented the characteristics
as well as statements that would address applications of
the characteristics in daily life. Once again, the intent
was to determine through the use of a pretest and post -test
the shift in gained knowledge and changed attitude toward
secular people. Every characteristic has five statements
attached to it. Another individual randomized the
questions to avoid their clustering around the related
characteristic. The unrandomized and the randomized
surveys can be found in i^pendix 4 and 5 respectively.
The five choices available to the participants were:
Strongly Disagree denoted as SD
Disagree denoted as D
Not Siure denoted as N
Agree denoted as A
Strongly Agree denoted as SA
The participants received this survey along with the
Mayers' questionnaire. I used the same instrument as a
pre- and post-test svocvey with the exception that the order
of the questions were randomly rearranged.
The final instrument was an open ended questionnaire
which focused on the actual feelings of the participants
toward sharing their faith. Every participant received the
questionnaire prior to the first session and retirmed it
with the other materials. The questions are as follow:
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I. Discuss your feelings about sharing your faith in
Jesus to a person you just met.
II. Discuss yoinr feelings about sharing your faith in
Jesus to a person you have known for a number of
years .
III. If you hesitate in sharing your faith then discuss
what you suspect is the reason.
IV. What feelings do you experience when you discuss
yoiir faith with someone.
V. Do you believe it is the responsibility of every
Christian to share their faith with non-believers?
Please explain your answer.
At the conclusion of the nine week study I presented the
participants with an identical set of questions for them to
answer, thus allowing the author to review and compare
their responses noting obvious shifts in answers.
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CHAPTER 5
Analysis of Surveys I and II
Introduction
I used the questionnaire designed by Lingenfelter and
Mayers for the pinrpose of measuring the influence of the
training in recognizing personal bias and prejudice toward
secular people.
The personal profile of basic values can be
applied in several ways: (1) it can serve as the
basis of a judgment against a person who does not
behave as we would wish; (2) it can serve as a
radar signal that we are headed for conflict with
another person and thus should avoid confronta
tion; (3) it can serve as an insight which will
help us achieve maximum intelligent interaction
with another person. In the chapters that follow
we will see that by carefully choosing oirr
responses to people and cultures whose orienta
tions differ from oirrs, we can reduce or even
resolve tensions in interpersonal relations. (36)
This particular questionnaire was helpful as a means to
measure the participants ' basic values . In giving the
sirrvey as a pretest and post-test I was able to track any
shifts. The course was designed to give each participant
an opportunity to deal with his/her attitude conceming
predetermined values presented in the Lingenfelter and
Mayers sirrvey. The format was never confrontational with
other participants, rather the design was to stimulate an
inner confrontation with one's personal worldview.
The second survey I developed specifically to track
the believer's bias and prejudice. With the permission of
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Dr. George Hunter I used his ten characteristics of secular
people as a point of reference suggesting five questions
per characteristic. The questions were placed on a scale
of five possible answers ranging from strongly agree to
strongly disagree. The only atterrpt to standardize or test
the questionnaire was the use of a control group. I
utilized a control group of the same number as in the test
group administering both surveys in a pre and post manner.
Appendix 55 lists the ten characteristics with the
five questions assigned to each question. The questions
were randomized by computer and scored using a prearranged
key.
Collection of Data
Surveys I and II were distributed to the participants
as they arrived for the first session. I was careful to
explain the sirrveys were not tests, rather a means for me
to track any shifts in their understanding of themiselves in
relation to the unchinrched. In addition, I emphasized
there were no right or wrong ways to answer the questions
and I walked through a sanple question in order to illus
trate the procedure in conpleting the survey. I also
emphasized it was not a timed exercise. At the conclusion
of the nine week course the same sruveys were given to each
participant for them to conplete. The class size was
originally seventeen, but five failed to attend class in a
disciplined fashion. One absence was permitted during the
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nine weeks.
The control group was cotrprised of fifteen volunteers
who responded to a sitnilar inquiry as the test group. The
control group cottpleted both the pretest and post -test at
hottie after receiving similar directions to the test group.
Three of the control group were arbitrarily elittrinated in
order to match the twelve participants in the test group.
Demographic Information
The first criterion for participating in either the
control or test group was that- it must be voluntary. The
church newsletter and bulletin printed the description of
the course. The control group participants expressed an
interest in the course and cotrpleted the general informa
tion sheet- Because the control group was corrprised of
volunteers the demographics did not coincide with the test
group.
An exarrple of this difference is that the average age
of the control group is considerably younger than the age
of the test group, although the ages on further examination
averaged to within five years between the test and control
group (T^pendix 2) . The gender corrparison is interesting
in that the vast majority of the test group was male in
contrast to the control group being female (Appendix 3) .
Coirparing their years as Christians shows a close
proximity in the 5 year bracket, but the control group
stands alone with 3 in the 15 year bracket, and the 20 and
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30 year brackets are identical. Furthermore, the control
group stands alone with 2 people as Christian for 40 plus
years, while the test group has 2 people with 50 plus years
as Christian (Appendix 4) .
The demographic information sheet (Appendix 1)
provides a variety of additional information including
race, education, current economics, birth economics,
parents' divorced, siblings, birth order, neighborhood as a
child and military service. The analysis of the data will
refer to the aforementioned infoirmation when appropriate.
It is helpful to note that the average differences between
the test and control group were nominal.
Table 1. Demographic Information of Control and Test
Groups (Refer to Appendix 1 for Key)
Demographic Control Group Test Group
Average Age 41.6 46.7
Gender 3M/9F 10M/2F
Education 9H/3B 8H/3B/1M
Current Economic 4L/8M 3L/8M/1U
Parents Divorced 4 2





Sirrvey I Assessment of Data
The twelve areas of basic cultural values presented by
Lingenfelter and Mayers in their survey actually constitute
six contrasting life orientations.
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Table 2. Sirrvey I Comparing Test and Control Groups
Value Test Group Control Group
Pretest Post -test Pretest Post-test
Time 4 .40 4.35 4 .28 4.33
Event 3 .93 4.55 4 .02 3.98
17% Change -2% Change
Dichotomistic 4 .57 4.52 4 .37 4.33
Holistic 3 .92 4.22 3 .90 3.88
9% Change 0% Change
Crisis 4 .65 4.68 3 .52 3.67
Noncrisis 3 .93 4.08 3 .98 3.88
3% Change -6% Change
Task 3 .75 4 . 10 3,.12 3.17
Person 4,.38 4.42 4,,38 4.32
-8% Change -3% Change
Status 3..37 3.85 3.,57 3.60
Achievement 4.,80 4.65 4.,98 5.12
-15% Change 2% Change
Concealment 3.,53 3.72 3. 73 3.75
Willingness to
Expose 3,,90 4.42 4. 40 4.33
8% Change -2% Change
The percentage change indicated on Table 2 is
indicative of the test or control group
' s shift from their
originial position. Positive results are recorded if the
shift is toward the bottom of the matrix and negative
results are recorded if the shift is in the opposite
direction. Appendix 54 is an example of a negative change
as the test and control group moved from person to task
orientation.
The first orientation contrasts time with event
orientation. The time-oriented person is typified by the
daytimer with ruled notations and a constant side glance at
one's wrist watch. Obviously schedules and punctuality are
very inportant and are ranked high in achievement of goals
(40) . In direct contrast is the event -oriented person who
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forgets to change the battery in his watch and has torn the
ruled page out of his daytimer to record a prayer request.
Such persons tend to disregard schedules, not in a
belligerent fashion, rather in response to a personal
unawareness of the need for conpletion of a goal within a
set time limit. The event -oriented person is so focused on
the contents of the event the clock is meaningless (41) .
Although I am uncertain as to why the nine week course
influenced a shift from time orientation to event orienta-
ation it is apparent in the graph recorded in ^pendices
7 and 8. T-4 was the only participant in the test group
who moved from event to time orientation. The only demo
graphic information that may be a variable is the number
of years as Christians. T-4 had been a Christian for five
months at the beginning of the course.
The control group responded in a more random fashion.
Three answered with identical responses, while three
shifted from event to time and six from time to event.
C-6, a Christian for one month, recorded a similar response
as T-4. The responses of T-4 and C-6 may hint at a
possible correlation between length of time as a Christian
and openness to change. The test group made a 17% shift
from time toward event. This change is recorded in Table 2
and i^pendices 49, 51, and 53.
The shift in the test group indicates an increase in
readiness to serve outside scheduled events. I contend the
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course spoke to an increased willingness to adapt to a
different modality of time, hence the shift. The partic
ipants ' desired to be used and were willing to sacrifice
their personal schedules. The nijmber of years as a
Christian may influence the receptivity to se2rvice.
Appendix 5 indicates this in that the longer people are
Christian, the less involved they are in activities outside
the chirrch.
The contrast of dichotomistic with holistic thinkers
centers on a sense of absolutes in one ' s life . , The
dichotomistic thinker organize one ' s thoughts around a
problem solving sitiaation with belief that an absolute-
singular answer will logically surface. It can be
perceived as judgmental in that people and problems are
placed in categories . One ' s sense of security comes in the
careful maintenance and protection of this systematic
thinking (55) . The holistic thinker reserves judgment
until all circumstances are known or all information is
gathered. This is an irritation to the dichotomistic
thinker. Holistic thinkers cannot be restricted to a
particular way of handling a problem. They tend to be
eclectic in their way of handling situations and details
(56) .
The change or shift was not as consistent as in the
former contrast of time versus event. Seven participants
shifted from dichotomistic moving closer to holistic
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thinking; however none shifted dramatically across the
mediiim line, thus indicating a radical departure from one's
current way of thinking. The medium line represents the
average as determined by Lingenfelter and Mayers research.
Once again the test group exhibited a greater number of
changes indicating some level of influence by the course.
Seven of the test participants moved away from dichot
omistic thinking and closer to holistic thinking, whereas
five moved from holistic to dichotomistic. In the control
group eight shifted from dichotomistic to holistic with
only two moving from holistic to dichotomistic. Two
recorded no movement at all. The test group shifted from
dichotomistic way of thinking, toward holistic by 9% which
is the preferred value for cross-cultural communications
(Appendices 49, 51, and 53 and Table 2) . The results for
the test group may indicate a growing acceptance to
thinking about the world of the secular person. The
results could indicate an increase in non- judgmental
attitudes (Appendices 9 and 10) .
The third grouping is crisis orientation versus
noncrisis orientation. These two orientations are worlds
apart. The following description is from Lingenfelter and
Mayers and serves to illustrate these extremes (75) .
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Crisis Orientation Noncrisis Orientation
1. Anticipates crisis 1,. Downplays possibility of
crisis
2. Enphasizes planning 2, Focuses on actual experience
3. Seeks quick resolution
to avoid ambiguity
3. Avoids taking action;
delays decisions
4. Repeatedly follows a single
authoritative, preplanned
procedure
4. Seeks ad hoc solutions
from multiple available
options
5. Seeks expert advice 5. Distrusts expert advice
Figure 2 . Crisis and Noncrisis Orientation
The control and test group follow the same patterned
response to a high degree. The record of changes from
crisis to noncrisis is the lowest for both groups in
corrparison to the other five categories. ,?^pendices 49,
51, 53, and Table 2 reflect a very nominal shift in both
the test and control group. It appears the nine week
course did not significantly challenge or influence the
participants in the area of crisis and noncrisis
orientation (Appendices 11 and 12) .
The fourth contrast is between task and person orien
tation. Goals, objectives, and inner motivation to
corrpleting a task typify a task oriented person. The
person is consumed by the fulfillment of a "to do" list and
satisfaction is only experienced if check marks appear
before each item on the list. Friendship circles and
casual conversation centers around interest in the pre-
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scribed task. Everything and anything will be sacrificed
for completion of the task (83) . In contrast stands the
person oriented individual. People are more inportant than
objectives. The knock on the office door is never an
intrusion, rather a welcomed respite from the loneliness of
a study chamber. Social interaction is a necessity and
actually these persons thrive on it. Sacrifice of personal
goals and even personal notoriety is a noted quality (89) .
Once again I include a figure from Lingenfelter and
Mayers (100) to help clarify the difference between status
focus and achievement focus. Both the achievement focus
and status focus describe characteristics relating to the
soirrce of an individual's self-esteem. I suspect the
source of our self-esteem will greatly influence oinr
ability to evangelize in a relational mariner.
status Focus Achievement Focus
(prestige is ascribed) (prestige is attained)
1. Personal identity is determined
by formal credentials of birth
and rank.
2 . The amount of respect one
receives is permanently fixed;
attention focuses on those with
high social status in spite of
any personal failing they have.
3 . The individual is expected to
play his or her role and to
sacrifice to attain higher rank.
4. People associate only with their
social equals.
1. Personal identity is
determined by one ' s
achievements .
2. The amount of respect one




3 . The individual is extremely
self-critical and makes
sacrifices in order to
acconplish even greater
deeds .
4. People associate with those
of equal acconplishments
regardless of background.
Figure 3 . Status and Achievement Forms
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Examining the shifts from task orientation to person
orientation would indicate the nine week coinrse did not
affect the participants in a consistent fashion. Five test
participants shifted from task toward person orientation
with seven shifting from person toward task. The control
group recorded very similar results. Three of the control
group recorded no change. This phenomenon does not seem to
occur in the test group (^^pendices 13 and 14) . In
plotting the results of the pretest and post -test on the
matrix (Appendices 50, 52, and 54) it is evident the test
group shifted away from the desired value of person
orientation. Table 2 displays the shift was 8%.
The final area is perhaps the most critical to the
evangelism course as it addresses the siibject of vulner
ability. The contrasting areas are concealment of
vulnerability as opposed to willingness to expose vulner
ability. Concealment of vulnerability relates to a great
fear of failure even in relation to admitting ignorance
conceming a specific problem or situation. Protection of
one's self-image is critically inportant. The extreme is
believing you are constantly in the state of performance
review. Thus certain areas of safe passage are carefully
laid out and a venture into unknown territory is sinply not
a possibility. If a person cannot attain a certain level
of achievement in a specific area it is better to withdraw
before weakness or shortcomings are noticed. Criticism of
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one ' s performance is not acceptable and the possibility of
an alternative opinion as equally acceptable is impossible!
In contrast, the person willing to expose vulner
ability does not really care about failinre or making a
mistake. The long distance race is to be conpleted regard
less of placement in the race. Areas of safety are easily
pushed aside in order to step into unknown or unchaorted
areas of life. When confronted with a weakness or even
failure the person learns from it and continues on his way
without missing a step. Alternate views are welcomed and
encouraged. Personal life is an open book (107) .
For the test group the greater movement was from
achievement to status with thirty- six changes contrasted
with thirty- five changes marking the shift from status to
achievement. The control and test groups were equal in the
number of participants shifting away from status and moving
closer to achievement. Once again five of the control
group recorded no changes. Table 2 supports the rather
significant shift of -15% away from the desired achievement
orientation. Appendices 50, 52, and 54 chart this movement
in sequence of pretest and post-test. It is not my
objective to judge at this point which of the two areas
best serve a relational approach to evangelism. One
observation is of interest, the participants who have been
Christians the longest have been affected within this area
to the greater degree. One personal observation is
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conceming T-6's dramatic shift toward status focus.
T-6 exhibited marked signs of discomfort during the last
few sessions as the lessons called for a different type of
sharing and response. I conjecture the last three lessons
made T-6 retreat into a more stable arena of self -worth
(Appendices 15 and 16) .
Even though only five of the participants in the test
group moved from concealment to exposure this particular
shift recorded the highest number of changes, 46. The gap
in an -area usioally indicative of relational evangelism
closed for five of the participants in the test group to a
certain degree. T-6 as noted in the previous documentation
registers a record number of changes moving from a high
concealment across the medium line and into the spectrum of
exposure. T-6 is struggling with the issue of relating to
the secular person. Once again three of the control group
display no movement while five move from concealment to
exposure and four from exposiire to concealment (Appendices
17 and 18) .
A conparison of the total number of category changes
recorded in Survey I with the years persons have been
Christians is depicted in i^pendix 5. I suggest a plateau-
ing of receptivity to evangelism. The responses suggest
two possible insights. First, the Christian of twenty plus
years has a reliance on "proclamation" eA/angelism and an
increasing disinterest in relational modes of evangelism.
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Second, the increase of years in the faith influences one's
tendency to assume the unchurched person possesses a
certain knowledge and interest in the issues of faith.
When I compared the demographic information such as age and
gender, with my pastoral knowledge of the people surveyed
the influence of age or gender did not appear relevant.
This is admittingly a siibjective observation. This miight
be explained by saying that regardless of one ' s chrono
logical age at conversion, when twenty plus years of
Christian influence in the traditional evangelical siib-
culture are added, a natural disinterest in relational
evangelism and sensitivity to the lost occurs. The
positive aspect of this comparison is the obvious influence
the evangelism course had on the test group as compared to
the control group. The chart. Appendix 5, visually
illustrates the number of changes and the consistent
clustering of fewer changes as one adds years of faithful
ness to the cause of Christ (Appendix 6) . The 8% change or
shift toward willingness to expose as recorded in Table 2
indicates the positive influence of this course in this
particular value area.
The nine week course invoked a significant shift in
responses to the Lingenfelter and Mayers survey. The test
group participants' averaged 3.08 changes per category from
their original responses on the pretest. The control group
averaged 0.83 responses per category from the pretest
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(i^pendix 6) . An exattple of a category is "event
orientation. " Based on this singular cotrparison the nine
week course had a definite irrpact on the participants.
Change alone is not helpful in determining the effective
ness of the course. In reality the participants could move
away from the desired value as a result of the course. But
one fact was established, the course invoked a notable
amount of change in the test group in comparison to the
control group. The most significant shifts for the test












One should keep in mind the number of response changes are
considerably less than in the test group.
It is premature to ascertain all the contributing
factors to the clustering of changes. The Lingenfelter and
Mayers s-urvey did not yield information that would suggest
that a certain personality type is open to change
throughout one ' s life .
Although it is only a conjecture at this point, the
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data my suggest that as a person joinmeys past the twenty
year mark as a Christian, two discernible factors influence
his/her life. First, his/her friendship circle becomes
predominantly, if not exclusively. Christian. A kind of
spiritual ghetto or fortress is built producing isolation
from secular people. Second, a certain mythology begins to
develop in the Christian's mind toward the unchurched
person. If the Christian was not reared in a church,
he/she has forgotten what it was like being \jnchurched. In
addition, the Christian may have been reared in a Christian
home, thus his/her unchurched experience is very limited.
Perhaps an analogy taken from Alcoholics Anonymous would
help at this point. The alcoholic who joins Alcoholics
Anonymous and siibscribes to its regenerative ministry
recognizes he/she is an alcoholic and must be willing to
witness to that fact. In addition, the alcoholic must
admit freely he is a recovering alcoholic; and unless
he/she miaintains a vigilant stand, it is distinctly
possible to succumb to alcohol once again. Therefore, a
recovering alcoholic will attend support meetings two to
three times per week. In addition, the recovering
alcoholic will actively mentor a newcomer to the support
group. The intent is to keep the newly recovering
alcoholic away from the influence of alcohol.
The church acts much the same in regard to insulating
the new believer and long term believer from sin. We spend
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much time in the church stressing the effects of sin and
the active remnant of sin in our lives. We are encouraged
to meet together as often as possible. Within our small
and even larger groups the ramifications of sin are often
highlighted. At this point the analogy is faulty in that
Alcoholics Anonymous addresses a chemical addiction, while
sin is a spiritual addiction which affects our entire life.
But the basic recognition of how to handle the possibility
of returning to alcohol or sin is similar. One must
realize it is always possible to backslide. And the best
way to prevent such an act is to separate oneself from the
world. The Bible definitely teaches separation from the
ways of the world, but it does not suggest living as a
spiritual hermit. We have shifted away from the
recognition that Satan is the enemy and have dubbed the
secular person as the enemy. The paradox is astounding in
that not too many years ago many of us were the unchurched
people .
I believe the nine week course helped individuals
begin to realize their prejudices toward secular people.
The conparison of responses and noting shifts can create
nothing more than confusion. In order to counter this
Appendix 44 offers a graph which statistically plots the
change between the pretest and post -test of both the
control and test group. The green line on Appendix 44
represents the point of convergence of the two areas being
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coTtpared. It could be referred to as the nominal position.
If the bar would be positioned exactly up to the green line
this would mean the group tested was equally time and event
oriented. Whenever the bar is above the line it indicates
the preference as being the first basic value named.
Therefore, when it moves downward it denotes movement
toward the second basic value, for exanple, "event
orientation. "
As one would expect, there was little movement between
the pretest and post-test among the pairticipants in the
control group. The fact of taking the survey twice
indicated insignificant movement from one basic value to
another. The following basic values were statistically
similar: time/event orientation, dichotomistic/holistic
thinking, status/achievement focus, and concealment of
vulnerability/willingness to expose. The control group did
have a .09 shift from noncrisis toward crisis, but it
failed to cross the point of convergence, therefore, the
control group still operates in the arena of noncrisis. In
a similar fashion the control group shifted toward task
orientation, but still is very much in the person
orientation.
As expected, the test group had a significant shift in
a few areas, but not in every basic value. The most
significant movement was in the contrast of time
orientation and event orientation. The test group shifted
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from time to event orientation. The next two basic value
coiiparisons did not demonstrate as dramatic a change, but
movement did occur. Although the test group still
maintains a dichotomistic approach to thinking, significant
movement was recorded toward holistic thinking. Movement
also occurred from crisis to noncrisis orientation. The
course appears to have caused the group to shift away from
person orientation and move toward task orientation. The
same movement with more intensity was recorded as movement
away from status focus and toward achievement focus. The
last two contrasts are still in the person orientation and
achievement focus. Concealment of vulnerability was just
below the point of convergence. The course seems to have
influenced the group toward a deeper commitment of
willingness to expose.
The nine week course influenced the test group in the
following areas: event orientation, holistic thinking, non-
crisis orientation and willingness to expose. It affected
the group in a determined fashion moving them toward task
orientation and status focus. The ideal response from the
test group would be to move toward or even make stronger
their basic values represented by event orientation,
holistic thinking, noncrisis orientation, person orienta
tion, achievement focus and willingness to expose. The
areas just mentioned are inportant for successful cross-
cultural communication. Obviously this course failed to
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influence the participants in every area denoting a basic
value.
The course was designed to help address a problem in
cross-cultural communication in regard to relational
evangelism. The Lingenfelter and Mayers (Survey I)
provided enough information to suggest the nine week course
does not influence the development of an individual ' s
person orientation and achievement focus. These two basic
values are inportant to cross-cultural communication. The
expectation of this coirrse was too great and one must be
satisfied in influencing four major areas needed for cross-
cultural communication: event orientation, holistic
thinking, noncrisis orientation and willingness to expose.
Sirrvey II Assessment of Data
At the outset it must be recognized the survey results
are determined by a very limited sattpling of twelve people
in a test group and twelve people in a control group.
Comparison of the two groups is recorded in the section
detailing the demographics. I focused on actual shifts
or movement within the five questions assigned to each of
Dr. Hunter's statements. I first conpared the results of
the pretest and post -test taken by the control group.
Second, I compared the results of the pretest and post-test
by the test group. Finally, I conpared the results of both
tests with the control and test group. The limiited number
of participants made it difficult to track a pattern.
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although a few observations at the conclusion of this
section will be offered (Appendices 30 and 31) .
First, the total changes by the test group partic
ipants were 244 in contrast to the control group
participants at 76. The test group participant averaged
20.3 changes, while the control group participants averaged
6.3 changes. Change was also noted as shifting in either a
plus or minus direction. Movement from the choice of
strongly disagree (SD) toward strongly agree (SA) was a
positive shift and movement from strongly agree (SA) toward
strongly disagree (SD) was a negative shift. The averages
reported are the combination of both positive and negative
changes (Appendices 30 and 31) . Thus only the directional
change was recorded. The test group changed their
responses more often than the control group at a
significant difference of 3 to 1. The difference suggests
the probable influence of the nine week course on the test
group. The desired direction of change is to move from
"strongly disagree" to "strongly agree."
Second, the majority of changes were minor shifts of
only one interval on the likert scale. Major shifts of 2
responses away from the original selection averaged 5 . 5 per
participant for the test group but only 1.2 per participant
for the control group.
Third, Appendices 19-29 record the magnitude of
opinion changes for each of Hunter's ten characteristics.
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Most changes were in response to three of Hunter ' s
characteristics: I, III and VI.
The aforementioned analysis examined Survey II by
documenting the amount of change without regard for
direction or placement in a model for statistical analysis.
It is much more important to analyze the data with regard
to variation in mean scores. Therefore, the following
analysis helps to clarify the influence of the course from
another perspective.
The intent of the nine week coijrse is to illicit a
positive movement toward either an acceptance or better
understanding of Dr. George Hunter's ten characteristics of
secular people. The detejnnrination of the effect of the
course is dependent on the participants ' answers on the
pretest and post-test of Survey II. The designations:
SD - Strongly Disagree
D - Disagree
N - Not Sure
A - Agree
SA - Strongly Agree
are relative to the person taking both the pretest and
post-test. Movement from SD toward SA is considered
positive, while movement from SA toward SD is a negative
response. If a participant records SD for a question on
the pretest and records an A for the same question on the
post-test the result is a positive 3 . It does not matter
where the participant begins on the scale for I am only
attenpting to track change or shifts in the participants
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understanding of the statement as it relates to Dr.
Hunter's propositions. J^pendix 45 details the
mathematical formulas used to determine if the nine week
course made a change in the perceptions of the
participants. The following is a summation of my findings
in regard to the shift or change determined by tracking the
participants' pretest and post -test responses.
Appendix 33 illustrates the "Direction of Opinion
Change" for questions 1-5. These questions relate to the
first characteristic of secular people. It is helpful to
review the characteristic.
I . Secular people are essentially ignorant of basic
Christianity. One cannot assume secular people have
even a basic knowledge of Christian language or
belief system.
The test group averaged .280 positive changes, while
the control group average is .080 negative change.
The negative movement of the control group is
negligible, but the shift in the test group is
significant. The average change of the test group
exceeds the difference of the control group by .195.
The results indicate a significant influence of the
course in relation to Hunter's first characteristic
(J^pendix 33) .
II. Secular people are seeking life before death. The
concept of appealing to a secular person's eternity
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conscience is unrealistic. The concept of death is
greatly overshadowed with how to live life today.
The test group averaged .200 positive changes, while
the control group averaged .100 positive change. Both
the control and test group reacted in a similar manner
with the test group positing a minor increase in
positive movement. In order for the results to be
significant the difference of the test and control
group had to exceed .164. This was not accomplished,
therefore, based on this data the coinrse did not
adequately address the second characteristic of
secular people (Appendix 36) .
III. Secular people are conscious of doubt more than
guilt. Today's secular person no longer possesses a
personal guilt for what happens; rather it is the
"system" or result of a dysfunctional family. Doubt
is the profound worldview lens through which the
secular person perceives life.
The test group averaged .250 positive changes while
the control group registered .020 positive changes.
The difference in the test and control group is .230
which exceeds the necessairy .221 in order to indicate
a significant change has taken place. Although,
within .009 of falling over the required amount it
stands as an indicator of a difference the course made
in regard to the third characteristic of secular
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people (Appendix 36) .
IV. Secular people have a negative image of the church.
The church is viewed as irrelevant and thus the
secular person is indifferent to what is currently-
communicated. The-y cannot relate Jesus to their
everyda-y life.
The test group averaged .070 positive changes while
the control group registered .050 positive changes.
The difference in the test and control group is .020.
In order for the course to mark a positive statistical
change in the test group the difference would have to
exceed .188. It is significantly under that mark,
therefore, the fourth characteristic is not adequately
addressed in the course (i^pendix 36) .
V. Secular people have multiple alienations. Alienation
typifies people today. The secular person lacks a
sense of connection to vocation and neighbors.
The test group averaged . 070 positive changes while
the control group registered .070 positive change.
The difference in the test and control group is .000.
It would have to exceed .162 in order to indicate a
significant change. The identical scores of the test
and control group indicate the course had no influence
on the test group. The nine week course did not
address the fifth characteristic of secular people
(Appendix 37) .
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VI. Secular people are untrusting. The secular person
is suspicious of everyone. People do not act kindly
toward you without a hidden motive. This has given
birth to a general feeling of fear.
The test group averaged .380 positive changes while
the control group registered .050 positive changes,
thus the result is a significant difference of .330.
It exceeds the .173 necessary to mark a change by
.150. Therefore, it is indicated by the statistical
difference that the course influenced the test group
in a positive manner in regard to the sixth
characteristic of secular people (i^pendix 38) .
VII. Secular people have low self-esteem. The secular
person appears to live life to the very nth degree,
but the secular person battles the feeling of being
imacceptable . How a person is perceived by everyone
around them is the controlling force.
The test group recorded .020 while the control group
.080 giving a difference of .060. In order for a
significant change to be realized the difference had
to exceed .149. It must be deternrlned that the
coinrse did not address the seventh characteristic of
secular people (Appendix 39) .
VIII. Secular people experience forces in history as "out
of control . " Once again this betrays a prevailing
worldview that infoims all decisions and approaches
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to life. It is maintained that forces out of the
secular persons' control rules life and in fact many
miaintain actual anarchy exist.
The test group recorded a miinus .050 while the
control group a minus .030. In order for a
significant change to be realized the difference had
to exceed . 168 . The positing of a minus score for
both the control and test group make the course
suspect in having a positive influence to any degree
on the participants in the area of understanding the
secular persons' worldview in regard to decisions and
approaches to life. In fact, the results suggest a
negative influence on the participants in regard to
accepting and understanding Hunter ' s eighth
characteristic of secular people (Appendix 40) .
Secular people experience forces in personality as
"out of control." Addictive behavior understood as
destruction by natiire has created a people who
genuinely feel separated and powerless to do anything
about their situation.
The test group averaged .130 positive changes while
the control group averaged .120 positive changes.
The difference between the test and control group is
.010- In order for a significant difference to be
posted the difference between the test and control
group would have to exceed .209- This is an
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appreciative gap of .199 which indicates the failure
of the course to address the ninth characteristic of
secular people (Appendix 41) .
X. Secular people cannot find "the door." By virtue of
their collage of worldview the secular person cannot
discover the single door to peace. They are lost and
experience that sense of lostness. (41-54)
The test group averaged .280 positive changes while
the control group averaged .130 positive changes.
The difference between the test and control group is
.150 which is within .021 of indicating a significant
influence or difference the course had on the
participants in regard to the tenth characteristic of
secular people. With this in mind I would suggest
the coinrse addresses this issue and if given proper
attention could increase the probability of making a
significant difference in regard to Hunter ' s tenth
characteristic (Appendix 42) .
In summary, the course influenced the participants in
regard to three of Hunter's characteristics: I, III and VI,
with a modest response on number X. If the direction of
opinion change is examined for all questions, the result is
in favor of the overall positive influences of the coinrse
(Appendix 43) .
Observation
The following data is offered from the perspective as
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a participant observer. I will present a series of
statements made by various participants during the nine
week course.
First, the story telling lesson which was the last
lesson of the nine week course proved to be a very-
transparent moment for a number of usually guarded people.
It is difficult to adequately describe the sense of
discovery as the people shared their stories. Repeatedly
one would hear the statement, "I did not know that about
you! " The room was filled with people crossing the
boimdaory of age as the room housed persons in their 30 's,
40's, 50's, GO'S and 70's.
TWO stories merit reference in respect to the issue of
racism. One of the seventy year olds shared a story told
about her grandfather, a Union soldier during the Civil
War. He was capt-ured and sent to Andersonville . She
related the only moment the family ever remembered him
mentioning from his days in the prisoner of war canp. The
next person shared from a prepared manuscript his story of
a relative who served as a Confederate soldier. The two
relatives had fought against each other at one of the many
battles d-uring the Civil War. There was a moment which
created a deafening quietness. Dan (not his name) , an
African American, began to relate his story of how his
family was enslaved in the South. One moment was
particularly difficult as he referred to his great
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grandmother as a "house Nigger." He inferred, although not
explicitly, that she had been violated by her owner. After
the conclusion of his carefully scripted story of
approximately five minutes the two story tellers of the
Civil War spoke words of reconciliation to Dan and each
other. "I feel as if I really know you now, even though we
have worshipped together for years , " stated every
participant in the room. The words would vary, but
everyone embraced and shared similar aff irrriations with one
another. I elected to share this vignette from the many
because it represents an awakened awareness of racism and
prejudice, not necessarily social, but the inborn
assunptions. It was an epiphany for all participants.
The second statement was made by a fifty year old
successful businessman. During our closing prayer
time he shared his requests and then stated, "Chet, you are
a dangerous person! " Before I could inquire as to why, he
continued his remarks. "You have caused me to carry my
faith into aspects of my life I have kept hidden for years.
lyfy life is no longer a series of hidden or concealed
conpartments . " When I pressed him for clarification, he
explained how he had been encouraged to apply his faith to
a way of thinking and doing things previously untouched by
anything spiritual.
The following is an extensive testimony of a woman in
her early fifties. She shared these words as a response to
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how the course related to her life.
God was preparing me, through Pastor Harris'
Evangelism Class, to welcome the Hispanic Church
into the physical structure of our church. Since
January when God gave us this opportunity I have
been consumed with a passion to reach these
people for Christ. They are a different people
with a different culture, which demands a
different strategy to obtain the SAME Gospel as I
know to be the truth and the light.
Today my husband and I planned to do some
visitation. A "trip" on the sidewalk at the
church before the visits gave us every excuse to
go back home. With a swollen face, blood, and
stinging scrapes over various body parts, I
looked like I had already visited the wrong
party! Later I ^was glad I pushed back Satan's
ploy to return home. Because we continued,
another Hispanic family will joyfully worship in
the Hispanic Church tomorrow. "To win as many as
possible" demands flexibility, adjustment, and
change; my comfort is a meager sacrifice."
Practicum
The results of the survey and questionnaires are
undoiibtedly helpful in tracking the attitudinal shift in
the heart of the believer. But what will happen as the
participants in the nine week course continue in their
daily routines? Will they exhibit significant changes in
how they relate to the secular person? Frankly, will they
step off the treadmill of routine, listen with compassion
to the needs of the secular person and dare to become
involved in the person's life? I realized tracking this
kind of response would be next to impossible. Then on
January 1, 1996 a miajor fire destroyed an apartment
building six blocks south of the church. The residents
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literally lost everything, in fact many ran from their
rooms without shoes or coats. Along with the community we
discovered the residents were Hispanic immigrant workers
from Mexico, Honduras and Guatemala who came north to work
at a local chicken processing plant. The Red Cross
sheltered the eighty plus residents at a local elementary
school, but because of classes other arrangements had to be
miade for their care. I contacted the Red Cross offering
our facilities as a shelter. They agreed to run the
shelter and I promiised we would prepare and serve the
meals. We had less than eight hoinrs to prepare for over
eighty guests.
Needless-to-say, I committed the need to God and
contacted one couple that God iirpressed on my heart.
Before the day was over nearly thirty people had
volimteered to prepare meals and minister to the Hispanic
people. The response from the class that was leaming how
to be more open to folks different from themselves was most
amazing to me. Over seventy- five percent of the students
in the current and previous class came forward to help in
any way possible. I observed the following from among the
volunteers :
First, they remained calm in the miidst of the chaos
and confusion of the two weeks.
Second, they were willing to do whatever was necessary
without hesitation or question.
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Third, they struggled patiently to communicate across
the culture. The language barrier was no excuse not to sit
on a flimsy cot listening to their story. Bi- lingual
dictionaries were carried in purses and stuffed in back
pockets .
Foirrth, laughter and joy slowly began to permeate the
shelter as names were leamed and friendships made.
Fifth, volunteers from the class arrived to read to
the young children and play games throughout the day.
Sixth, the influence of the few began to grow until
approximately 175 volunteers were assisting in some way.
Seventh, while cooking alongside one of our
volunteers, an Hispanic man asked in Spanish, "Tell me of
your faith.
" The translator then began a ninety minute
quest ion/answer session about oirr faith in Jesus. I stood
back listening to the questions and answers.
Eighth, and perhaps most important, before the two
weeks was over, fourteen of our guests asked to receive
Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior. I was privileged to
pray with three of them.
Today you can attend the Dueber Hispanic Church which
meets every Sunday. The attendance is between 30-45 with
five of our volunteers giving leadership. We have called a
pastor from Venezuela to pastor the new church. We are
humbled by God ' s grace and outreach through us (^^pendices
33a-33g) .
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It is vny observation and opinion the relational
evangelism coinrse prepared the core volunteers to respond
to this opportunity to move out of their comfort: zone. The
Hispanic Church is a reality. The next step will be to
implement this course as a requirement for every sports
ministry volunteer. Coaches, monitors, desk clerks,
instjructors , and support people should take this course.




Summary with a View to the Future
The following is an assessment of the nine week course
addressing practical issues such as:
* amount of time required to cover the lesson
* receptivity to assignments
* the explicit format in regard to the departinre from
a traditional relational evangelism approach
* participation in discussions
* format in regard to leaming for the adult
It is reasonable to assume that every area of possible
concem will not sinrface in relation to every lesson, and
conversely a different concem might emerge. I noted the
responses to the areas listed above as a participant
observer. James P. Spradley in Participant Observation
explains the basic concept of a participant observer in the
following statement.
The participant observer comes to a social
situation with two purposes: (1) to engage in
activities appropriate to the situation and
(2) to observe the activities, people, and
physical aspects of the situation. The ordinary
participant comes to that same situation with
only one purpose: to engage in the appropriate
activities. In the process of carrying out these
actions, this person does not normally want to
watch and record everything else that occurs,
describe all the actors present, or miake note
of the physical setting. (55)
The range of participation is from totally no involvement
to actually rolling up one ' s sleeves and getting into the
life situation of the group one is observing. Because I
facilitated the lessons, I found it necessary to become
totally involved in what Spradley calls complete partic-
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ipation. I believe this approach was helpful in encourag
ing the participants to conplete the assignments and
become actively involved in the discussions (61) . Record
keeping was made in the notebook similar to the partic
ipants' and containing the same lessons. I merely recorded
my observations on the margins of the lessons. This gave
me as a participant observer a level of confidentiality and
assinrance that the participants in the class were not aware
of my analysis of their activities.
The following general observations are offered as
common elements in all lessons. First, adult males do not
like to read more than two to three pages. The level of
education does not seem to affect this reality. Three male
participants offered the excuse of lack of time for not
thoroughly reading the assignments.
Second, the lessons were not geared for the moderately
literate person. In fact, the lessons required a very high
proficiency in reading, comprehension, and verbal skills.
I am not certain how to circumvent the situation, but it is
a matter to be considered before offering the coinrse in the
future. It became apparent that one person was almost
illiterate but had developed immense compensatory skills,
especially as an auditory leamer and verbal communicator.
The person often physically positioned himself so another
person could not see his notebook. Attention must be given
to the modification of the course in order to reach the
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auditory leamer. My wife, Barbara Harris, a teacher and
student of the literature for leaming disabled children,
reminded me that nothing magical occurs at adulthood for
the leaming disabled. I was amazed at the accommodations
the one student made in order to pinrposefully participate
in the class.
Third, the verbal communicative skills of the adults
were wide-ranging. Thus the small group discussion in
groups of three was more successful than when the entire
group atteirpted to dialogue. In actuality, four people
surfaced as communicators in the context of the larger
group discussions. This nat-urally excluded the majority of
the class. The sessions need to have a built-in format for
goveming the conversation within the larger group setting.
Fourth, reconsideration of the amount of material to
be covered should be made in that sixty minutes is sinply
not enough time to adequately work through each lesson.
Realistically a two horn: block of time with a brief ten
minute recess after fifty- five minutes would appear to be
ideal .
Fifth, the self -discovery format proved to be well
received although two participants in the class consist
ently voiced the need for more absolute strategies .
Interestingly these people were trained technicians with a
definite linear approach to life. The possibilities of
grey areas in life were not easily considered. They scored
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excessively high in areas that maintained an enphasis as
merely presenting the truth as a means for the secular
person to respond.
The preceding five points are presented as a general
assessment of the coinrse. Obviously, this assessment does
not address the effectiveness of the course, yet each point
does suggest areas of strength and weakness requiring
attention.
The data accumulated from the conparison of the pre-
and post -tests of both Surveys I and II indicate a strong
influence of the nine week course. The rather soft
approach to evangelism gave each person an opportunity to
view himself or herself as an active agent influencing
another person with the Gospel. The results of Survey II,
although a very limited sanpling, indicates the beginning
of a worldview shift by the participants in relation to
their perceptions of secular people. In almost every
instance the place movement indicated a more deeply
sensitive understanding of secular people. Although
difficult to quantify, I believe secular people were vastly
demythologized by the participants. The changes definitely
indicated an increased appreciation for the worldview of
the secular person, even if it remained unacceptable to the
participant. It is possible that the participants have
moved closer to separating secular persons from their
beliefs in that the self -worth of the persons is
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appreciated regardless of their attitude, practice, or
belief system.
As noted in the previous chapter, one point that is
very disheartening is the longer a person is a Christian,
the more likely openness to the secular person decreases.
Careful attention needs to be given to what I have dubbed
the twenty year barrier reef. Once the Christian has made
it to this mark, the decline in receptivity is dramatic.
Further research among this group is a necessity since
their knowledge of the faith and their leadership in the
church is critical to evangelistic outreach ministries.
The rather quiet inclusion of the servanthood motif
enabled the nine weeks to stay cohesive and germane to the
heart of the believer. Normally in the evangelical
community a person is deluged with what the Bible says
conceming life. I view this approach in the genre of
Sherlock Holmes discovering a series of clues which finally
unravel the mystery. It truly is a mystery why Christians
do not witness more effectively; perhaps this course has
effectively given a glimmer of an answer. In regard to the
thread of servanthood, it held the course together like the
threads of a nineteenth century volume. Without it, all
would have come unraveled. It was subtle and pragmatic at
the same time.
Recommendations for Improvement
Recommendations for future study in regard to this
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particular endeavor are as cited below. First, since the
sampling was limited, caution must be exercised lest too
much be prematmrely accredited to the study. Therefore, I
propose further analysis using only a slightly modified
nine lesson course study. Second, a third insti:ument needs
to be developed or researched specifically focusing on
prejudice. Third, attention needs to be given to lesson
presentation for the more verbal learners. Optional or
supplementary material may help in this area. Cassette
tapes of Dr. Ravi Zacharias, Richard Foster or Tony Evans
in lieu of the printed reading assignments might be
considered. Also, the anxiety level of participants might
be lessened by sinply acknowledging that they have
conpleted their work without having to produce a report.
Foinrth, more concentration is needed on the four
characteristics from Hunter ' s study of secular people which
the nine week course influenced in a positive way. Fifth,
in a similar manner more focus should be given to the basic
values (Survey I) most influenced by the course. Sixth,
the expectations of the coinrse need to be modified and
reduced as suggested by the results of Survey I and II. It
is better to produce a more helpful tool created for a
particular task than try to create one tool suited for




The nine week coinrse enhanced my awareness of God's
grace toward Chcistian believers. The realization that the
biblical mandate to evangelize can be acconplished beyond
the traditional means was a welcomed revelation to me. The
satisfaction of witnessing Christian believers feeling free
to express their faith with unchurched people in a way that
respected both the personhood of the witnesses and
unchurched people were moments of grace. This epiphany was
acconpanied by true tolerance, understanding, and personal
respect toward all concerned parties. The project has
theologically redefined evangelism for me in terms of
grace.
Personal Reflections
The role of participant observer permitted me to
experience the attitudinal shifts with the twelve partic
ipants in the class. This emphathetic experience was new
to me as far as the classroom setting is concerned. I am
usually a lectinrer with overheads and handouts, thus the
format of this course caused me to move out of my comfort
zone. I recognized a number of deeply embedded biases and
prejudices in regard to issues which sinrfaced during
discussion as well as toward certain members of the class.
The course enabled me to understand and accept the
difficulty members of the class expressed in sharing the
Gospel with friends, family, and co-workers. Patience,
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sensitivity to peoples' personalities, and a deeper regard
for diverse beliefs held by people are three personal
benefits I experienced from this project.
Recommendations for Future Research
The project surfaced three areas for possible future
study and research. First, the issue of a chronologically
mature Christian believer becoming increasingly insulated
from the unchinrched is a subject for finrther research. The
approximate length of time and contributing factors are two
issues one could possibly study. Second, the study of
adults with leaming disabilities and how to positively
engage them in the life and the ministry of the church is a
suggested area for future research. The development of
programs biased as much toward the adult auditory leamer
as the current programs are biased toward the traditional
is a possible future study. Third, the power and influence
of storytelling in regard to the reduction of bias and
prejudice is very much a possible research project. This
study could influence the second recommendation, but is
more focused on a single approach. This particular
recommendation is supported by this author ' s research and
observation of the response by participants to
storytelling.
In conclusion, the nine week coirrse proved to renew
and challenge the participants with a fresh way of
approaching the secular person. It was exciting for me to
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witness the positive attitude and quick willingness to
share. The moment of self -discovery of lesson objectives
as the participants completed each exercise was rewarding
and affirming.
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Tabulation of Changes from Pre-test to Post-Test ofSurvey II
by the "Test" Group
1 Tl T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 TIO Til T12 Total No.of I's No. of 2's No. of 3's
1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 5 3 2 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 3 1 2 0
4 0 3 0 0 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 5 1 2 2
5 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 0 1
17 8 6 3
6 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0
7 1 1 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 6 5 0 1
8 0 0 0 1 2 0 2 1 2 0 1 1 7 4 3 0
9 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 6 6 0 0
10 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 3 0 0
Totals 24 19 4 1
11 0 2 1 2 1 2 0 3 0 2 1 0 8 3 4 1
12 0 0 0 2 1 3 0 0 1 2 0 1 6 3 2 1
13 1 2 2 1 1 3 0 1 1 0 1 0 9 6 2 1
14 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 4 2 1 1
15 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 4 3 1 0
TotalB 31 17 10 4
16 2 1 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 1 8 5 3 0
17 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 5 4 1 0
18 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 1 7 5 2 0
19 1 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 7 6 0 1
20 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 6 5 1 0
Totals 33 25 7 1
21 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 4 3 1 0
22 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0
23 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 3 0 0
24 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 1
25 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 4 1 2 1
IIP 17 10 5 2
26 1 2 0 0 2 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 8 4 4 0
27 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 5 3 2 0
28 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 4 1 3 0
29 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 5 3 2 0
30 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 3 2 1 0
Totals 2S 13 12 0
31 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 4 2 1 1
32 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 4 2 2 0
33 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 5 3 2 0
34 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 3 0 0
35 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
Totals 18 12 5 1
36 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 1
37 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 4 2 2 0
38 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 4 3 1 0
39 1 2 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 7 5 2 0
40 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 6 4 2 0
Totals 24 16 7 1
41 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 6 6 0 0
42 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 4 1 0
43 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 3 2 0
44 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 4 3 0 1
45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 2 3 2 5 1 2 2
Totals 25 17 5 3
46 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 3 0 0
47 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 6 5 1 0
48 0 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 1 0 1 8 6 1 1
49 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 5 4 1 0
50 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 8 6 2 0
Totals 30 24 5 1
23 23 15 11 25 11 23 35 17 17 21 23 244 161 66 1 17
APPENDIX 31
Tabulation ofChanges from Pre-test to Post-Test ofSurvey II
by the "Control" Group
1 C2 C3 04 05 06 07 08 09 010 on 012 Total No.of I's No. of 2's No. of 3's
1 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 3 1 0
2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 3 1 1 1
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
4 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 0 0
5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 13 10 2 1
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 0
7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 1
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
10 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0
Total* 8 7 0 1
11 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 5 5 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
13 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 9 7 2 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
19 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 3 0 0
20 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
Totals 7 6 2 0
21 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 0
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0
Totals 5 4 1 0
26 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0
27 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 3 0 0
28 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 8 7 1 0
31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 0
34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
mmMM 4 3 1 0
36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 3 2 1 0
41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
42 1 0 2 0 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 5 2 2 1
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
44 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 3 2 0 1
45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 9 6 2 2
46 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 0
47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
49 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
50 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 6 4 2 0
Totals 10 8 2 0














Comparison of Personal Profile Changes
(Control Group and Test Group)

























































The following mathematical formulae were used to determine
if the average amount of change in the opinions of the
"Test" Group was statistically different from the average
amount of change in the opinions of the "Control" Group.
The tested hypothsis was that the average change
of the Test Group was significantly different
than the average change of the Control Group.
The variability of either group was assumed to
be unknown and not to be assumed as equal.
Average Xt and Average Xc were computed using the following:
Average Xt = ZXt / Nt
Average Xc = ZXc / Nc
Where Xt = Changes of the Test Group
Xc = Changes of the Control Group
and Nt = Number of possibilities in the Test Group
Nc = Number of possibilities in the Control Group
5^1 and 5 ^c were computed using the following:
�?'t = (Nt(Ex't) - (ZXt)^) / (Nt(Nt - D)
S\=- (NcdX^c) - (ZXc)') / (Nc(Nc -1))
Vt: and Vc (the estimated variance) were computed using the
following :
17t = 5 / Nt
Vc = S^c I Nc
The "Effective Number of Degrees of Freedom" were computed
as follows:
= { (^T + ^c)' / [(^'t / (Nt + 1) + (l^'c / (Nc + 1)]} - 2
The testing significance level was set at 90%, thus a = .1,
using the degrees of freedom, the ti-a value was selected
from a standard "Table of Percentiles for t Distribution".
Where f^ is the interger nearest to the calulated f value.
This value is denoted as:
with
than if
(Average Xt - Average Xc) > |J.
the conclusion is that the average change of the Test Group










Mexican immigrants worstiip at the Dueiier United Mettiodist Ciiurcti
in Canton, which has housed them since a New Year's Day
apartment fire on Dueber Avenue Southwest left SO of them
homeless. Manuel Aihujo (hands raised) and others sing during
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��; � Canton church opens
'
its doors to Mexican
- immigrants left homeless




lived in. the briclc apartmenc .
.building down tiie street for
�
years, but members of the Due
ber Unitedi.\lethodis't-i..ehurchf
never met them'i.until. tragedy-
struct .,
Yesterday, the , immigrants
and longtime church members
worstiiped together rbr the. drst
time at the church just rive
blocks away torn the bumed-
out shell of the.-... three-story
-apartment building. 'A service in
, Spanish 'was offered for the im
migrants.
Fire swept through the
apanment building on Dueber
.-ivenue Southwest . on Mew
..Year's Day, leaving 30 people
- homeless. No one was injured,
._ but residents � most of. whom
are Hispamc immigrants who
process CTicken at Case Farms
in Holmes . County � lost all of
their personal belongings.
Thiny-tlve residents were
placed in permanent housing
yesterday by the apanment -
~ t)uilding' s owner, ., Georgia � Lo- :.
"pez-John. - � - ��
Lopez-John said the 35 im
migrants will live in single-
�. homes, duplexes and apartment
buildings in southwest and'
. .^orthwest Canton. > .
-� "I care very much for these
people and I hope to be able to
�;help them out more," Lopez-
-John said. "My only regret was.
that I couldn't and one building
for them all to live ai"
Lopez-John, the -Canton Red:
Cross and Case Farms- officials
will search- for housing for the
remaining homeless immi
grants, who have- stayed at the




Survey I - A Personal Profile of Basic Values
by Sherwood G. Lingenfelter and Marvin K. Mayers
Determine to what extent each of the following state
ments describes your thinking and approach to life. The
response sheet supplies a continuum of 1 to 7. The number 1
is circled if the statement is not at all descriptive of
you. The number 7 represents a response indicating the
statement is very descriptive. The number 2 through 6
represent varying degrees of reaction and response. You
must circle the number which describes your response.
1. I would not feel comfortable working for a large
company because I would never see the whole
picture of what I was working on.
2. I seek out friends and enjoy talking about any
subject that happens to come up.
3. I avoid setting goals for fear that I might not
reach them.
4 . I am more concerned about what I have accomplished
than I am with the position and title of my job.
5. I seldom think much about the future; I just like
to get involved in things as they turn up.
6. I feel things are either right or wrong;
discussion of "gray" areas makes me uncomfortable
and seems to compromise the truth.
7 . When making a decision, I feel that more than one
of the options can be a right choice.
8. When I set a goal, I dedicate myself to reaching
that goal, even if other areas of my life suffer
as a result of it.
9. I am always one of the first to try something new.
10- I tend to associate only with people of the same
social status.
11. I feel strongly that time is a scarce commodity,
and I value it highly.
12. When my car needs tuning, I go to the dealer
rather than let my neighbor who works out of his
garage do the job. With professionals I know it
will be done right .
13. I like performing before an audience because it
pushes me to perform better.
14. My primary criteria for buying a car are low price
and a record of quality and reliability; I do not
let family or friends influence me to spend more
for a "name brand."
15. My desk or work area is very organized. There is
a place for everything, and everything is in its
place .
16. I attend lectures and read books by experts to
find solutions to issues of importance to me.
17. If offered a promotion which entailed moving to
another city, I would not be held back by
relationships to parents and friends .
18. I find it difficult to relate to people who have a
significantly higher occupational or social
position than mine.
19. I always wear a watch and refer to it regularly in
order not to be late for anything.
20. I feel very frustrated if someone treats me like a
stereotype .
21. I tend not to worry about potential problems; I
wait until a problem develops before taking
action .
22. When waiting in line, I tend to start up
conversations with people I do not know.
23. I hate to arrive late; sometimes I stay away
rather than walk in late.
24. I get annoyed at people who want to stop
discussion and push the group to make a decision,
especially when everybody has not had a chance to
express their opinions.
25. I plan my daily and weekly activities. I am
annoyed when my schedule or routine gets
interrupted.
26. I do not take sides in a discussion until I have
heard all of the arguments.
27. Completing a task is almost an obsession with me,
and I cannot be content until I am finished.
28. I enjoy breaking out of my routine and doing
something totally different every now and then to
keep life exciting.
29. When involved in a project, I tend to work on it
until completion, even if that means being late on
other things.
30. I eat only in a few select public places outside
of my home, where I can be sure the food is the
best quality and I can find the specific items I
enjoy.
31. Even though I know it might rain, I would attend a
friend's barbecue rather than excuse myself to
repair the damage a storm has done to my roof.
32. I always submit to the authority of my boss,
pastor, and teachers, even if I feel they may be
wrong.
33 . I feel that there is a standard English grammar
and that all Americans should use it.
34 . To make meals more interesting, I introduce
changes into the recipes I find in cookbooks.
35. I argue my point to the end, even if I know I am
wrong .
36. I do not feel that anything I have done in the
past matters much; I have to keep proving myself
every day.
37. When starting a new job, I work especially hard to
prove myself to my fellow workers.
38. When introducing important people, I usually
include their occupation and title.
39. I talk with others about my problems and ask them
for advice.
40. I avoid participating in games at which I am not
very good.
41. Even if in a hurry while running errands, I will
stop to talk with a friend.
42. I have set specific goals for what I want to
accomplish in the next year and the next five
years .
43. I like to be active with many things so that at
any one time I have a choice of what to do.
44. When shopping for a major item, I first get expert
advice and then buy the recommended item at the
nearest reasonable store.
45. I enjoy looking at art and trying to figure out
what the artist was thinking and trying to
communicate .
46. I feel uncomfortable and frustrated when a
discussion ends without a clear resolution of the
issue; nobody wins the argument.
47. I resist a scheduled life, preferring to do things
on the spur of the moment.
48. When leading a meeting, I make sure that it begins
and ends on time.
APPENDIX 4 8
Survey II
There are never wrong or right answers to the following
list of fifty questions. These questions are intended to
reflect your immediate reaction, therefore do not spend an
excessive amount of time attempting to figure out the answers.
Your name as related to the answers will remain confidential.
The list of answers appear to the right of the question
or statement; you are to circle the one which most
appropriately represents your feeling. Your choices are as
follows :




SA. . . .Strongly Agree
1. It is my responsibility to help the SD D N A SA
spiritually lost person find God.
2 . I become weary of people who are SD D N A SA
always talking about causes and issues.
3. Spiritually lost people can find God SD D N A SA
regardless of my help.
4. Major world events such as floods or SD D N A SA
hurricanes do not affect people's view
of life.
5. I feel comfortable with a person who SD D N A SA
doubts the divinity of Jesus Christ.
6. I believe people are out of touch with SD D N A SA
their neighbor.
7. The term salvation in Jesus is under- SD D N A SA
stood by less than 50% of the people
in Canton.
8 . People are heavy because they eat too SD D N A SA
much and are not disciplined.
9. People talk too much about finding SD D N A SA
themselves .
10. Spiritually lost people need SD D N A SA
Christians to help them.
11. People understand the message of SD D N A SA
salvation, but choose not to believe.
12. Everyone possesses the same ability SD D N A SA
to feel guilty about sin.
13. I do not have a problem with a person SD D N A SA
who tells me the church is an outdated
institution with irrelevant ideas in
today's world.
14. When a person does not trust me, I do SD D N A SA
not take it personally.
15. People need people is more than a SD D N A SA
saying, it is truth.
16. The majority of people in Canton SD D N A SA
have heard the message of salvation.
17. Being self-centered is a characteris- SD D N A SA
tic of sin.
18. I believe people are suspicious of SD D N A SA
anyone attempting to help them.
19. The term salvation in Jesus is under- SD D N A SA
stood by 90% of people in Canton.
20. People respect Christians for what SD D N A SA
they believe.
21. I believe people struggle with a SD D N A SA
positive self-image.
22. I feel needed in reaching the SD D N A SA
undiscipled/spiritually lost person.
23. I often compliment a person and SD D N A SA
encourage them.
24. People generally accept the basic SD D N A SA
Christian beliefs, even if they do not
practice them.
25. People whom cry "the sky is falling" SD D N A SA
irritate me.
26. The self-esteem philosophy is over- SD D N A SA
done in society.
27. We live in a society separated from SD D N A SA
our honored traditions.
28. I have a difficult time believing SD D N A SA
people really believe they cannot
change the future .
29. It is important to live a credible SD D N A SA
Christian life of which I claim to
believe .
30. Everyone must earn their way in this SD D N A SA
world.
31. I become annoyed with a person who SD D N A SA
cannot take responsibility for their
excessive drinking.
32. Despair is a characteristic I notice SD D N A SA
in people.
33 . I really do not mind having my SD D N A SA
schedule interrupted in order to
help someone.
34. I feel it is important to know what I SD D N A SA
do today has eternal meaning.
35 . My involvement with a spiritually lost SD D N A SA
individual is not important .
36. The term salvation in Jesus is under- SD D N A SA
stood by 75% of the people in Canton.
37. People generally have a positive view SD D N A SA
of the church.
38. People today feel manipulated and used SD D N A SA
by every institution.
39. I am convinced certain people cannot SD D N A SA
change their lives of addiction.
40. I am convinced many non-believers are SD D N A SA
indifferent to the church.
41. I believe everyone has someone to SD D N A SA
turn to in a moment of need.
42. All we need to do is communicate the SD D N A SA
ultimate consequence of sin is hell
and people will respond.
43. I feel lonely even when my schedule SD D N A SA
is busy.
44. I feel uncomfortable when a person SD D N A SA
asks me to sign a petition.
45. It is immature to allow an event that SD D N A SA
happened across the globe affect your
emotions .
46. I cannot accept a person whom is SD D N A SA
addicted to alcohol.
47. I weary of a person who constantly SD D N A SA
questions my attempt to explain the
truth of God.
48. There are inner personality forces in SD D N A SA
some people that control their lives .
49. The evidence of Christianity is strong SD D N A SA
enough to convince everyone, if only
they would listen.
50. I am willing to work to earn a person's SD D N A SA
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(Comparing Pretest Data Post-Test Data)
TEST Group Control Group
% Change: 17% % Change: -2%
% Change: 9% % Change: 0%
% Change: 3% % Change: -6%
Red Line represents the "Pretest" results
Blue Line represents the "Post-Test" results
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Personal Profile
(Comparing Pretest Data Post-Test Data)
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TEN CHAR?^CTERISTICS OF SECULAR PEOPLE
Five Questions Defining the Characteristics
from
Survey II
I. Secular people are essentially ignoraat of basic
Christianity. One cannot assinne secular people have
even a basic knowledge of Christian language or
belief system.
1. The majority of people in Canton have heard the
message of salvation.
2. The term "salvation in Jesus" is understood by 90%
of people in Canton.
3. The term "salA/ation in Jesus" is understood by 75%
of the people in Canton.
4. The term "salvation in Jesus" is understood by
less than 50% of the people in Canton.
5. People mderstand the message of salvation, but
choose not to believe.
II. Secular people are seeking life before death. The
concept of appealing to a secular person's eternity
conscience is unrealistic. The concept of death is
greatly overshadowed with how to live life today.
1. All we need to do is communicate the ultimate
consequence of sin is hell and people will
believe .
2 . People talk too much about " finding themselves . "
3 . I become weary of people who are always talking
about causes and issues.
4. I feel it is important to know that what I do
today has eternal meaning.
5. I feel uncomfortable when a person asks me to sign
a petition.
III. Secular people are conscious of doubt more than guilt.
Today's secular person no longer possesses a personal
guilt for what happens; rather it is the "system" or
result of a dysfunctional family. Doubt is the
profound worldview lens through which the secular
person perceives life.
1. Everyone possesses the same ability to feel guilty
about sin.
2 . People generally accept the basic Christian
beliefs, even if they do not practice them.
3 . I feel comfortable with a person who doiibts the
divinity of Jesus Christ.
4 . The evidence of Christianity is strong enough to
convince people, if only they would listen.
5 . I weary of a person who constantly questions my
attempt to explain the truth of God.
Secular people have a negative image of the church.
The church is viewed as irrelevant and thus the
secular person is indifferent to what is oirrently
communicated. They cannot relate Jesus to their
everyday life.
1. Unchurched people generally have a positive view
of the church.
2 . Unchurched people respect Christians for what
they believe.
3 . I am convinced many non-believers are indifferent
to the church.
4 . I do not have a problem with a person who tells me
the church is an outdated institution with
irxelevant ideas for today's world.
5. It is important to live a credible Christian life.
Secular people have multiple alienations. Alienation
typifies people today. The secular person lacks a
sense of connection to vocation and neighbors.
1. We live in a society separated from our honored
traditions .
2 . I believe people are out of touch with their
neighbor .
3 . I feel lonely even when my schedule is busy.
4 . I believe everyone has someone to turn to in a
moment of need.
5. I really do not mind having my schedule
interrupted in order to help someone.
VI. Secular people are untrusting. The secular person is
suspicious of everyone. People do not act kindly
toward you without a hidden motive. This has given
birth to a general feeling of fear.
1. I believe people are suspicious of anyone
attenpting to help them.
2. "People need people" is more than a saying, it is
an inportant truth.
3 . People today feel manipulated and used by every
institution.
4. When a person does not trust me, I do not take it
personally -
5. I am willing to work to earn a person's trust,
even when he/she has hurt me.
VII. Secular people have low self-esteem. The secular
person appears to live life to the very nth degree,
but the secular person battles the inner gnawing away
of feeling unacceptable. How a person is perceived by
everyone aroiond them is the controlling force.
1. I often conpliment a person and encourage him/her.
2. People must earn their way in this world.
3. Being self -centered is a characteristic of sin.
4. I believe people struggle with a positive
self-image.
5. The self-esteem philosophy is overdone in society.
VIII. Secular people experience forces in history as "out of
control . " Once again this betrays a prevailing
worldview that informs all decisions and approaches to
life. It is maintained that forces out of the secular
persons' control rules life and in fact many maintain
actual anarchy exist.
1. Despair is a characteristic I notice in people.
2. Major world events such as floods or hurricanes
do not affect people's view of life.
3 . It is immature to allow an event that happened
across the globe affect your emotions.
4. People who cry "the sky is falling" irritate me.
5. I have a difficult time believing people really
believe they cannot change the future.
IX. Secular people experience forces in personality as
"out of control." Addictive behavior understood as
destruction by nature has created a people who
genuinely feel separated and powerless to do anything
about their situation.
1. I cannot accept a person who is addicted to
alcohol .
2 . I am convinced certain people cannot change their
lives of addiction.
3. Some people are predisposed to act a certain way.
4 . I become annoyed with a person who cannot take
responsibility for his/her excessive drinking.
5. People are heavy because they eat too much and are
not disciplined.
X. Secular people cannot find "the door." By virtue of
their collage of worldview the secular person cannot
discover the single door to peace. They are lost and
experience that sense of lostness. (41-54)
1. I feel needed for reaching the discipled/
spiritually lost person.
2. It is my responsibility to help the spiritually
lost person find God.
3 . My involvement with a spiritually lost individual
is not inportant.
4 . Spiritually lost people need Christians to help
them.
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BREAKING DOWN THE BARRIEES
TO PERSONAL EVANGELISM
A Missionaxy Call to Beach the Undiurched and Secular Person
Within the Context ofSports Ministry
"Again Jesus said, "Peace be with you!
As the Father has sent me, I am sending you.
John 20:21 (NIV)
A manual designed to prepare sports ministry
volunteers to serve God as missionaries




Dueber United Methodist Church
Bueber �niteb jfHetliolris^t Cfjurtf)
645 �tiefter ^benue, ~ Canton, #1)10 44706 ~ (330) 456-8357
CIiEStcr ^. Harris!, SeniorMiniitn
Bon l.ung, Sports JilmiiStEr
Dear Participant,
I want to thank you for electing to participate in the nine week course,
"Breaking Down Barriers to Personal Evangelism." It is a different �5)proach to
the evangelistic call to reach a secular people with the message of redemption.
The content of the course is somewhat different from the traditional ^preaches
and is not meant to replace them. Rather it is my hope to augment the evangelism
courses which focus on content with a course focusing on the believer.
You will find a set of inventories which should be completed and returned
on the first day we meet. Just follow the directions and please vinderstand these
are for my benefit to determine if the course is effective in the current format.
In addition, I have included a pre-class assignment. It is understood you
will complete all assignments and projects, such will assure maximum benefit




BREAKING DOWN THE BARRIERS
TO PERSONAL EVANGELISM
A Call to Reach the Secular and Unchurched Person
With the Good News Within the
Context of Sports Ministiy
Introduction
The nine sessions of training you are about to begin stands upon three central
pillars. First, we are all called to share our witness to Jesus Christ. Second, we are all
called to live the life of Christian servanthood. Third, we are all missionaries in today's
society. This preparation manual is built upon these three premises. Perhaps the unique
distinction is the mission model chosen to prepare each volunteer. You would receive
trainmg if you were a missionary sent to another country. The manual will cover a wide
range of skills and techniques in understanding culture and communicating effectively
to the secular person. Sports miiustry is particularly suited for this approach to ministry
as over 90% of the citizens of the United States are involved in sports. Sports is the
language of today's secular person. We are called to understand and leam this language
using it to reach the unredeemed with the Good News.
Your next nine weeks is an intensive preparation and will require an absolute
accountability from you in attendance and fulfillment of the coiurse assignments.
Remember, you are a missionary beiag trained to serve God among a spiritually lost
people. These are exciting days as we recognize our call to reach the




Requirement for Certification as Sports Minister
The following is a list of requirements that must be fulfilled in order for you to
participate in the sports ministiy at the Dueber United Methodist Church. If you have
a concem about any of the qualifications please contact your instructor. Director of the
Sports Ministry or one of the ministers on the staff.
First, we believe it is essential you know Jesus Christ as your personal Saviour.
You will be given an opportunity to share your testimony with the class during the
^propriate lesson.
Second, it is essential to attend every session in order to understand Dueber's
^proach to sports ministry. One can receive permission to miss if attendance is
impossible, but please make arrangements for a make-up session with your instructor.
Third, completion of all assignments is expected and homework is checked every
week. There is a variety of optional readings and books for further study.
Fourth, you are asked to keep a daily joumai of your devotional study which is
considered personal, but weekly completion is recorded. The devotional study is
provided for you, thus yoiir normal devotional procedure will either be suspended for the
quarter or hopefully expanded allowiag the inclusion of the new material.
Fifth, it is essential that you maintain consistent attendance to Sunday worship
and one additional teaching opportunity offered by your church, i.e. Sunday School or
Wednesday elective.
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Sixth, you will actively pray for every member of the class by name and need,
if known.
Seventh, you must possess a desire to serve God by reaching people through
sports ministry.
I recognize the importance of each reqxiirement to become a sports minister at the
Dueber United Methodist Church. Therefore, I conunit myself to all of the requirements
and will complete each one to the best of my ability.
Signature of Sports Ministry Volunteer
The above statement is retained by the sports ministry volunteer in training. It
will serve to remind you of your commitment to the high calling of missionary to the
secular society. Yoiir instructor will never ask you if you signed the requirement for




















LESSON TWO Worldview Awareness
LESSON THREE Paradigms
LESSON FOUR The Secular Person
LESSON FIVE Characteristics of the Non-Chnstian
LESSON SIX Interview with a Secular Person
LESSON SEVEN Cultural Setting
LESSON EIGHT Sub-Cultures
LESSON NINE Everyone Has a Story to Tell
RESOURCES
A. "The Discipline of Service." Celebration of Discipline.
Richard Foster.
B. "Developing Cross Cultural Fellowship."
Dr. Anthony T. Evans. Victory January 199L
C. "Basic Principles of Communicatiag the Gospel."
Tell It Well, Communicating the Gospel Across Cultures.
J. T. Seamands.
D. "How to Have a Happy and Meaningful Life."
Howard Hendricks.
E. "Four Steps to Freedom." Bill Bright. "Athletes
in Action," Fall 1985.
F. Additional Cultural Exercises
1. Tone of the Voice
2. We See Things Which Do Not Exist
3. A Story









Race Age Male Female
Educational Background (please check):
High School College BA/BS Master PH Doctorate
Current Economic Background:
Lower Status Middle Status Upper Status
Family Setting - Economic Background (Birth Family):
Lower Status Middle Status Upper Status
Describe Your Birth Family:
Father and Mother Divorced: Yes No
If yes. At what age (your age)
How many Brothers How many Sisters
Your Birth Order
Describe Your Neighborhood as a Youth:
Rural Suburbs Urban hmer City
Village Small Town
How many years have you been a Christian?
Why do you want to take this course?
Have you ever served in the military? Yes No
If yes, please describe
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ASSIGNMENT
BREAKING DOWN THE BARRIERS
TO PERSONAL EVANGELISM
Describe your life before you accepted Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior.
Reflect and record how your life has changed since you accepted Jesus Christ as Lord
and Savior.
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I. Discuss your feelings about sharing your faith in
Jesus to a person you just met.
II. Discuss your feelings about sharing your faith in
Jesus to a person you have known for a number of
years .
III. If you hesitate in sharing your faith then discuss
what you suspect is the reason.
IV. What feelings do you experience when you discuss your
faith with someone.
V. Do you believe it is the responsibility of every
Christian to share their faith with non-believers?
Please explain your answer.
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Survey I - A Personal Profile of Basic Values
by Sherwood G. Lingenfelter and Marvin K. Mayers
Determine to what extent each of the following state
ments describes your thinking and approach to life. The
response sheet supplies a continuum of 1 to 7 . The number 1
is circled if the statement is not at all descriptive of
you. The number 7 represents a response indicating the
statement is very descriptive. The number 2 through 6
represent varying degrees of reaction and response. You
must circle the number which describes your response.
1. I would not feel comfortable working for a large
company because I would never see the whole
picture of what I was working on.
2. I seek out friends and enjoy talking about any
subject that happens to come up.
3. I avoid setting goals for fear that I might not
reach them.
4. I am more concerned about what I have accomplished
than I am with the position and title of my job.
5. I seldom think much about the future; I just like
to get involved in things as they turn up.
6. I feel things are either right or wrong;
discussion of "gray" areas makes me uncomfortable
and seems to compromise the truth.
7. When making a decision, I feel that more than one
of the options can be a right choice.
8. When I set a goal, I dedicate myself to reaching
that goal, even if other areas of my life suffer
as a result of it.
9. I am always one of the first to try something new.
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10. I tend to associate only with people of the same
social status.
11. I feel strongly that time is a scarce commodity,
and I value it highly.
12 . When my car needs tuning, I go to the dealer
rather than let my neighbor who works out of his
garage do the job. With professionals I know it
will be done right.
13. I like performing before an audience because it
pushes me to perform better.
14 . My primary criteria for buying a car are low price
and a record of quality and reliability; I do not
let family or friends influence me to spend more
for a "name brand."
15. My desk or work area is very organized. There is
a place for everything, and everything is in its
place .
16. I attend lectures and read books by experts to
find solutions to issues of importance to me.
17. If offered a promotion which entailed moving to
another city, I would not be held back by
relationships to parents and friends.
18. I find it difficult to relate to people who have a
significantly higher occupational or social
position than mine.
19. I always wear a watch and refer to it regularly in
order not to be late for anything.
20. I feel very frustrated if someone treats me like a
stereotype .
21. I tend not to worry about potential problems; I
wait until a problem develops before taking
action.
22. When waiting in line, I tend to start up
conversations with people I do not know.
23. I hate to arrive late; sometimes I stay away
rather than walk in late.
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24. I get annoyed at people who want to stop
discussion and push the group to make a decision,
especially when everybody has not had a chance to
express their opinions.
25. I plan my daily and weekly activities. I am
annoyed when my schedule or routine gets
interrupted.
26. I do not take sides in a discussion until I have
heard all of the arguments.
27. Completing a task is almost an obsession with me,
and I cannot be content until I am finished.
28. I enjoy breaking out of my routine and doing
something totally different every now and then to
keep life exciting.
29. When involved in a project, I tend to work on it
until completion, even if that means being late on
other things.
30. I eat only in a few select public places outside
of my home, where I can be sure the food is the
best quality and I can find the specific items I
enjoy.
31. Even though I know it might rain, I would attend a
friend's barbecue rather than excuse myself to
repair the damage a storm has done to my roof.
32. I always submit to the authority of my boss,
pastor, and teachers, even if I feel they may be
wrong.
33. I feel that there is a standard English grammar
and that all Americans should use it.
34. To make meals more interesting, I introduce
changes into the recipes I find in cookbooks.
35. I argue my point to the end, even if I know I am
wrong.
36. I do not feel that anything I have done in the
past matters much; I have to keep proving myself
every day.
37. When starting a new job, I work especially hard to
prove myself to my fellow workers.
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38. When introducing important people, I usually
include their occupation and title.
39- I talk with others about my problems and ask them
for advice.
40. I avoid participating in games at which I am not
very good.
41. Even if in a hurry while running errands, I will
stop to talk with a friend.
42. I have set specific goals for what I want to
accomplish in the next year and the next five
years .
43. I like to be active with many things so that at
any one time I have a choice of what to do.
44. When shopping for a major item, I first get expert
advice and then buy the recommended item at the
nearest reasonable store.
45. I enjoy looking at art and trying to figure out
what the artist was thinking and trying to
communicate .
46. I feel uncomfortable and frustrated when a
discussion ends without a clear resolution of the
issue; nobody wins the argument.
47. I resist a scheduled life, preferring to do things
on the spur of the moment.
48. When leading a meeting, I make sure that it begins
and ends on time.
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RESPONSE SHEET - SURVEY I
1. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
11. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
13. i 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
20. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
21. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
22. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
23. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
24. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
25. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
26. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
27. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
28. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
29. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
30. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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31. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
32. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
33. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
34. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
35. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
36. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
37. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
38. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
39. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
40. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
41. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
42. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
43. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
44. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
45. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
46. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
47. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7




There are never wrong or right answers to the following
list of fifty questions. These questions are intended to
reflect yoirr immediate reaction, therefore do not spend an
excessive amoimt of time attempting to figure out the answers.
Your name as related to the answers will remain confidential.
The list of answers appear to the right of the question
or statement; you are to circle the one which most
appropriately represents your feeling. Your choices are as
follows : �




"SA. . . .Strongly Agree
1. The majority of people in Canton SD D N A SA
have heard the message of salvation.
2. The term "salvation in Jesus" is SD D N A SA
understood by 90% of people in Canton.
3. The term "salvation in Jesus" is SD D N A SA
imderstood by 75% of the people in
Canton.
4. The term "salvation in Jesus" is SD D N A SA
understood by less than 50% of the
people in Canton.
5 . People understand the message of SD D N A SA
salvation, but choose not to believe.
6. All we need to do is communicate the SD D N A SA
ultimate consequence of sin is hell
and people will believe.
7. People talk too much about "finding SD D N A SA
themselves . "
8. I become weary of people who are SD D N A SA
always talking about causes and issues.
9. I feel it is important to know that SD D N A SA
what I do today has eternal meaning.
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10. I feel uncomfortable when a person SD D N A SA
asks me to sign a petition.
11. Everyone possesses the same ability SD D N A SA
to feel guilty about sin.
12. People generally accept the basic SD D N A SA
Christian beliefs, even if they do
not practice them.
13. I feel comfortable with a person who SD D N A SA
doijbts the divinity of Jesus Christ.
14. The evidence of Christianity is strong SD D N A SA
enough to convince people, if only
they would listen.
15. I weary of a person who constantly SD D N A SA
questions my atterrpt to explain the
truth of God.
16. Unchurched people generally have a SD D N A SA
positive view of the church.
17. Unchurched people respect Christians SD D N A SA
for what they believe.
18. I am convinced many non-believers are SD D N A SA
indifferent to the chirrch.
19. I do not have a problem with a person SD D N A SA
who tells me the church is an outdated
institution with irrelevant ideas for
today' s world.
20. It is iirportant to live a credible SD D N A SA
Christian life.
21. We live in a society separated from SD D N A SA
our honored traditions.
22. I believe people are out of touch SD D N A SA
with their neighbor.
23 . I feel lonely even when my schedule SD D N A SA
is busy.
24. I believe everyone has someone to SD D N A SA
turn to in a moment of need.
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25. I really do not mind having my SD D N A SA
schedule interrupted in order to
help someone.
26. I believe people are suspicious of SD D N A SA
anyone attenpting to help them.
27. "People need people" is more than a SD D N A SA
saying, it is an iirportant tiruth.
28. People today feel manipulated and SD D N A SA
used by every institution.
29. When a person does not trust me, I SD D N A SA
do not take it personally.
30. I am willing to work to earn a SD D N A SA
person
' s trust , even when he/she
has hurt me.
31. I often conpliment a person and SD D N A SA
encourage him/her.
32. People must earn their way in this SD D N A SA
world.
33. Being self-centered is a characteris- SD D N A SA
tic of sin.
34. I believe people struggle with a SD D N A SA
positive self-image.
35. The self-esteem philosophy is over- SD D N A SA
done in society.
36. Despair is a characteristic I notice SD D N A SA
in people.
37. Major world events such as floods or SD D N A SA
hirrricanes do not affect people ' s view
of life.
38. It is immature to allow an event that SD D N A SA
happened across the globe affect yorrr
emotions .
39. People who cry "the sky is falling" SD D N A SA
irritate me.
40- I have a difficult time believing SD D N A SA
people really believe they cannot
change the future.
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41. I cannot accept a person who is SD D N A SA
addicted to alcohol.
42 . I am convinced certain people cannot SD D N A SA
change their lives of addiction.
43 . Some people are predisposed to act SD D N A SA
a certain way.
44 . I become annoyed with a person who SD D N A SA
cannot take responsibility for his/her
excessive drinking.
45 . People are heavy because they eat SD D N A SA
too much and are not disciplined.
46. I feel needed for reaching the SD D N A SA
undiscipled/spiritually lost person.
47". It is my responsibility to help the SD D N A SA
spiritually lost person find God.
48. My involvement with a spiritually SD D N A SA
lost individual is not inportant.
49. Spiritually lost people need SD D N A SA
Christians to help them.
50. Spiritually lost people can find SD D N A SA







III. Paradigms: A Different Vantage Point
IV. Toward An Understanding of the Secular
Person
V. Discovering the Characteristics of the
Non-Christian
VI. Conversational Interview with a Secular
Person.
VII. Toward An Understanding of Our Culture
VIII. Guess Who?




Why are you volunteering as a sports minister? Each ofyou has shared
a desire to reach people with the message of the Gospel which is living
victoriously in this life and joining Christ in everlasting life. Yet, what is it
that motivates us to allow God to change or mold us into His instruments of
service. We all bring a variety of gifts and talents as well as a wide range of
personalities and backgrounds to the ministry. You bring an ability to
memorize scripture and the plan of salvation. You may even possess innate
personality which is tremendously outgoing. Your sense of receptivity to
people void of obvious bias or prejudice is commendable. But all these many
admirable traits sit as in the calm of an ocean where waves and wind are
foreign. You can indeed be motionless, or perhaps more aptly stated, dead in
the water. You see the need, but are unable to enlist the strengths to do
something about it. I believe you want to be alive to the possibilities of God
working in and through you to reach the secular-unredeemed person. This
course focuses on your personal growth in order to help you discover points in
your life that have held you back from sharing the greatest message of all
time.
You will soon discover it is not a course of techniques and approaches.
This course begins and ends with you. The critical decision you make
concerns your willingness to be a servant. As I read the great biographies of
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men such as Hudson Taylor, Adonirium Judson, E. Stanley Jones, David
Livingstone, and a score of other great proclaimers of God's love, I detect one
common point. They were servants.
Dr. Robert Coleman drives the point home by affirming Jesus as our
model in relation to fulfilling the Great Commission:
Jesus came to serve, and in that role He went about doing good.
Whenever He saw need, "moved with compassion," He reached out to
help (Matthew 9:36 KJV). He fed the hungry; He healed the sick. He
bound up the brokenhearted. He dehvered the demon possessed. He
raised the dead. And through it all. He held forth the Word of life,
proclaiming the good news of the kingdom. (Coleman 55)
We who follow Jesus must recognize the necessity of servanthood. It is not a
begrudged attitude of service, rather an awareness of serving a purpose that
touches eternity's shores. We must recognize our co-servanthood with Jesus.
Christian servanthood is the prime motivation for every person to witness.
Servanthood delivers us from hidingbehind supposed conditions and liberates
us to freely reach out to an unredeemed person.
1. In preparation for this class you were asked to read a chapter from
Richard J. Foster's book, Celebration of Discipline, which addresses the
subject of servanthood. Give your attention to the overhead and the
reproduced copy in your notebook as we review each point. You are




Self-Righteous Service True Service
Human Effort Personal Relationship
with God
Impressive Orientation Welcomes All Opportunities
Requires Rewards God's Approval
Results Oriented Great to Serve







^Celebration of Discipline, by Richard J. Foster, pg. 111-113.
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II. Gather in groups of three and review the following scriptures on the theme
of servanthood. Record the teaching principle you believe best states the
intention of the scripture. You may want to read the paragraph or chapter in








H. I Corinthians 3:5
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III. Have one person from your group share your discoveries from the study








H. I Corinthians 3:5
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During the final tenminutes of the class complete the following journal entry.
rV. Reflections, Impressions, Discoveries
What have I learned about myseK in relationship to being a Christian
servant?
What area(s) of my life do I need to allow Jesus to touch in order to be a
better servant?






Why do you believe it is wrong to take a human life?
Why do you believe it is proper to hold a door open for an
elderly couple?
What motivates us toward any action or reaction for that
matter?
The answer is what students of the human race call
"worldview." Everyone in this class possesses a worldview
or way of thinking about and interpreting events in the
world around them. Our worldview is based partly on the
way we were reared with a imique emphasis on the belief
system we have accepted as an adult.
Let us examine a number ofworldview definitions with the




Worldview and Communication of the Gospel (4)
Every culture has its own worldview, the central governing set of
concepts and presuppositions that its society lives by. Robert Redfield
described the worldview of a people as "the way a people
characteristically look outward upon the universe...how everything
looks to a people" (1953:85). Worldview involves the idea of self,
distinction of in-group and out-group, a person's relationship to the non-
human in his surroundings, his attitude toward the universe, his
spatial and temporal orientation, his values and norms. People are not
always consciously aware of their worldview even though these ideas,
values, and assumptions underlie their actions and give them meaning.
Michael Kearney
Worldview Sourcebook: The School ofWorld Mission Models (2)
The world view of a people is their way of looking at reality. It consists
of basic assumptions and images that provide a more or less coherent
though not necessarily accurate, way of thinking about the world
(1984:41).
Paul Hiebert
Worldview Sourcebook: The School of World Mission Models (2)
The basic assumptions about reality which lie behind the beHefis and
behavior of a culture (1985a: 45). These are the most fundamental and
encompassing views of reality shared by a people in a culture, the
largely implicit assumptions they have about the nature of things -
about the "givens" of reality (1985b: 12).
James W. Sire
The Universe Next Door (17)
A world view is a set ofpresuppositions (or assumptions) which we hold
(consciously or unconsciously) about the basic make up of the world.
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Peter A. Angeles
Dictionary of Philosophy (319)
The collection of beliefs (ideas, images, attitudes, values) that an
individual or group holds about such things as the universe,
humankind, God, the future, etc. A comprehensive outlook about life
and the universe from which one explains and/or structures
relationships and activities. A world view may be deliberately
formulated or adopted, or it may be the result of an unconscious
assimilation or conditioning process. It is the general perspective from
which one sees the world.
Harold H. Titus and Marilyn S. Smith
Living Issues in Philosophy (549)
The sum of the beliefs that an individual or the members of a society
hold about the universe and the place and destiny ofman within it; a
philosophical view of the universe.
ELEMENTS OF A WORLD VIEW*
James W. Sire
The Universe Next Door (18)
A well rounded world view includes basic answers to each of the
following questions:
1. What is Prime Reality?
2. Who is Man?
3. What happens to Man at death?
4. What is the basis of morality?
5. What is the meaning of human history?
*John Geib. Unpublished lecture notes (p. 8).





II. Record your colleagues responses if different from your own.
Discuss in class your understanding of worldview.
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III. WHERE DO WORLDVIEW ASSUMPTIONS COME FROM?












Why do you exist?
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What is yourviewofhumanity?
What is your view ofdeath?
What is your basis ofmorality?
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NON-CHEISTIAN WORLDVIEW
How do you perceive your non-Christian neighbor? Answer the following
questions.
How do you view their existence in society?
What part do you believe they play in the scope of humanity?
How do you think they view death?.
What do you perceive as their morality in the midst of daily life?
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ACTS 17:16-34
While Paul was waiting for them in Athens, he was greatly distressed
to see that the city was full of idols. So he reasoned in the synagogue with
the Jews and the God-fearing Greeks, as well as in the marketplace day by
day with those who happened to be there. A group of Epicurean and Stoic
philosophers began to dispute with him. Some of them asked, "What is this
babbler trying to say?" Others remarked, "He seems to be advocating foreign
gods." They said this because Paul was preaching the good news about Jesus
and the resurrection. Then they took him and brought him to a meeting of
the Areopagus, where they said to him, "May we know what this new teaching
is that you are presenting? You are bringing some strange ideas to our ears,
and we want to know what they mean." (All the Athenians and the foreigners
who lived there spent their time doing nothing but talking about and listening
to the latest ideas.)
Paul then stood up in the meeting of the Areopagus and said: "Men of
Athens! I see that in every way you are very religious. For as I walked
around and looked carefully at your objects ofworship, I even found an altar
with this inscription: TO AN UNKNOWN GOD. Now what you worship as
something unknown I am going to proclaim to you.
"The God who made the world and everything in it is the Lord of
heaven and earth and does not live in temples built by hands. And he is not
served by human hands, as if he needed anything, because he himself gives
all men life and breath and everything else. From one man he made every
nation of men, that they should inhabit the whole earth; and he determined
the times set for them and the exact places where they should live. God did
this so that men would seek him and perhaps reach out for him and find him,
though he is not far from each one of us. 'For in him we live and move and
have our being.' As some of your own poets have said, 'We are his offspring.'
"Therefore since we are God's offispring, we should not think that the
divine being is like gold or silver or stone-an image made by man's design and
skill. In the past God overlooked such ignorance, but now he commands all
people everywhere to repent. For he has set a day when he will judge the
world with justice by the man he has appointed. He has given proof of this
to all men by raising him from the dead."
When they heard about the resurrection of the dead, some of them
sneered, but others said, "We want to hear you again on this subject." At
that, Paul left the Council. A few men became followers of Paul and believed.
Among them was Dionysius, a member of the Areopagus, also a woman named
Damaris, and a number of others.
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REFLECTIONAL OBSERVATIONS
Paul was a Hebrew with all the cultural heritage of this deeply
historical people. But he was not tied to a cultural view if it inhibited his call
to preach and teach the truth of Christianity.
Answer the following questions tonight and at the end of the week review the
chapter answering the questions without referring to the original. Finally,
compare your responses to determine if a shift has occurred in your
observations and reflections.
How effective was Paul at the onset of his preaching mission in Athens?
What was Paul's response to their challenge?
How did he change his approach?
What was the content of his message?
What was the citizens of Athens response to Paul's changed approach to
delivering the message of Jesus?




1. What is positive about pluralism? When does it become a challenge for
Christians?
2. What is positive about tolerance? Why does the issue of tolerance pose a
dilemma for Christians?
3. Remember the story of the elephant and the four bhnd men? This analogy
expresses the belief ofmany people that all religions basically worship the
same God, each having their own perspective which we should learn to
accept. After all, who can claim to know the whole truth about God? How
do you respond to this?
4. The exclusive claim of the Gospel raises the difficult issue ofwhat happens
to those who never hear of Christ, or what happened to all those who lived
before the time of Christ.
Is it possible, under any circumstances, to know God and to be saved
without believing in Christ or, to put it another way, being part of God's
covenant people? Are there any biblical examples of this? (Consider
Melchizedek and Job. Might there be people Hke them today?)
5. Read the account of Paul ia Athens in Acts 17:16-34. How does Paul
present an interpersonal model for engaging a pluralistic culture? How is
it possible to accept and appreciate others without necessarily agreeing or
approving?
6. Why is the concept of relativism so prevalent in our culture? How can
dealing with relativism actually strengthen our faith?
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PARADIGMS: A DIFFEEENT VANTAGE POINT
Lesson III
Someone once mused that God's footprints could be found in
the most unlikely places. I agree! But as an evangehcal Christian
with a deep respect for the Bible as the inerrant authority in my
life it has been difficult for me to accept the probabihty of even a
glimmer of eternal truth existing beyond the Holy Bible. I want to
invite you to shift gears as you hsten to a presentation prepared by
a "futurist," Joel Barker. Incidently, Joel is a Christian who
beheves his calling is to live as an effective witness in the world of
business.
Joel will introduce you to a very different way of approaching
a situation needing resolve or a problem demanding a resolution.
In essence, if you accept this different way of thinking you will
become a pioneer in new ways to reach the secular person. All of
this is possible if we possess a fundamental understanding of
paradigms.
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Discovering the Future: The Business of Paradigms
by Joel Barker
The following notes include key concepts or
principles raised in the video by Joel Barker. As
you listen fill in the blanks which represent
important words or phrases. Your instructor will
review the notes during class discussion time.
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Discovering the Future: The Business of Paradigms
by Joel Barker
"NOTES"
So easy to say no to a new idea. After all, new ideas cause change.
disrupt the status quo. They create uncertainty and it is less work to do it the
way we have always done it before. Less work, maybe. More dangerous,
definitely.
People have always resisted change. Example: Galileo and the Tower
of St. Marco, 16th century.
WHY THE RESISTANCE?
What keeps us from seeing, accepting and understanding new ideas?
Answer: "PARADIGMS" = a patten or model
Resource: Structures of Scientific Revolution by Thomas Kuhn
Sets of rules and regulations that first establish boundaries and
secondly provide rules for success by solving problems within the boundaries.
Kuhn discovered that paradigms act as filters that screen data that is
coming into the scientist's mind. For all intent and purposes that data was
invisible.
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Tti G^Tifiral Terms: Paradigms filter incoming experiences. We are viewing
the world through our paradigms all the time. We constantly select from the
world data that best fit our rules and regulations and try to ignore the rest.
As a result what may be perfectly obvious to a personwith one paradigm may
be totally imperceptible to someone with a different paradigm = PARADIGM
EFFECT.
It is our rules and regulations that keep us from successfully
anticipating the future. We try to discover the future by looking at it through
our old paradigms.
Examples:
1. Card Deck Paradigm
2. Fitness Paradigm
3. Auto Mechanic Paradigm
Major Point: What is impossible with one paradigm, may be easy to do with
another paradigm.
GOING BACK TO ZERO RULE:
When a paradigm shifts everyone goes back to zero. It doesn't matter
how good you are with the old paradigm when the new paradigm shifts, you
go back to zero. Your past success guarantees nothing.
Examples:
1. Swiss Watch Makers
2. Japanese Watch Makers
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PARADIGMS AND JUDGMENT
Paradigms dramatically affect our judgment and decision making by
influenciag our perception, and it is clear to me that ifwe want to make good
judgments about the future and anticipate the future successfully we must be
able to recognize our present paradigms and be ready to go beyond them.
KEY OBSERVATIONS ABOUT PARADIGMS
1. Paradigms are common.
2. Paradigms are useful.
3. Sometimes your paradigms can become the paradigm; the only way
to do somethiag. This is caUed PARADIGM PARALYSIS.
4. People who create new paradigms are usually outsiders.
5. Those practitioners of the old paradigm who choose to change to the
new paradigm early in its development, pioneers, have to be very
courageous. Evidence provided by the new paradigm does not prove
they should be doing this.
6. You can choose to change your rules and regulations.
PARADIGM SHIFT QUESTION
What today is impossible to do in your daily witness for Christ that if
it could be done would fundamentally change what you do?
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CLASS INTERACTION AND DISCUSSION
I. Review the notes with emphasis on helping each other with the blanks.
II. How do you perceive paradigms as helpful to reaching the secular person?
III. List the traditional or accepted ways of reaching the secular person
currently being used in your church or personal life.
rV How effective are the ways listed. It is important for every response to
be very candid and honest.
V. How open is your church to a dramatic change in approaches to reach the
secular person.




At Caesarea there was a man named Cornelius, a centurion in what
was known as the Italian Regiment. He and all his family were devout and
God-fearing; he gave generously to those in need and prayed to God regularly.
One day at about three in the afternoon he had a vision. He distinctly saw an
angel of God, who came to him and said, "Cornelius!"
Cornelius stared at him in fear. "What is it. Lord?" he asked.
The angel answered, "Your prayers and gifts to the poor have come up
as a memorial offering before God. Now send men to Joppa to bring back a
man named Simon who is called Peter. He is stayingwith Simon the tanner,
whose house is by the sea."
When the angel who spoke to him had gone, Cornelius called two ofhis
servants and a devout solider who was one of his attendants. He told them
everything that had happened and sent them to Joppa.
About noon the following day as they were on their journey and
approaching the city, Peter went up on the roof to pray. He became hungry
and wanted something to eat, and while the meal was being prepared, he fell
into a trance. He saw heaven opened and something Kke a large sheet being
let down to earth by its four corners. It contained all kinds of four-footed
animals, as well as reptiles of the earth and birds of the air. Then a voice told
him, "Get up, Peter, Kill and eat."
"Surely not. Lord!" Peter replied. "I have never eaten anything impure
or unclean."
The voice spoke to him a second time, "Do not caU anything impure that
God has made clean."
This happened three times, and immediately the sheet was taken back
to heaven.
While Peter was wondering about the meaning of the vision, the men
sent by Cornelius found out where Simon's house was and stopped at the gate.
They called out, asking if Simon who was known as Peter was staying there.
While Peter was still thinking abut the vision, the Spirit said to him,
"Simon, three men are looking for you. So get up and go downstairs. Do not
hesitate to go with them, for I have sent them."
Peter went down and said to the men, "I'm the one you're looking for.
Why have you come?"
The men replied, "We have come from Cornelius the centurion. He is
a righteous and God-fearing man, who is respected by all the Jewish people.
A holy angel told him to have you come to his house so that he could hear
what you have to say. Then Peter invited the men into the house to be his
guests.
The next day Peter started out with them, and some of the brothers
from Joppa went along. The following day he arrived in Caesarea. Cornelius
was expecting them and had called together his relatives and close friends.
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As Peter entered the house, Cornelius met him and feU at his feet in
reverence. But Peter made Him get up. "Stand up," he said, "I am only a man
myself"
Talking with him, Peter went inside and found a large gathering of
people. He said to them: "You are well aware that it is against our law for a
Jew to associate with a Gentile or visit him. But God has shown me that I
should not call any man impure or unclean. So when I was sent for, I came
without raising any objection. May I ask why you sent for me?"
Cornelius answered: "Four days ago I was in my house praying at this
hour, at three in the afternoon. Suddenly a man in shining clothes stood
before me and said, 'Cornelius, God has heard your prayer and remembered
your gifts to the poor. Send to Joppa for Simon who is called Peter. He is a
guest in the home of Simon the tanner, who hves by the sea.' So I sent for
you immediately, and it was good of you to come. Now we are aU here in the
presence of God to listen to everything the Lord has commanded you to tell
us."
Then Peter began to speak: "I now realize how true it is that God does
not show favoritism but accepts men from every nation who fear him and do
what is right. You know the message God sent to the people of Israel, telling
the good news of peace through Jesus Christ, who is Lord of all. You know
what has happened throughout Judea, beginning in Galilee after the baptism
that John preached--how God anointed Jesus ofNazareth with the Holy Spirit
and power, and how he went around doing good and healing all who were
under the power of the devil, because God was with him.
"We are witnesses of everything he did in the country of the Jews and
in Jerusalem. They killed him by hanging him on a tree, but God raised him
from the dead on the third day and caused him to be seen. He was not seen
by aU the people, but by witnesses whom God had already chosen--by us who
ate and drank with bim after he rose from the dead. He commanded us to
preach to the people and to testify that he is the one whom God appointed as
judge of the Kving and the dead. AU the prophets testify about him that
everyone who believes in him receives forgiveness of sins through his name."
While Peter was still speaking these words, the Holy Spirit came on all
who heard the message. The circumcised believers who had come with Peter
were astonished that the gift of the Holy Spirit had been poured out even on
the Gentiles. For they heard them speaking in tongues and praising God.
Then Peter said, "Can anyone keep these people from being baptized
with water? They have received the Holy spirit just as we have." So he
ordered that they be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ. Then they asked
Peter to stay with them for a few days.
(NIV)
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Can you observe the principle of paradigms in Acts 10? Record your





What personal action does your study suggest?
What church action does your study suggest?
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Day One: Reflections and Impressions
Day Two: Reflections and Impressions
Day Three: Reflections and Impressions
Day Four: Reflections and Impressions
Day Five: Reflections and Impressions





Read Acts 10 every day this week. At the conclusion of your reading
prayerfully reflect on the chapter and record your impression or what you
believe God is teaching you. The complete chapter is included in order to
facilitate your study. It is taken from the New International Version.
Also, read Ed Dobson's Starting a Seeker-Sensitive Service, "A MAP."
The book containing the article is provided for you by your instructor.
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TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING
OF THE SECULAR PERSON
Lesson IV
We live in a world populated by secular people. Standing across from
us on the assembly line, the grocery counter, or office desk are secular
people. The church may offer us a temporary refiige from rubbing
shoulders with the secular population, but only for a brief time. We are
called to win a lost world for Jesus, but do we understand the nature,
personality or the world of the spiritually lost person? Unfortunately, we
tend to back away from secular people because we do not understand them.
You are invited to engage in a series of exercises designed to enhance your
understanding of the secular people in your life. I invite you to approach
this lesson with an open heart asking God to open your spiritual lives to the
people we call neighbors, friends, co-workers, and family. Remember, you
once were considered a secular person, spiritually lost.
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TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE SECULAR PERSON
Lesson IV
I. Complete the Concentric Circle of Concem exercise by listing the significant
people in yoxir life with inner circle being the people closest to you.
n. After you have completed this exercise turn to the next page. Follow the
instructions which focuses on your relationship to the people in your life.
TTT Review with your instructor the article from Ed Dobson's book. Starting a Seeker-
Sensitive Service. Although Dobson wrote this book with the intention of
addressing the need to start an outreach service to non-Christians, it affords us an
excellent insight into the Christian mindset toward the non-Christian.
rV Return to the Concentric Circle of Concem and mark each person with a J for the
Jews, G for the Gentiles, and W for Work.
V hi the concluding moments of the class record your insights or discoveries.
VI. If you are receptive, Ust the insights or discoveries as a group. You are
encouraged to record your colleagues response.
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List the significant people in your life with the inner circle being the
people closest to you.
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CONCENTRIC CIRCLES OF CONCERN
A. Highlight all family with pink highliter.
B. Highlight all friends with blue highliter - (If identical circle the pink with
blue).
C. Highlight all acquaintances with yellow highliter.
D. Underline with black pen all Christians.
E. Underline with red pen all the people you work with.
F Place a star by everyone's name you want to reach with the gospel.
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"A MAP''
Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself a
slave to everyone, to win as many as possible. To the
Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews. To those
imder the law I became like one under the law (though I
myself am not under the law), so as to win those under the
law. To those not having the law I became like one not
having the law (though I am not free from God's law but
am under Christ's law), so as to win those not having the
law. To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have
become all things to all men so that by all possible means
I might save some. I do all this for the sake of the gospel,
that I may share in its blessings.
Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but
only one gets the prize? Run in such a way as to get the
prize. Everyone who competes in the games goes into
strict training. They do it to get a crovm that will not last;
but we do it to get a crown that will last forever.
Therefore I do not run like a man running aimlessly; I do
not fight like a man beating the air. No, I beat my body
and make it my slave so that after I have preached to
others, I myselfwill not be disqualified for the prizeI Qr
9:19-27 (NIV)





















To the Jews I became hke a Jew, to win the Jews. To
those under the law I became like one under the law
(though I myself am not under the law), so as to win those
under the law. To those not having the law I became like
one not having the law (though I am not free from God's
law but am under Christ's law), so as to win those not
having the law.
I Corinthians 9:20-21
From Perga they went on to Pisidian Antioch. On the
Sabbath they entered the synagogue and sat down. . . . The
God of the people of Israel chose our fathers; he made the
people prosper during their stay in Egypt, with mighty
power he led them out of that country.
Acts 13:14,17
On the next Sabbath almost the whole city gathered to hear
the word of the Lord. . . . Then Paul and Barnabas
answered them boldly: "We had to speak the word of God
to you first. Since you reject it and do not consider











To those not having the law I became like one not having
the law (though I am not free from God's law but am under
Christ's law), so as to win those not having the law.
I Corinthians 9:21
For as I walked around and looked carefully at your objects
ofworship, I even found an altar with this inscription: TO
AN UNKNOWN GOD. Now what you worship as
something unknown I am going to proclaim to you. The
God who made the world and everything in it is the Lord
of heaven and earth and does not live in temples built by
hands. . . . For in him we live and move and have our











To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have
become all things to all men so that by all possible means
I might save some.
I Corinthians 9:22
If some unbeliever invites you to a meal and you want to
go, eatwhatever is put before youwithout raising questions
of conscience. But if anyone says to you, "This has been
offered in sacrifice, then do not eat it, both for the sake of
the man who told you and for conscience' sake � the other
man's conscience, I mean, not yours. For why should my















Paul balances his practice of flexibility with
the demand of restraint.
The apostle Paul expressed the same attitude
in I Corinthians 9. Everything he did was
in terms of how it would help him to win
more people to Jesus Christ.
The restraint of strict training demands that
we set aside everything that would hinder us
in sharing the gospel and focus on one
objective only�to win as many as possible.
1. We must get rid of everything that
hinders.
















You are the salt of the earth. But if the salt loses its saltiness, how can it
be made salty again? It is no longer good for anything, except to be thrown
out and trampled by men. You are the light of the world. A city on a hill
cannot be hidden. Neither do people light a lamp and put it under a bowl.
Instead they put it on its stand, and it gives light to everyone in the house.
In the same way, let your light shine before men, that they may see your
good deeds and praise your Father in heaven.
Answer the following question at the conclusion of reading the scripture of










Turn to Lesson Five and complete the
"Conversational Interview with a Secular
Person."





The vintage TV detective program is known for its singular
declaration statement, "Nothing but the facts." Whenever we attempt to
categorize an individual red flags begin to wave. It is indeed difficult to
narrowly define the characteristics of a non-Christian. Yet, we can glean a
number of indicators that suggest certain discernable characteristics. George
Bama, a Christian pollster and social scientist, has studied the non-Christian
and Christian with a desire to understand their felt needs, philosophy of life,
and reactions to the world around them. In his latest book. Virtual America.







I. Before we examine wiiat George Bama has discovered let's take a block of time
(15 minutes) and describe the non-Christian(s) in your life. Turn to the worksheet
marked "Describe the Non-Christian in Yoiir Life." List your descriptive words
or phrases in the column "A" of yoxn worksheet.
n. List on the chalkboard or overhead all the descriptive words or phrases. The
remaining spaces are to be used to record additional descriptives by your
colleagues in the class. Extend your hst in column "A."
TTT Review the statistical research of George Bama by presenting it on overheads. As
the overheads are presented record in column "B" of your worksheet Bama's
discoveries of the character of the non-Christian. (Please note Bama does not
always differaatiate between Christians and non-Christians though thepercentages
do contain both.)
Overheads
1. Most Adults Believe "The Bible Is God's Written Word and Is Accurate
in All That It Teaches"
2. How Often People Feel They Are in God's Presence
3. Most People Say They Are Satisfied with Their Life These Days
4. To Increasing Numbers Absolute Truth Is Bogus
5. Americans strive to Build Relationships on the Basis of "Quality Time"
6. Small Groups Are Attracting Fewer People
7. Welcome the Era of Moral Anarchy
8. Is Sin Outdated? Depends on Who You Ask
9. Which Aspects of Life Are Very Important to Americans?
10. Reading for Pleasure: An Oxjnnoron?
11. Comparison of the Perspective of Baby Busters and Other Adults
12. The Places Where People Believe They Are Most Likely to Meet New Friends 1 3
Church Attendance Is Still Dropping
14. Most Non-Christians Say Protestant Churches Are Not Very Sensitive to
Their Needs
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DESCRIBE THE NON-CHRBTTAN IN YOUR LIFE
Record all the words or phrases that describe the non-Christiaii ia your life. You
may use biblical words or phrases or goieral terms. After you have completed the




































OVER TBDE STATKITCS OF GEORGE BARNA
Does any of the information presented challenge or change your thinking in relation to
the non-Chiistian?




"You shall know the truth and the truth shall make you free."
John 8:32
During your devotional time this week ft)cus on the new insights in
regard to non-Christians you have received this far. Review the listing of
terms we use to describe the non-Christian. Ask yourself how these
descriptive words betray our true feelings toward the non-Christian. Perhaps
record your bias or prejudice toward the non-Christian. Reflect on any new
information you received via Bama overheads or sharing by your colleagues
in ministry. Have your attitudes toward the non-Christian been challenged?
Read the scripture suggested as you begin devotions every day and
record your reflections, impressions and discoveries.







What action will I take in Ught of my study this week?
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ASSIGNMENT
Turn to Lesson Six and complete the
"Conversational Interview with a
Secular Person."




WITH A SECULAR PERSON
Lesson VI
How much do you know about the secular people in your life? What
do they believe about death, morality, reason for existence, and God? You
need to know the mind and heart of secular people if you intend to reach
them with the message of redemption. Therefore, you are assigned to
interview secular people within the context of a normal conversation. It is
your purpose to leam more about their worldview and thus gain a respect
for why these secular people act the way they do in society.
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CONVEEISATIONAL INTERVIEW WITH A SECULAR PERSON
Lesson VI
You are not to engage a secular person in conversation as if you are a reporter
with a list of questions. Rather, try a casual conversational ^proach.
1. Choose two or three people you have normal contact with this week.
(Co-worker, friends, club member, sports partner, family member)
2. Listening is the key to this method. You really do not need to ask
questions as much as be a good hstener.
3. Mentally record the topics your co-worker mentions in a week. What
seems to be of utmost importance in his/her conversation.
4. Occasionally ask what they think of the church, God, death, and eternity.
You must wait until the right time to ask these questions. The opportunity
may never present itself.
5. When you are in the privacy of your home record your observations with a
subjective assessment as to the level of emotion displayed during the
various subjects.
6. People tend to talk more freely if you do not challenge them, rather
encourage their expression of feelings in relation to the subject matter.
7. Never challenge the secular person no matter how outrageous their
comments.
8. Commit the assignment to the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
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REPORT FORM FOR THE CONVERSATIONAL INTERVIEW
WITH A SECULAR PERSON
Name Age Sex
(Use a pseudo-name) (Approximate)
Location of Conversation





What did you as an interviewer leam about the secular person's understanding of the
world.
How do you think their knowledge will help you in witnessing to the secular person.
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Each of you have fulfilled the requirement of recording a conversation with a secular
person. Let's take the next part of our class to list the topics or subjects discussed.
You are encouraged to record them in the spaces provided.















Note similarities with a star and draw a line connecting them.
Place a check mark beside the subjects or topics that were mentioned more than one
time.
Gather in groups of three and discuss what you think this information is suggesting
about the secular person. You have fifteen minutes to distill your "discoveries" into a
series of statements.
















What major discoveries have surfaced in our understanding of the secular person.
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Dr. George G. Hunter, m in his book. How to Reach Secular People,
suggests ten characteristics of secular people.
1. Secular people are essentially ignorant of basic Christianity.
2. Secular people are seeking life before death.
3. Secular people are conscious of doubt more than guilt.
4. Secular people have a negative image of the Church.
5. Secular people have multiple alienations.
6. Secular people are untrusting.
7. Secular people have low self-esteem.
8. Secular people experience forces in history as "out of control."
9. Secular people experience forces in personality as "out of control."
10. Secular people cannot find "the door."
Have you identified any of these characteristics in your conversation with
a secular person?
If so, which ones and share with the class.
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BREAKING DOWN THE WALL OF HOSTILITY
Ephesians 2:14-18
For he himself is our peace, who has made the two one and has
destroyed the barrier, the dividing wall of hostility, by
abolishing in his flesh the law with its commandments and
regulations. His purpose was to create in himself one new man
out of the two, thus making peace, and in this one body to
reconcile both of them to God through the cross, by which he
put to death their hostility. He came and preached peace to
you who were far away and peace to those who were near. For
through him we both have access to the Father by one Spirit.
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This week read on a daily basis Ephesians 2:14-18 asking yourself the
following questions:
Have I built a wall between myself and the secular person?
If so, what bricks comprise this wall? (The bricks can be a bias,
misconception, prejudice or actually anything that has marginalized the
secular person.)
How can I personally dismantle the wall of hostility that exists?
Also, spend time meditating on the assigned scripture allowing the Holy
Spirit to speak with you conceming the tmth it teaches. Record your
reflection, impression and discoveries that arise from this scripture that









"For though we live in the world, we do not wage
war as the world does. "
II Corinthians 10:3
One large slice of our American culture is dominated by
movies and TV programming. The extent TV and movies
influences our worldview or philosophy of life remains
debatable, but the influence is obvious to even the most
liberal sociologist.
This exercise requires you to observe your world through
the lens of TV and movies. If you object to this exercise
you are excused from it, but not from the participation in
the class discussion.
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TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING OF OUR CULTURE
Lesson VII
I. First, you are invited to watch two of the top ten programs (provided by the
instructor) on TV this week recording the following observations:
A. What subjects/topics were most discussed.
B. What was the main theme of the program.
C. What were your emotional reactions as you watched the program.
n. Second, read the movie reviews in your newsp^er or magazine and report your
observations: (Two movies)
A. What subjects/topics were addressed in the film.
B. How do the films relate to society.
C. What were your emotional reactions as you read the reviews.
TTT Third, during the class we will Ust your observations and distill dominate
themes or indications of the character/worldview relayed in the movies or TV
IV Fourth, finally we will discuss if what we have observed is really reflective
of our society i.e. morals and ethics portrayed in the movies and TB program.
V If time permits we wiU. view together the number one TV program from last
week asking ourselves the aforementioned questions.
VI. What does the information gleaned from this exercise say to you about the non-
Christian? What information or insight helped you the most in reaching the
non-Christian? How would you change your approach to the non-Christian?
How wiU you pray for the non-Christian based on your research?
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"Toward An Understanding of Our Culture"
Report Forms
I. Name of TV Program
A. What subject/topics were most discussed?
B. What was the main theme of the program?
C. What were your emotional reactions as you watched the
program?
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"Toward An Understanding of Our Culture"
Report Forms
n. Name of TV Program
A. What subject/topics were most discussed?
B. What was the main theme of the program?
C. What were your emotional reactions as you watched the
program?
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"Toward An Understanding of Our Culture"
Report Forms
n. Name of TV Program
A. What subject/topics were most discussed?
B. What was the main theme of the program?
C. What were your emotional reactions as you watched the
program?
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"Toward An Understanding of Our Culture"
Report Forms
n. Name of TV Program
A. What subject/topics were most discussed?
B. What was the main theme of the program?
C. What were your emotional reactions as you watched the
program?
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"Toward An Understanding of Our Culture"
Report Forms




"Toward An Understanding of Our Culture"
Report Forms





"Toward An Understanding of Our Culture"
Report Forms





This week's spiritual exercise stresses prayer. You have observed the
world through the lens of the modem purveyor of philosophy. I realize for
many of you such an exercise exposed you to things you normally would
not watch or read about. The purpose of this week's lesson was to help you
understand the worldview of non-Christians with the objective of
formulating a means and way to reach them. In addition, it is hoped you
have gained a greater insight into the desperate nature of sin and its mthless
effects on the average person living according to the world's standards.
But we must guard the gateway to our soul from the influence of sin
as we build a fire of passion for the non-Christian. Therefore, I invite you
to use John 17 as a prayer in your devotions this week. This prayer is our
Lord's prayer from His heart which reveals His innermost feelings. Read
it every day and simply ask God to minister to your soul. Once again, you
are uivited to record your impressions or reflections day to day.
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JOHN 17
After Jesus said this, he looked toward heaven and prayed:
"Father, the time has come. Glorify your Son, that your Son may glorify
you. For you granted him authority over all people that he might give eternal
life to all those you have given him. Now this is eternal life, that they may
know you, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom you have sent. I have
brought you glory on earth by completing the work you gave me to do. And
now. Father, glorify me in your presence with the gloty I had with you before
the world began.
"I have revealed you to those whom you gave me out of the world.
They were yours; you gave them to me and they have obeyed your word. Now
they know that everything you have given me comes from you. For I gave them
the words you gave me and they accepted them. They knew with certainty that
I came from you, and they believed that you sent me. I pray for them. I am not
prajnng for the world, but for those you have given me, for they are yours. All
I have is yours, and all you have is mine. And glory has come to me through
them. I will remain in the world no longer, but they are still in the world, and
I am coming to you. Holy Father, protect them by the power of your name�the
name you gave me�so that they may be one as we are one. While I was with
them, I protected them and kept them safe by that name you gave me. None has
been lost except the one doomed to destruction so that Scripture would be
fulfilled.
"I am coming to you now, but I say these things while I am still in the
world, so that they may have the full measure of my joy within them. I have
given them your word and the worid has hated them, for they are not of the
world any more than I am of the world. My prayer is not that you take them out
of the world but that you protect them from the evil one. They are not of the
world, even as I am not of it. Sanctify them by the truth; your word is truth.
As you sent me into the world, I have sent them into the world. For them I
sanctify myself, that they too may be truly sanctified.
"My prayer is not for them alone. I pray also for those who will believe
in me through their message, that all of them may be one. Father, just as you are
in me and I am in you. May they also be in us so that the world may believe
that you have sent me. I have given them the glory that you gave me, that they
may be one as we are one: I in them and you in me. May they be brought to
complete unity to let the world know that you sent me and have loved them even
as you have loved me.
"Father, I want those you have given me to be with me where I am, and
to see my glory, the glory you have given me because you loved me before the
creation of the world.
"Righteous Father, though the world does not know you, I know you,
and they know that you have sent me. I have made you known to them, and
will continue to make you known in order that the love you have for me may













Turn to Lesson Eight and follow the
directions in preparing a story for next
week. It is important for you to




"But what about you? Jesus asked,
"Who do you say that I am?"
Matthew 16:15
Have you ever had someone come up behind you and place his hands over
your eyes and say, "Guess Who?" You make an effort to guess based on
the sound of his voice, the size of his hands, perhaps even if it feels as if
he is reaching up or down or even with your shoulders. You may even ask
for a hint.
During this session we are going to engage in a nimiber of exercises that
could be called, "Guess Who?" You will become sensitive to cultural hints
about a person, thus leaming more about him. Relax and have a good time
discovering more about your class and even yourself
I. Everyone Belongs to a Sub-Culture
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Every person participates in a number of sub-cultural activities. Describe yoiuself
to the groiq) in relation to your involvement with your sub-c;iltural group. Do not tell
anyone to what you are referring, rather just describe it. Example: I am part of a group
of people who spend hours reading statistics and enjoying it. The groi^ with which I
identify is cross-generational and non-sexist. It is enormously costly, although anyone
can participate with very Uttle coital. Color, texture, condition and availabihty of this
item I collect determines the value. If you have not guessed, I collect baseball cards.
1 . Take the next seven minutes and write down your description of the sub-cultural
group in which you belong.
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Share your description with the class without revealing the nature of your groxsp.
Record your best guess of everyone in your group and after all have shared their












4. List them at the ead of the exercise and finally everyone share with his sub-groiq).
Additional Questions
1. Did you know the people in yoxir group participated in the groiq) they described?
Were you surprised? If so, why?
2. Does knowledge of the person's interest alter your view of him?
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IL Discovering American Values Through American
Proverbs*
A. Write on the chalkboard, newsprint or overhead:
1. Cleanliness is next to godliness.
2. Time is money.
3. Little children should be seen and not heard.
B. Take 10 to 15 minutes to write down all the American axioms or proverbs
you have heard over and over again.
C. Then share and collect by writing on the chalkboard, newsprint or overhead.
Record the additional axioms or proverbs.
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D. Then next to each axiom/proverb record what value is being taught. (The
group should agree on every value.)
E. What major descriptive values have emerged from the study of the axioms
which help you understand the non-Christian culture.
F. What other values are not represented on the hst.
*Adapted from Developmg Intercultiual Awareness by Brislen.
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III. Reflections, Impressions, and Discoveries
A. List everyone's name in the class. Record what you leamed about each person













B. Share with your group the discoveries made about each person. As other members
share their discoveries make notations that confirm, challenge or confuse you.
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C. Choose one person to write a brief paragr^h describing what you have leamed
about that person. Once again, push yourself to recognize any preconceived
notion or biases/prejudices held before you listened to his time of sharing.
IV What have you leamed from this lesson that can be suggested as principles for




A. Discuss your proposed principles within your small groiq) (3 individuals)
deciding on one or two cogent principles to be shared with the remaining
groiq).










Turn to Lesson Nine and follow the
directions in preparing a story for next
week. It is important for you to
complete this exercise prior to class.
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I AM A PERSON WTTH A STORY TO TELL
Lesson IX
One of the fondest memories of the church I have from when I was very
young is walking beside my minister to the baseball field He was a quiet
man and deeply devoted to the holiness movement within Methodism. I
must admit my recall of any one particular sermon is hardly to be found.
But I can recall the stories he told as we walked up the hill on the last day
of Vacation Bible School to play softball. I learned more about my minister
during those twenty minute hikes to the ball field than any of the sermons
he preached. In fact, I began my spiritual journey reflecting on those
personal stories he told me once a year.
I AM A PERSON WITH A STORY TO TELL
Lesson IX
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I want to invite you to take a walk with the people who have come together for
this class. You may know eadh by name; or perh^s, not even know their first name!
What do you really know about the people in the class.
Take a few moments and record your impressions or actual knowledge of the
people in your class. Write down their names followed by your observation. The choice
















First, choose a story about your family or yourself that you would like to
share with the people ia the class.
Second, the story can be about yourself or antedated situations in your
iromediate or extended family. You can even tell something of interest from
your historical family.
Third, don't try to second guess the kind of story you are expected to tell.
There is no right or wrong story or deeply hidden agenda in choosing a
particular story.
Fourth, your story should take between three and five minutes to tell.
Fifth, write your story within the space provided and practice telling it.
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My Story
























Take a few moments after each story teller has completed his or her story and
record your impressions, reflections and discovenes made concemmg the person. Try
to c^ture in each story something you leamed about the person.
After you have completed the "Impressions, Reflections, and Discoveries" if you
feel open enough, share with the group your new found understanding of the people in
your group.
How do you think this deeper insight affects your communication or understanding of
the people in your group?
Were any biases, prejudices, or preconceptions conceming certam members ui the group
challenged by what you leamed?
Direct Application
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Record two or three principles related to reaching the secular person suggested by what





Jesus was a master story teller. He was able to dioose stories that everyone could
relate to and bridge into their personal lives. His use of parables as a teaching tool is
without reproach. Read Luife 15 which recalls three of the most well known parables
of Jesus:
The Parable of the Lost Sheep
The Parable of the Lost Coin
The Parable of the Lost Son
It is not necessary to consult a Bible commentary to know the "true" meaning of
each parable. Take time everyday to read the parables and ask God to help you
understand their meaning. Ask yourself what is the context of the parables? Perhaps
another way to state the question is, "What was happening around Jesus as He was
teaching?"
Look for recxuring words or themes as you read the parables every day.
Most importantly, ask yourself what the parable is saying in relationship to
reaching the secular person. What is God asking me to do?
Luke 15 is printed for your convenience from the New International Version.
LUKE 15
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Now the tax collectors and "sinners" were all gathering around to
hear him. But the Pharisees and the teachers of the law muttered, "This
man welcomes sinners and eats with them."
Then Jesus told them this parable: "Suppose one of you has a
hundred sheep and loses one of them. Does he not leave the ninety-nine
in the open country and go after the lost sheep until he finds it? And
when he finds it, he joyfully puts it on his shoulders and goes home.
Then he calls his friends and neighbors together and says, 'Rejoice with
me; I have found my lost sheep.' I tell you that in the same way there
will be more rejoicing in heaven over one sinner who repents than over
ninety-nine righteous persons who do not need to repent.
Or suppose a woman has ten silver coins and loses one. Does she
not Light a lamp, sweep the house and search carefully until she finds it?
And when she finds it, she calls her friends and neighbors together and
says, 'Rejoice with me; I have found my lost coin.' In the same way, I
tell you, there is rejoicing in the presence of the angels of God over one
sinner who repents."
Jesus continued: "There was a man who had two sons. The
younger one said to his father, 'Father, give me my share of the estate.'
So he divided his property between them.
"Not long after that, the younger son got together aU he had, set
off for a distant country and there squandered his wealth in wild living.
After he had spent everything, there was a severe famine in that whole
country, and he began to be in need. So he went and hired himself out
to a citizen of that country, who sent him to his fields to feed pigs. He
longed to fill his stomach with the pods that the pigs were eating, but no
one gave him anything.
"When he came to his senses, he said, 'How many of my father's
hired men have food to spare, and here I am starving to death! I will set
out and go back to my father and say to him; Father, I have sinned
against heaven and against you. I am no longer worthy to be called your
son; make me like one of your hired men.' So he got up and went to his
father.
"But while he was still a long way off, his father saw him and was
filled with compassion for him; he ran to his son, threw his arms around
him and kissed him.
"The son said to him, 'Father, I have sianed against heaven and
against you. I am no longer worthy to be called your son.'
"But the father said to his servants, 'Quick! Bring the best robe
and put it on him. Put a ring on his finger and sandals on his feet. Bring
the fattened calf and kill it. Let's have a feast and celebrate. For this son
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of mine was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is found.' So they
began to celebrate.
"Meanwhile, the older son was in the field. When he came near
the house, he heard music and dancing. So he called one of the servants
and asked him what was going on. 'Your brother has come,' he replied,
'and your father has killed the fattened calf because he has him back safe
and sound.'
"The older brother became angry and refused to go in. So his
father went out and pleaded with him. But he answered his father, 'Look!
All these years I've been slaving for you and never disobeyed your orders.
Yet you never gave me even a young goat so I could celebrate with my
friends. But when this son of yours who has squandered your property
with prostitutes comes home, you kill the fattened calf for him!'
"'My son,' the father said, 'you are always with me, and everything
I have is yoius. But we had to celebrate and be glad, because this brother









that a happy and meaningful life consists of:
* a good time
* friends
* lots of money
* doing something worthwhile
* getting to the top
All of these make sense . . . but
We all know people who have these things and
they are still empty.
Why?
They started at the wrong place.
Here are 4 vital facts we need to know.
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1.
A Happy and Meaningful Life
Begins with God!
According to the Bible, look what Cod offers ^u:
* LOVE-Someone who cares about you.
* SECURITY-Someone who cares about what
happens to you.
* PEACE-Someone who cares about your
problems.
* PURPOSE-Someone who cares about whether
your life counts.
* ETERNAL DESTINY-Someone who cares about
your future.
Jesus said: "God so loved the worid; that He gave His only
begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not
perish, but have everlasting life." John 3:1 6
Jesus said: '1 have come that they might have life, and that they
might have it more abundantly." John 1 0:1 ?
Augustine observed:
'Thou hast made us for Thyself, 0 God, and the heart of




Man's Sin Has Separated Him
from God.
According to the Bible sin is:
* Failure tn be what God wants us to be
* Failure to do what God wants us to do
Obviously then, all of us have sinned. Consciously or unconsciously
we have rebelled against God.
That's not all. God Is righteous and cannot allow sin in His
presence. God must judge man's sin and reject it
The Bible says:
"All of us, like sheep, have gone astray, we have turned,
every one of us, to his own way. . .
" Isaiah 53:6
'Your sins have been a barrier between you and your God."
Isaiah 59:2
As long as sin separates us Irom God, you see, we cannot enjoy the





God Loves You Very Much!
He Gave Jesus Christ, His Son,
To Take Away Your Sin.
The Bible says:
"God showed His love toward us, in that, while we
were yet sinners, Christ died for us." Romans 5:8
"Christ has once suffered for sins, the just for the
unjust, that He might bring us to God."
I Peter 3:18
God is satisfied with what Jesus Christ has done.
Now He is completely free to forgive you, and to
offer you a happy and meaningful life with Him.





To Enter into a Happy and Meaningful
Life, You must Turn to God by Trusting
Jesus Christ to Forgive Your Sins.
Look at what the Bible tells us:
"Jesus said, ' / am the way, the truth, and the life: no man comes to
the Father, but byMe.'" John 14:6
'Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and you will be saved."
Acts 1 6:31
"Being justified (set right with God] by faith, we have peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ" Romans 5:1
But what is faith?
We exercise faith when
* we depend on a doctor
* or trust in a lawyer
* or belie\/e in a friend
Faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, therefore, is trusting Him to forgive
your sins and to bring you into a right relationship with God.
Now .
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LET'S REVIEW . . .
You know that . . .
1. Life begins with God.
2. Your sin has separated you Irom God.
3. Jesus Christ paid the penalty for your sin.
The only thing Cod asks you to do . . .
4. Trust the Lord Jesus Christ to forgive your sins so
that you may begin a happy and meaningful life with
God.
Are you still here?
Or have you trusted Jesus Christ completely to forgive your sins?
Wouldn't you like to trust Jesus Christ
to forgive your sins right now?
You may want to use this prayer to express your decision.
"Dear Father, I admit that I am a sinner. I believe that the Lord
Jesus Christ died for me. Thank You for forgiving my sins. Let me
start a new and meaningful life with You today. Amen."
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Jesus is not a dead Savior. He is alive. His power is
now available to you. If you have trusted Christ, God
has promised to give you His life, and God keeps His
promises. John 3:15, 16
Only Jesus Christ can live the Christian life! As a
Christian, Christ's Spirit now indwells you. Power in
your new life comes as you learn to rely on Christ to
live His life through you. Galatians 2:20
That's why you need the Bible. You need to study it
daily to become aware of what God wants to do
through you. I Peter 2:2
Prayer is another vital part of a happy and
meaningful life. Speak to God often about your
needs. Philippians 4:6,7
One more thing. You can't thrive as a Christian
alone. Meet with others who have trusted the Lord
Jesus Christ in a church where the Bible is taught.
Hebrews 10:25




The tone of the voice as well as the emphasis we place on the
words have special meanings. Analyze the following sentence as if the
emphasis were placed on each word at a time: 1 LIKE MY JOB -
I like my job - there are other people who do not like their jobs.
I like my job - do you have the impression that I don't like my job?
I like my job - it is my property; I might not like another job.
I like my job - there are other things that I do not like.
Training for the Cross-Cultural Mind, pg. 55.
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WE SEE THINGS WHICH DO NOT EXIST.
We discover things according to the cultural map -^q have
in our minds. Sometimes our model leads us to see things
which do not exist.
Exercises:
Ask the participants to join the nine points with four
straight lines without hfting up their pencils:
Traming for the Cross-Cultural Mind, p. 55.
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For the sake of the exercises, it is important that the traiaer
show beforehand what is meant by "joining the nine points."
The demonstration can go as follows:
This is wrong because one more than four straight lines
were used. Give up to three minutes to the group to solve
the problem. The solution is given and the reactions of the
participants are discussed and commented upon.
Training for the Cross-Cultural Mind, p. 55.
(1) Solution to the problem:
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(2) Analysis of the group's reaction:
- You went out of the frame. It is unfair.
Which frame? Nobody said that there was a frame.
- Well, ...yes, the facilitator did indeed put a frame into the participants' minds
when showing how to solve the problem (demonstration).
- We see things (frames) which do not exist.
- We perceive according to the cultural paradigm that we have.
- Our paradigm comes from our educational and cultural as well as psychological
experiences.
- To see anew requires a re-consideration of our cultural paradigm.
The group analyzes the following two statements:
...we are all somewhat in love with our ways of talking about the world,
whatever deformities such talk might have, and it takes some doing to
convince any of us that our favorite sentences often betray oiu" best
interests.
N. Postman
No one can tell anything "like it is." In the first place, "it" isn't
anything until someone names it. In the second place, the way in which
"it" is named recalls not the way it is but how the namer wishes to see
it or how he is enable of seeing it. And think, how it has been named
becomes the reality for the namer and all who accept the name. But it
need not be our reality.
N. Postman
? The group must transform the Roman numeral IX into six, adding only one line.
Training for the Cross-Cultural Mind p. 56.
Look at the squares and you will see gray dots appearing at
the intersections of the horizontal and vertical white lines.
The Herman Grid
Traming for the Cros.s-Cultural Mind p. 58.
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Look at the squares and you will see gray dots appearing at the
intersections of the horizontal and vertical white lines.
ligure 15. The Herman Grid
Also look at Figures 16 and 17:
- Are the two grays identical? (Yes, they are.)
- Are the lines parallel? (Yes, they are.)
Figure 16. Are the two grays identical?
Training for the Cross-Cultural Mind, p. 58.
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"Many years ago when a person who owed money could be thrown into jail, a
merchant in London had the misfortune to owe a huge sum to a money-lender. The
money-lender who was old and ugly, fancied the merchant's beautiful teenage daughter.
He proposed a bargain. He said he woxold cancel the merchant's debt if he could have the
girl instead. Both the merchant and his daughter were horrified at the proposal. So the
cunning money-lender proposed that they let Providence decide the matter. He told them
he would put a black pebble and a white pebble into an empty money-bag, and then the
girl would have to pick out one of the pebbles. If she chose the black pebble she would
become his wife and her father's debt would be cancelled. If she chose the white pebble
she would stay with her father and the debt would stiU be cancelled. But if she refused
to pick out a pebble, her father would be thrown into jail and she would starve.
Reluctantly the merchant agreed. They were standing on a pebble-strewn path in the
merchant's garden as they talked, and the money-lender stooped down to pick up the two
pebbles. As he picked up the pebbles, the girl, sharp-eyes with fright, noticed that he
picked up two black pebbles and put them in the money-bag. He then asked the girl to
pick out the pebble that was to decide her fate and that of her father.
Imagine that you are standing on that path in the merchant's garden. What would
you have done ifyou had been the unfortunate girl? Ifyou had to advise her, what would
you have advised her to do?
E. deBono. The Use of Lateral Thinking,
London: Jonathan C^e,
Thirty Bedford Square, 1967, pp. 11-12.
Issue to he discussed:
When trying to solve die problem, stop from time to time and analyze the basic
assumptions that you have and which prevent you from finding a solution.
A possible solution:
The girl in the pebble story put her hand into the money-bag and drew out a
pebble. Without looking at it she fumbled and let it fall to the path where it was
immediately lost among the others. "Oh, how clvunsy ofme," she said, "but never mind�
if you look into the bag you will be able to tell which pebble I took by the colour of the
one that is left."

















(A reprint ofan interview with Ravi Zacharias in the
Spring 1995 Leadership Joumaij
The
muddied streets of an Indian city, where
families crowd into tired buildings and an
ancient culture prevails as it has for centuries.
The ivied halls of Harvard University where the eru
dite elite debate postmodern ideas.
Both are home co Ravi Zacharias, Christian
apologist.
Ravi was born into an Indian family whose
ancestry is traced back to priests in the temples of
South India. He struggled over the meaning of life,
and at 17, through a crisis experience, he pledged to
"leave no slone unturned" in his pursuit of truth. A
short time later, that quest led to faith in Christ.
In 1966 he emigrated to Canada, where he
worked in business until he sensed God's call to min
istry. After college and seminary, Ravi was commis
sioned by the Christian & Missionary .Alliance as an
evangelist. But at a conference for itinerant evangelists
in Amsterdam in 1983, Ravi felt God caUing him co a
more specific task: to reach the intellectually resis-
tant-whom Ravi has affectionately nicknamed "the
happv pagan." .A.nswermg chat call has taken him to
university campuses such as Harvard and Princeton,
where in open forums he lectures on the truths of
Christianity.
Ravi had just returned from a university lec
tureship when LEADERSHIP editor Dave Goetz vis
ited him in his Adanta office. LE^ADERSHIP wanted
to know what the gospel sounds like to the ears of the
"happy pagan" and how church leaders can reach the
people in today's world.
Are ''happy pagans" as happy as they
seem?
Ravi Zacharias: The happy pagan is wrapped
up in the belief chat this worid and the success it
affords are the greatest pursuits in life. He or she feels
no need for anything transcendent. Life has been
reduced to temporal pursuits disconnected from all
the other disciplines necessary for life to be meaning
fully engaged.
Some are completely unreflective; they don't
chink enough to know thev have no right to be haoov.
Thev borrow on capital they don't have. .Vlany of
these people, chough, are sophisticated thinkers in
their tields-scientists, mathematicians, computer
engineers. They are specialists with a glaring
weakness: They do not ask the questions of life
itself.
What questions do they ask?
.A.t Che universities I visit, the e.xciusivity of
Christ is raised in every open forum-"How can
you possibly talk about one God or one way when
there are so many good opnons?"
Today, sensitivities are at an all-time
high-and rightfully so. Tolerance of different
races and religions has been lacking over the
years. But pluralism has given way to relativism.
Most of the intellectual elite of this country com
pletely disavow the idea of absolute truth.
At the Harvard forum, I established that
the law of non-contradiction (that no statement
can be true and false at the same dme and in the
5ame relationship) must apply to reality. As in vir-
cuailv every other setting, it stirs up quite a
debate, but you would assume it fundamental to
rational discourse. When I did, the audience went
silent for several minutes. That the laws of logic
apply to reality floors people, even though they
use logic CO attack Christian truths.
Here's the rub: While the average secular
person will believe something without subjecting
it to rational critique, he disbelieves things on the
basis that they are rationally inadmissible. So he
critically attacks Christian assumptions using
principles of logic that he doesn't even hold to.
But at every university where I've lectured,
the intellectual questions eventually turn into
questions of meaning. Often behind a difficult or
angry question is a hurting heart; the intellect is
intertwined with the heart. I always try to rescue
a question from mere academic connotations.
Once a couple walked up to me after a
church service and began asking questions about
the problem of evil. As I began answering their
questions, I happened to glance at their baby, who
had Down's Svndrome. Seeing cheir child, I had a
whole new appreciation tor cheir questions aoL;
the context behind them.
Nothing is as offensive as answers per
ceived to be .mere words, uncaring of a human sit
uation.
Which questions are the hardest to
answer?
In addressing skeptics, the biggest crap it
getting sidetracked into symptomatic issues. The
most volatile of these, of course, are se.xuaiity anc
abortion. At Ohio State University, I did an open
forum on a radio talk show. The host was an athe
ist.
From the start, che callers were ancagonis-
cic. I could feel che cension as soon as che lines Iii
up. One angry woman caller said, "All you people
have is an agenda you're crying co promote.
Referring to abortion, she said, "You want to take
away our rights and invade our private lives."
Abortion had not even been brought up.
"Just a minute," I replied. "We didn't eve:
raise the subiect.''
"What is your position on abortion then?
I said, "Can I ask you a question? On ever
university campus I visit, somebody stands u
and says that God is an evil God to allow all chi
evil into our world. This person typically says,
plane crashes: Thirty people die, and twenty peo
pie live. What kind of a God would arbitraril
choose some to live and some co die?'"
I concinued, "But vvhen we play God an
determine whether a child within a mother
womb should live, we argue for that as a mor:
right. So when human beings are given the priv
lege of playing God, it's called a moral righ
When God plays God, we call it an immoral ac
Can you justify this for me?"
That was the end of the conversation.
If a pilot incorrectly sets her indicatoi
before she takes off, then the higher she climb
the more inaccurate her gauges will read. Tr
problem is not where che gauges are but whe-
chey started from.
What are the temptations for you as
you speak to the 'happy, thinking
pagan"?
One is to become angry, [t can be frustrat
ing seeing how society has desacralized every
thing. But Jesus resisted the temptation of outrage
and the quick-tix of condemnanon. He spent
most of his time preparing the wine skins before
pouring the new wine into them. Our tendency is
to start pouring the wine into skins that will only
burst.
At a university in Thailand, I was speaking
on "Existentialism, Marxism, Pantheism, and
Christianity." A Muslim stood up and said, "You
have just insulted your God by mentioning Karl
Marx and Jean Paul Sartre in
the same sentence in which ������
you mentioned Christ."
I could feel the irrita
tion welling up inside me. I
wanted to retort, "I have
done nowhere near what the
Muslim worid has done in
stripping Christ of his deity."
But instead I paused, took a
drink of water, and said, "I
deeply appreciate your sensi
tivity. I know where you are
coming from. But don't for
get you also used all three names in the sentence
as you raised the question for me."
I continued, "Did you mean to equate
them by naming the three of them?"
"No," he said.
"Neither did I. Mentioning two names in
the same sentence is hardly suggesting they are
equal. But I want to commend you for your sensi
tivity because in many cultures we have lost rever
ence for the name of God."
This response paved the way for the
answer.
How can preachers critique alterna
tive beliefs to Christianity so that
people will listen?
chances are, vou haven't understood that religion.
You can't take treasured beliefs from the past and
mock them.
.After I spoke at Brigham Young University,
a well-groomed student came to me and said, "Dr.
Zacharias, you didn't directly attack iVIormonism.
Was there a reason?"
"Of course," 1 said. "I was assigned a sub
ject on which to speak, and the subject was getting
to the truth: Who is Jesus? I lectured on that.
"If I had been asked to deal with the dif
ferences between Mormonism and orthodox
Christianity, I would have done so. But I still
would have done so graciously."
"I just want to thank you for that
approach," he said. "Two weeks ago there was a
man on campus who came
� ����� on his own invitation and
Every generation
will try to get
us to change
the message.




proverb holds true: Once
you've cut off a person's
nose, there's no point giving
him a rose to smell. We tend
to think being kind and lis
tening to the opposition
implies we have sacrificed
the message. But we need to
learn how to handle critique, how to address an
antagonist. Even while you wrestle with the ideas
of an opponent, you must keep the dignity of the
opponent intact.
Why is Christianity increasingly rel
egated to the margins of our soci
ety?
The attacks have principally come on two
fronts. First, the academic world has made great
gains in its philosophical and scientific e.xploits. It
e.xtrapolates those advances as giving credence to
an agnostic or an atheistic worldview.
Unfortunately in contrast, the questions of
today's average young person, who is the product
of .America's intellectual bastions, have been virtu-
�i^u can ma.Kc an^' reiiizion look idiotic.
ally left unaddressed by the church. There is a dan
ger when we give young people only a catalogue of
do's and don'ts. So in these young minds, the
gospel is not intellectually credible.
Secondly, while our country's intellectual
slceptics attack us rationally, die arts attack us by
appealing to the passions. Today there is no force
greater in the molding of the North American
mind than the invasion of die imagination by the
medium of the visual.
Vlalcolm Muggeridge quoting Simone Weil
said that in reality nothing is so beautiful as the
good and nothing so monotonous and boring as
evil. In our imagination, however, it's reversed:
Fictional good is boring and tlat; fictional evil ii
varied, intriguing, attractive, full of charm.
Between intellectual attacks that pummel
the mind and arts that provide immeasurable
allurements, the idea of God in a pleasure-mac
society is a hindrance.
One of the characteristics of post
modern thinJking is its extreme rela
tivism. How do you engage some
one who doesn't even believe ir
truth?
If the purveyors of postmodernism talk
Questions skeptics pose
The nine toughest asked by nonbelievers
Here are the questions
I have been
asked most often. By developing a
clear response to each we can increase
our ability to talk with those who are not
Christians.
It is important to note that while these
are the attacking questions, as the conver
sation goes on the questions become
kinder and more personal till one can focus
on the Cross and present the Gospel in its
simplicity and beauty. This has happened
in every venue in which I have spoken.
1. Is it really possible to defend the
supernatural when every scientific theory
argues for a naturalistic explanation of this
universe? (The question pertains to evolu
tionary theory and modem cosmology.)
2. What convincing arguments can you
give us for the existence of God?
3. How can Christians possibly argue for
an exclusive claim to truth in Christ when
there are so many other religions in this
worid? There have been and are so many
good people in this worid who were not
and are not Christian. If the Gospel is true,
then they are destined for hell. Is that
right?
4. The God of the Bible is portrayed as
all-loving and all-powerful. Then evil must
be of his doing. This is a contradiction with
his character. There is not only moral evil
but gratuitous evil. How do you justify it?
What sort of God is this, anyway?
5. We do not have the original manu
scripts of the Bible. How can one possibly
argue for their authority and accuracy?
(This comes quite often from Muslims or
those sympathetic with the findings of the
Jesus Seminar.)
6. If the law of non-contradiction does
apply as a test for falsehood, what about
the concept of the Trinity or the sovereignty
of God as it relates to the responsibility of
man? Are these not contradictory con
cepts?
7. There is no discipline that subscribes
to truth as absolute, particulariy in matters
of morality. How can Christians still hold to
it? (Here some of the major moral issues of
our day emerge.)
8. Religion has caused so much suffering
and violence in this worid. How do you
explain that?
9. Isn't religion only a political theory
espoused by one who wants to impose his
or her views upon others?
Ravi Zacharias
long enough, you will hear that the reason they
disavow Christianity is because they do not see it
as true. I call this their "smuggled- in epistemolo
gy": They use the principles of logic to criticize our
system but refuse to apply them to their own
behefs.
When I was asked to do a lectureship in
England, the inviting body wrote a letter to me say
ing, "We have received one criticism of this semi
nar that is coming up: 'Will you be focusing too
much on reason and logic and not deal with the
postmodernist mindset?'"
I smiled at that. English papers are filled
with astrology, the occult. New Age thought-what
years ago would have fallen under the general cat
egory of die bizarre. At die same time, Islam has
made great inroads in England;
Prince Charles is now patron of the
Center for Islamic Studies at Oxford.
Islam knows how damaging post-
Tnodern thinking is: It creates a huge
vacuum often filled with something
else.
Postmodernism is dangerous
not only because of what it has done
to the secular person but because it
destroys our apologedc, our meth
ods for determining truth. What's
happening in the West with the
emergence of postmodernism is � � � �
only what has been in much of Asia
for centuries but under different banners. For
many years, the Indian would say the same thing-
"All roads lead to God because truth is never
absolute." That assumption was not in keeping
with classical Hinduism but became popular.
So, too, with the way postmodernism
works. The point of engagement must come
through the common ground that even the post
modernist assumes in disbelieving something. As
Chesterton said, "In truth, there are only two kinds
of people; chose who accept dogma and know it,
and those who accept dogma and don't know it."
But even beyond this, the church needs to ask
whether the Christian has understood the nature
of crum.
Why does Christianity seem to bear
the brunt of society's anger toward
religion?
The secular historian Leek;,' said of Christ
that he was the supreme personality in history
who motivated humanity to the best of ethical
thinking. There has been none like him. Societv
itself recognizes this and hence expects of the
Christian a higher standard.
But as understandable as that is, American
culture, or at least the cultural elite, has become
particularly vicious in its anu-Christian attacks.
The whole episode of the film The Last Temptation
ofChrist said more about us as a ctilture in North
America than anything in recent memory.
Israel and all of the Middle
East banned che film, as did India.
We are long past talking about
whether an unbeliever should be
punished for being irreverent. It is
now chought irreverent for being a
believer, so said G. K. Chesterton.
In the West, Islam and Hinduism
could never be so mocked with
impunity. The media will never
engage in it because they see those
as "culturally protected." But
Christianity, being transcuitural, is
I � I � � open to such criticism.
Secularism has bred irrev
erence, which has come on che heels of so much
pleasure, so much indulgence. This is not a sign
merely of arrogance; this is a sign of emptiness.
Chesterton said that meaninglessness ultimately
comes not from being weary of pain but from
being weary of pleasure. Hence our present mean
inglessness.
How do you handle such hostility?
At the universides, much of the hostility
toward me is mitigated because ofmy racial back
ground; audiences seem to have more acceptance
for someone who is not Caucasian. I have feit








(Continued from page 5)
more antagonism from faculty than from stu
dents, although I did hear at Harvard, for exam
ple, that one student said, "I wul not be attending
these lectures because he does not pay much cre
dence to the higher critical theories of the
Scriptures. What can he say to me?"
Other religious groups are not so much
hostile as suspicious; they want to see what you're
going to say about them. But if there is tension at
the beginning of a lectureship, I've never sensed it
at the end. In every setting, die response in fact is
overwhelmingly gratifying.
Why is that?
We cannot go to die uni
versity with the attitude, "I'm
here to deal with your tough
questions..." I always begin by
telling them a litde bit about my
Ufe. I often tell about my strug
gles as a teenager. My stated vul
nerability gives me an entry
point. But even with a hard-
edged question, I answer with
� � � �
graciousness. I have to earn the
right to be heard every time I get up to speak.
"I'm going to defend why Jesus Christ is
the only way to God," I might say. "You may dis
agree with that, but if you do, make sure that your
arguments counter the arguments I'm now pre
senting to you."
One key is the willingness to say, "I'm not
sure how well I will deal with what you're going to
say, but give me a chance. I have struggled with
these issues."
I also plead with my audience: "Let's both
agree that these matters are important. And if we
both agree that they are important, let's get more
light than heat. Let's try to find some answers
because hiding behind words is not going to solve
Not everything
we preach should
he on the bottom
shelf.
the problem."
Whether it is in a business or academic
setting, their heartwarming response is an indica
tor that people are hungry for answers.
How does the church reach some
one whose very framework or grid
doesn't allow any common ground?
There is no doubt die task is very difficult.
But opportunities are unprecedented. For exam
ple, being present in che passages of life. The
church still meets people in the transition points:
Marriages break down. Children commit suicide
and leave helpless parents. Death and suffering are
everywhere.
In India there is a saying that you can
touch your nose directly or you
� � � � � can touch your nose the long
way around. And for some peo
ple, you need to go the long way
around to reach them. It's a
long road, but it's often the only
road.
From there, the intellectual
questions can be addressed. In
the years ahead, evangelism will
increasingly become more dif
ficult; it will be less proposi-
� � � � � nonal and more relational.
The Church should pro
vide a setting where people can express their ques
tions. In churches we live with the danger of one
way verbal traffic.
So it is legitimate to reach people
through their feit needs?
Obviously Christ's teaching is therapeutic
and restorative. It is therapeutic in the sense chat
there are answers Co our needs. Life's difficulties
make the questioner more reachable. God often
enters our lives through our brokenness to show
that we're not as autonomous as we think we are.
But Christ's teaching is therapeutic
.3
because it is true. That truth has greater implica
tions tor life than just being therapeutic. It is not
just a "feel better" but a "know better" situation.
Truth demands a commitment. The question of
truth has to emerge; ever\thing else hangs on it.
Somebody who responds to a watered
down gospel will only make more work for some
one else down che road; the hard work of disciple
ship has to be done. That is one danger of reach
ing nonbelievers solely through the medium of
art. What die arts should do is create legitimate
hungers that only God is big enough to fill. But at
some point, art has to give way to reason. The
visual has to be anchored beyond itself.
How can preaching anchor the
imagination?
First, we need to give our audiences more
credit-chat chey want co chink. We assume some
times that thev don't. It is fatal to assume that
everything we preach should be on the bottom
shelf, where people don't have to reach for it. We
wind up talking down to people and perpetuating
the fallacious idea that spiritual pursuit is handed
to you. It isn't. You reach out; you seek; you knock;
you search; you find.
Jesus spoke in parables not only to disclose
truth but also to disclose the heart of the listener,
to see how much that listener wanted Co pursue
the truth. Having to reach is indispensable co spir
itual maturity.
When you preach engaging che mind
-keeping che idea within reach-you are compli
menting your audience; chey recognize chey need
to reach for that shghdy higher level, that diey
need to stand on their toes to grasp what you're
saying. In reaching the heart, we can't forget the
mind. "Balance" is the key word.
What do you think is the primary-
role of the preacher in today's post
modern world?
The cask of the preacher is undoubtedly
one of the most difficult roles in a fragmented
society steeped in such a scorching secularism.
Many people in che pew see Christianity as dis
jointed from cheir day-co-day life. They see it as
one aspect of cheir lives, something they do in
addition to everything else. Nothing is connected
for chem in life. There is no unity in che diversity
of roles we all play.
Preaching is such a sacred crust; over che
years I have learned Co respect the calling more
each day. I hesitate therefore Co give anyone else
suggestions. What has helped me in making the
connection is to see a sermon as incorporating
three components: the argument (or proclama
tion), the illustration, and the application. The
Scriptures provide the truth; che arts, poetry, liter
ature, or other current events provide the iUustra-
dons; and the application should go right to daily
living. T'nis approach helps connect ideas with
concrete reality.
One of the important roles of the preach
er is to be a connector. People today live in various
privatized struggles; there is no unity to them. The
pastor is the only person who can help chem make
sense of it all.
But for a pastor to connect fragmented
lives Cakes hard work. Most professions afford the
luxury of one line of thinking. If I am a biology
teacher, for e.xample, biology is my discipline and
all I need to keep up with. If I am a hockey player,
hockey is all I need to perfect.
But a pastor or Christian teacher today has
to keep up with so many fields because the audi
ence is so diversified, and the pastor is looked up
to for wisdom in trying to connect it all. This
demand requires much study. This is a tall order.
With knowledge growing e.xponentiaily, it's easy
to wind up sounding ignorant.
A. W. Tozer said that we are all ignorant,
only in different subjects. Some pastors might not
be given to philosophical thinking, but all of us
wrestle with these issues at some level. We need to
rise to the level we can.
How can we better understand the
way people think today?
9
r recommend that pastors formulate a
book list representing five of the major world-
views. Take three-by-dve cards and write down the
fundamental beliefs of each. What are the basic
doctrines of this worldview? Who are die leading
thinkers advocating it?
Preachers must work hard at being famil
iar with the leading thinkers of our day. The ideas
of Jacques Derrida and Paul de Man, for e.xample,
give firsthand insight into deconstruction, a
worldview that trumpets the meaninglessness of
meaning. The reading is difficult, but you'll get a
IS"
Christianity's Competition
Resources to understand today's five major belief systems
Here are books that introduce the peopleand ideas principally involved in five
respective worldviews.
1. Pantheism
Here the danger is to subsume all
Eastem religions under one concept. This
is a serious mistake. Buddhism, for exam
ple, is nontheistic, while Hinduism can
incorporate atheism, polytheism, theism,
and much else.
A Reasoned Look at Asian Religions by
David Johnson (Bethany, 1985). Johnson's
insights and analysis go beyond a mere
catalogue of beliefs. I consider this a must-
read in a pastor's library.
Christ in the Ancient Vedas by Joseph
Padinjarekara (Toronto: Welch Publishing,
1991). Some fine clues for finding common
ground with Hindus.
Apologetics in the New Age by David K.
Clark and Norman L. Geisler (Baker, 1990).
2. Islam
This is the most difficult worldview
counter to Christianity because it is galva
nized with a geopolitical theory and is abso
lutist in doctrine.
There is ample material that deals with
the doctrinal and cultural differences a
Christian encounters. I see a greater need
to come to this study from a different slant.
There are actually some very serious flaws
as I see them, in the starting points of
Islam, which if not settled, make meaning
ful dialogue with a Muslim wrongheaded
from the start.
Islam and Christianity: The Points of
Tension by Ravi Zacharias (call 1 -800-448-
6766). In this lecture, I highlighted the three
encumbering flaws in Islam.
The Christian Witness to the Muslim
and Muhammad and the Religion of Islam
by John Gilchrist (Republic of South Africa:
Roodepoort Mission Press, 1988; contact:
Jesus to the Muslims, P.O. Box 1804,
Benoni, R.S.A.). An outstanding two-vol
ume set.
3. Scientific
Not a Chance by R. C. Sproui (Baker,
1994). An excellent contrast between the
cosmologies of chance and agency.
4. Secular/Philosophical
God and the Philosophers by Thomas V.
Morris, ed. (Oxford, 1994).
W/7af Is Human? by T. M. Kitwood
(InterVarsity, 1970). An excellent work in
understanding popular existentialism and
its roots.
The Culture of Interpretation: Christian
Faith and the Postmodern World by Roger
Lundin (Eerdmans, 1993). The author
probes the historical background of post-
modernism's nihilistic assumptions and the
theological and ethical implications of these
ideas.
Postmodern Times: A Christian Guide to
Contemporary Thought and Culture by
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feel for our times. If one is not given to cfiis type
of content, tiien it is still important that we know
where to direct the inquirer who struggles with
these issues.
One of the names being resurrected on
university campuses today is .A.yn Rand, an ego-
Gene Edward Veith (Crossway, 1994).
Veith demonstrates how the ideas of post-
modernism-that truth and meaning are
unknowable-have influenced art, society,
and religion.
The Mars Hill Tape Series by Kenneth
Myers (call 1-800-331-6407). A bimonthly
audio magazine of contemporary culture
and Chnstian conviction by a former com
mentator with National Public Radio.
5. Liberal Theologies
Here the terrain is wide-ranging, from
the mild but heterodox to the radical, rep
resented by the likes of Bishop Spcng.
Spectrum of Protestant Beliefs by
Robert Campbell (Bruce Publishing,
1968). Although dated, a superb treat
ment.
Who Was Jesus? by N.T Wright
(Eerdmans, 1993). Wright responds to
contrary views. A treasured volume.
Intellectuals Don't Need God: And
Other Modern Myths by Alister McGrath
(Zondervan, 1992). Reading this will
enrich and balance the use of sound argu
ment.
In addition to the above are two valu
able reference books on woridviews: The
Universe Next Door by James Sire
(InterVarsity, 1976) and Is Man the
Measure? by Norman Geisler (Baker,
1983).H
centric humanist popular twenty or so vears ago. I
gained an awareness of that in our last couple of
open forums, so I hurried back to reread We the
Living and her other works.
The listener respects firsthand knowledge.
Is the gospel gaining a hearing
among our thinking elite?
Yes, in all arenas we see this-poiitical, busi
ness, academic, and the arts. We do our universi
des a disservice when we brand them as a lost
cause. There are some frightfully honest students
out there. .\nd when their questions are respect
fully dealt with, many admit their vulnerabilirv.
Even though the search for meaning is
debunked today, it is still rigorously pursued. The
postmodern world is still a world where technolo
gy and means play a greater role than people and
reladonships. But the cries of the human heart
can be smothered only so long. And in these
yearnings, the search for significance and fulfill
ment continues.
Every generation will try to get us to
change the message, but wisdom is justified by her
children. We are called to be faithful to our calling
in the Word. .And God has promised to honor
those who honor him.
If our preaching leads people to genuine
worship, we will help meet the deepest longing of
the heart and mind; the secular worldviews have
left them bankrupt.
?
Ravi Zacharias is president of Ravi Zacharias
International Ministries.
FOUR
April Johnson is a hard-working volleyball player. Determination and
heart have played a big part in her desire to be
the best athlete that she can be.
That same drive carries over into another
part of her life. April has a desire to,let other
people know about the spiritual dimension
which is so important to her. "1 want to use my
athletic ability to let people know about my
faith in Jesus Christ." .April says.
The following tour statements contain some
principles which .April and the other mem
bers of the AlA volleyball team have used to
communicate how a person can establish a
personal faith in Jesus Christ.
God loves you and offers a wonderful
plan for your life.
God's Love: "For God so loved the world.
that He gave His only begotten Son, that
whoever believes in Him should not perish.
but have eternal life" (John 3:16).
God's Plan: (Christ speaking) "I came that
they might have life, and might have it abun




.Man is sinful and separated from God.
Therefore, he cannot know and experi
ence God's love and plan for his life.
Man is Sinful: "For all have sinned and fall
short of the glory of God" (Romans 3:23).
Man was created to have fellowship with
God: but. because of his stubborn self-will, he
chose to go his own independent way and
fellowship with God was broken. This self-
will, characterized by an attitude of active
rebellion or passive indifference, is evidence
of what the Bible calls sin.
Man is Separated: "For the wages of sin is
death" (spiritual separation from God)
(Romans 6:23).
Jesus Christ is God's only provision
for man's sin. Through Him you can know
and exoerience God's love and plan for vour
life.
He Died in Our Place: "But God demon
strates His own love toward us. in that while
we were ye: sinners. Christ died for us"
(Romans 5:8).
He Rose From the Dead: "Christ died for
our sins ... He was buried ... He was raised
on the third dav. according to the Scriptures
. . He appeared to Pete.', then to the twelve.
After that He appeared to more than five hun
dred ..." (1 Corinthians 15:3-6).
He is the Only Way to God: "Jesus said to
him. 'I am the way, and the truth, and the life:
no one comes to the Father, but through Me
"
(John 14:6).
; We must individually receive Jesus
Christ as Savior and Lord: then we can
; know and experience God's love and
; plan for our lives.
! We Must Receive Christ: "But as many as
i received Him. to them He gave the right to
: become children of God. even to those who
I believe in His name" {John 1:12).
We Receive Christ Through Faith: "For by
grace you have been saved through faith: and
! that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God: not
i as a result of works, that no one should boast"
�
(Ephesians 2:8.9).
When We Receive Christ, We Lxperience a
; New Birth (Read John 3:1-8).
I We Receive Christ by Personal Invitation:
; (Christ is speaking): "Behold. 1 stand at the
! door and knock; if anyone hears My voice and
I opens the door, 1 will come in to him" (Revela-
I tion3:20).
i Receiving Christ involves turning to God
: from self (repentance) and trusting Christ to
i come into our lives to forgive our sins and to
make us the kind of people He wants us to be.
Just to agree intellectually that Jesus Christ is
the Son of God and that He died on the cross
for our sins is not enough. Nor is it enough to
have an emotional experience. We receive
Jesus Christ by faith, as an act of the will.
These two circles represent two kinds of
lives:
SELF-DIRECTED LIFE
S�Self is on the throne
Cfirist is outside the liie
� Inierests are directed by
sell, often resulting in
discord and frustration
CHRIST-DIRECTED LIFE
t�Christ is in the life and on
the throne
S�Self is yielding to Christ
� Interests are directed by
Christ, resulting in
harmony with God's plan
Which circle best represents your life'/
Which circle would you like to have represent
your life? The following explains how you can
receive Christ:
You can receive Christ right now by faith
through prayer (Prayer is talking with God.)
God knows your heart and is not so concerned
with your words as He is with the attitude of
your heart. The following is a suggested
prayer:
"Lord Jesus, I need You. Thank You
for dying on the cross for my sins. I
open the door of my life and receive
You as my Savior and Lord. Thank You
for forgiving my sins and giving me
eternal life. Take control of the throne
of my life. Make me the kind of person
You wantme to be."
Does this prayer express the desire of your i
heart? If it does, pray this prayer right now, ;
and Christ will" come into your life, as He
promised.
We are interested in hearing your opinion
about the ideas presented above. iMaybe you
read through the four steps above, and, as a
result, trusted Christ to be your personal Sav
ior. Or perhaps you want to know God better,
and you would like to receive a correspon
dence Bible study series to enhance your
Christian growth:
Whatever your thoughts, we'd like to hear
from you! Write to us at Athletes in Action
magazine. 4790 Irvine Blvd.. 105-325. Irvine.
CA 92714. We will send you a correspondence
Bible study. We're sure you'll find it helpful.
Please specify whether you became a Chris
tian recently or at some time in the past./
Wniien by Bill Bright Copvrighl �' Camous
Crusade tnr Christ. Inc. 1965. .All nights reserved.












































































Why do you believe it is wrong to take a human life?
Why do you believe it is proper to hold a door open for
an elderly couple?
What motivates us toward any action or reaction for
that matter?
The answer is what students of the human race call
"worldview." Everyone in this class possesses a
worldview or way of thinking about and interpreting
events in the world around them. Our worldview is
based partly on the way we were reared with a unique
emphasis on the belief system we have accepted as an
adult.
Let us examine a number of worldview definitions with







Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself
a slave to everyone, to win as many as possible. To the
Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews. To those
imder the law I became like one under the law (though
I myself am not under the law), so as to win those under
the law. To those not having the law I became like one
not having the law (though I am not free from God's law
but am under Christ's law), so as to win those not having
the law- To the weak I became weak, to win the weak.
I have become all things to all men so that by all
possible means I might save some. I do all this for the
sake of the gospel, that I may share in its blessings.
Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but
only one gets the prize? Rim in such a way as to get the
prize. Everyone who competes in the games goes into
strict training. They do it to get a crown that will not
last; but we do it to get a crown that will last forever.
Therefore I do not run like a man running aimlessly; I
do not fight like a man beating the air. No, I beat my
body and make it my slave so that after I have preached
to others, I myself will not be disqualified for the
prize. I Cor. 9:19-27 (NIV)

















To the Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews. To
those under the law I became like one under the law
(though I myself am not under the law), so as to win
those under the law. To those not having the law I
became like one not having the law (though I am not
free from God's law but am under Christ's law), so as to
win those not having the law.
I Corinthians 9:20-21
From Perga they went on to Pisidian Antioch. On the
Sabbath they entered the synagogue and sat down. . . .
The God of the people of Israel chose our fathers; he
made the people prosper during their stay in Egypt, with
mighty power he led them out of that country.
Acts 13:14,17
On the next Sabbath almost the whole city gathered to
hear the word of the Lord. . . . Then Paul and Barnabas
answered them boldly: "We had to speak the word of
God to you first. Since you reject it and do not consider









To those not having the law I became like one not
having the law (though I am not free from God's law but
am under Christ's law), so as to win those not having the
law.
I Corinthians 9:21
For as I walked around and looked carefully at your
objects of worship, I even found an altar with this
mscription: TO AN UNKNOWN GOD. Now what you
worship as something unknown I am going to proclaim
to you. The God who made the world and everything in
it is the Lord of heaven and earth and does not live in
temples built by hands. ... For in him we live and
move and have our being. As some of your own poets








To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have
become all things to all men so that by all possible
means I misht save some.
I Corinthians 9:22
If some unbeliever invites you to a meal and you want
to go, eat whatever is put before you without raising
questions of conscience. But if anyone says to you,
"This has been offered in sacrifice, then do not eat it,
both for the sake of the man who told you and for
conscience' sake -- the other man's conscience, I mean,












Paul balances his practice of flexibility
with the demand of restraint.
The apostle Paul expressed the same
attitude in I Corinthians 9. Everything he
did was in terms ofhow it would help him
to win more people to Jesus Christ.
The restraint of strict training demands
that we set aside everything that would
hinder us in sharing the gospel and focus
on one objective only�to win as many" as
possible.
1 . We must get rid of everything that
hinders.
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